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The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court,
In the appeals of the legal representatives of the V01 group of victims and of Mr
Thomas Lubanga Dyilo against the decision of Trial Chamber II entitled ‘Decision
Setting the Size of the Reparations Award for which Thomas Lubanga Dyilo is
Liable’ of 15 December 2017, to which a corrigendum was issued on 21 December
2017 (ICC-01/04-01/06-3379-Red-Corr-tENG),
After deliberation,
Unanimously,
Delivers the following

JUDGMENT
1) The ‘Decision Setting the Size of the Reparations Award for which
Thomas Lubanga Dyilo is Liable’ of 15 December 2017 (ICC-01/0401/06-3379-Red-Corr-tENG) is confirmed, subject to sub-paragraph 2) to
follow.
2) The ‘Decision Setting the Size of the Reparations Award for which
Thomas Lubanga Dyilo is Liable’ of 15 December 2017 (ICC-01/0401/06-3379-Red-Corr-tENG) is amended such that the victims whom Trial
Chamber II found ineligible to receive reparations, and who consider that
their failure to sufficiently substantiate their allegations, including by
supporting documentation, resulted from insufficient notice of the
requirements for eligibility, may seek a new assessment of their eligibility
by the Trust Fund for Victims, together with other victims who may come
forward in the course of the implementation stage and as envisaged by
Trial Chamber II in paragraphs 292 – 297 and the disposition of the
aforementioned decision; any recommendations as to eligibility made by
the Trust Fund for Victims shall be subject to the approval of Trial
Chamber II.
3) The ‘Defence Application for Suspension of the “Décision approuvant les
propositions du Fonds au profit des victimes portant sur la procédure
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visant à localiser et décider de l’admissibilité aux réparations des
nouveaux demandeurs” Issued on 7 February 2019 by Trial Chamber II’
(ICC-01/04-01/06-3447-Red-tENG) is dismissed in limine.

REASONS
I.
1.

KEY FINDINGS
The second sentence of article 75(1) of the Statute concerns, inter alia, the

trigger for reparations proceedings: upon conviction of a person by the Court, the trial
chamber will enter into the reparations phase of proceedings (i) if it has received
requests for reparations by individuals identifying themselves as victims, or (ii) on its
own motion, if exceptional circumstances exist.
2.

It would be incorrect to assume that the number of victims may only be

established based on individual requests for reparations received by the Court. It
would be undesirable for the trial chamber to be restrained in that determination
simply because not all victims had presented themselves to the Court by making a
request under rule 94 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence. In making that
determination, the trial chamber should consider the scope of damage as it is in the
current reality, based on the crimes for which the convicted person was found
culpable.
3.

In deciding what reparations are ‘appropriate’, a trial chamber must take into

account the rights of the convicted person. The reparations order must not go beyond
the crimes for which he or she was convicted. The convicted person must be given a
sufficient opportunity to make submissions on the scope of reparations, the scope of
victimhood to be repaired, the type of reparations, etc., so as to comply with the
requirements of fairness. To that end, the trial chamber must give notice to the parties
of the manner in which it intends to conduct the reparations proceedings before it,
especially where it does not intend to make individual determinations with respect to
each victim who has filed a request. In this regard, it must ensure that the convicted
person is adequately on notice as to the information on which it will rely in making its
order, so that he or she has a meaningful opportunity to make representations thereon,
and it must give notice as to the manner in which it intends to assess that information
No: ICC-01/04-01/06 A7 A8
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– e.g. does it intend to assess each request individually? The Trial Chamber must also
ensure that the parties are on notice as to the standard of proof that will be applied in
the proceedings so that they are aware of the manner in which the information will be
assessed. [...] If the trial chamber resorts to estimates as to the number of victims,
such estimates must be based on a sufficiently strong evidential basis; any
uncertainties must be resolved in favour of the convicted person (for instance, by
assuming a lower number of victims, or by discounting the amount of liability).
4.

The amount of the convicted person’s liability should be fixed taking into

account the cost of reparations considered to be appropriate and that are intended to
be put in place (which can include reparations programmes) and the different harms
suffered by the different victims, both individual victims (direct and indirect) in
addition to, in particular circumstances, the collective of victims. In setting the
amount, the trial chamber must also ensure that it takes into account the convicted
person’s rights and interests.
5.

It is important for trial chambers to provide a clear indication to victims who

have already been authorised to participate in proceedings, and to other victims
seeking reparations, as to the standard of proof that will apply to the assessment of
their eligibility for reparations.

II.
6.

INTRODUCTION TO THE APPEALS
Mr Lubanga was convicted, on 14 March 2012, of the crimes of conscripting

and enlisting children under the age of fifteen years into the FPLC1 and using them to
participate actively in hostilities. On 7 August 2012, Trial Chamber I issued a
decision on reparations which was subsequently appealed. The Appeals Chamber, on
3 March 2015, rendered a judgment in relation to those appeals.2 The Appeals
Chamber amended Trial Chamber I’s decision and also issued an amended reparations
order. In its judgment, the Appeals Chamber found, among other things, that it was
‘appropriate to exceptionally seek the Trust Fund’s assistance in requesting that it
provide […] the anticipated monetary amount that it considers necessary to remedy

1
2

For defined terms and abbreviations, as well as cited materials, see Annex B to this Judgment.
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations and Lubanga Amended Reparations Order.
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the harms by the crimes for which Mr Lubanga was convicted’.3 The Appeals
Chamber gave the parties the opportunity to then make submissions on the scope of
Mr Lubanga’s liability, in light of the information provided by the TFV, prior to the
trial chamber setting the amount of the award.4 It stated that the trial chamber’s
decision on the amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability for reparations would be
appealable.5
7.

It is the Trial Chamber’s decision of 15 December 2017 – the Impugned

Decision – which set the amount of Mr Lubanga’s monetary liability, which has now
been appealed. In that decision, the Trial Chamber held Mr Lubanga liable for
reparations to the sum of USD 10,000,000 in respect of 425 victims it found eligible
for reparations and ‘any other victims who may be identified’.
8.

On 15 January 2018, Victims V01 and Mr Lubanga filed notices of appeal

against that decision. Mr Lubanga has raised six grounds of appeal against the
Impugned Decision and Victims V01 have raised three. As certain grounds of appeal
overlap, the Appeals Chamber has grouped them as follows.
9.

First group: system for the award of reparations – Mr Lubanga’s first and

fourth grounds of appeal and Victims V01’s first and second grounds of appeal. These
grounds of appeal raise the question of the correctness of the Trial Chamber’s
approach/methodology in deciding on the monetary amount of reparations for which
Mr Lubanga was held liable, in addition to its decision to decide on the eligibility for
reparations of certain individual victims; together, they raise issues that concern the
system in place for the award of (collective) reparations.
10.

Second group: assessment of individual requests and standard of proof –

Mr Lubanga’s second and third grounds of appeal and Victims V01’s third ground of
appeal. These grounds of appeal relate to the actual assessment of the 473 individual
requests for reparations and to the determination that the 425 victims are only a
sample of the potentially eligible victims and that hundreds and possibly thousands

3

Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 240.
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 80.
5
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 81; Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para.
242.
4
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more victims suffered harm as a consequence of the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was
convicted.6
11.

The two remaining grounds of appeal are the following. Mr Lubanga’s fifth

ground of appeal raises the issue of how to take into account, when calculating the
monetary value of a person’s liability for reparations, a convicted person’s role in the
commission of the crimes in question, also vis-à-vis other possible co-perpetrators,
and how to take into account other issues that he or she may raise with a view to
mitigating his or her liability. Mr Lubanga’s sixth ground of appeal raises the issue of
the application of the non ultra petita rule in reparations proceedings before the Court.
12.

Prior to entering into the merits of the grounds of appeal, the Appeals

Chamber will first address four preliminary issues that arose in this case. Also, further
details of the procedural history of this case can be found in Annex A.7

III. PRELIMINARY ISSUES
A.
13.

OPCV’s standing to participate in these appeals

The OPCV filed a response to the appeals in this case, stating that it is the

‘legal representative of 392 applicants, of whom 379 have already been found eligible
for collective reparations’.8 Victims V01, in their reply, challenge the ‘OPCV’s
position in the proceedings’ and seem to argue that the OPCV does not have standing
to participate in these appeals.9 Victims V01 contend that the 392 ‘applicants’ that the
OPCV purports to represent ‘have never filed an application for reparations within the
meaning of rule 94; nor have they applied to participate in the proceedings; let alone
have they ever been granted leave […] to participate in the proceedings’.10 In Victims
V01’s view, ‘[s]ince Trial Chamber I rejected the applications for reparations put

6

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Impugned Decision consistently refers to the number of
applicants as 473 (e.g., pp. 3, 21, 23, 30, 70, and 111, and paras 14, 27, 36, 44, 190, 239, and 279), and
there are 473 applicants recorded in Table A of the confidential Annex II to the Impugned Decision.
The Impugned Decision also refers to 425 as the number of applicants who established that they are
victims for the purposes of reparations (e.g., para. 292). However, Annex III to the Impugned Decision,
footnotes 45 and 47, refers to 476 applicants and 427 found to be eligible. For the purposes of the
present judgment, the Appeals Chamber will refer to the total number of applicants as 473 and the total
number of applicants found to be eligible as 425.
7
Annex A.
8
OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 1.
9
Victims V01’s Reply, paras 8-13.
10
Victims V01’s Reply, para. 9.
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before it and the Appeals Chamber has held that the collective reparations would not
be based on applications, it would appear that [the] OPCV no longer represents
individual applicants but rather the interests of those victims who may receive
collective reparations’.11 Victims V01 also find it ‘particularly astonishing’ that the
OPCV, contrary to its mandate to assist victims, is opposing ‘consideration of an
appeal brought by and/or which has the support of all the victims authorised to
participate in the proceedings’.12
14.

In its Scheduling Order of 6 November 2018, the Appeals Chamber invited the

parties to make submissions on, inter alia, the OPCV’s standing to participate in these
appeals.13 On 31 January 2019, the OPCV stated that its standing in this case derives
from Trial Chamber I’s decision of 6 April 2012, as followed by the Trial Chamber,
and that the Appeals Chamber seems to acknowledge the OPCV’s standing by having
instructed it to make submissions on the questions in the Scheduling Order of 6
November 2018.14
15.

On 5 April 2012, Trial Chamber I, which was at that time seized of the case,

issued the ‘Decision on the OPCV's request to participate in the reparations
proceedings’; it considered the expertise of the OPCV to be useful in particular to
‘safeguard the rights of these potential beneficiaries of an award for collective
reparations’.15 In the circumstances, it allowed the OPCV to ‘act as the legal
representative of unrepresented applicants for reparations until their status is
determined or until the Registrar arranges a legal representative to act on their behalf’
and to ‘represent the interests of victims who have not submitted applications but who
may benefit from an award for collective reparations, pursuant to Rules 97 and 98 of
the Rules’.16 Prior to Trial Chamber I’s Lubanga Reparations Decision, the OPCV
had acted as legal representative of several of the 85 victims who had made requests
for reparations.17 In the Lubanga Appeal Decision on Admissibility, the Appeals

11

Victims V01’s Reply, para. 11.
Victims V01’s Reply, para. 12.
13
Scheduling Order of 6 November 2018, pp. 3, 4, 9. See also Order on Conduct of Proceedings, p. 3.
14
OPCV’s Submissions Following the Appeals Chamber’s Questions, para. 7.
15
Decision on OPCV’s Participation in the Proceedings, para. 11.
16
Decision on OPCV’s Participation in the Proceedings, para. 12.
17
Lubanga Appeal Decision on Admissibility, para. 72; The Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo,
‘Observations on issues concerning the admissibility of appeals lodged by the Defence, the OPCV and
12
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Chamber determined, in the circumstances, that ‘the OPCV is entitled to bring an
appeal with regard to those individuals in respect of whom it was appointed as a legal
representative’.18
16.

After the 2015 Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, the Trial Chamber,

on 13 January 2016, disposed of a request by the OPCV for access to a report filed in
the proceedings; in finding the OPCV’s request moot, as the information had already
been disclosed, it nevertheless referred to, without disputing, the OPCV’s submissions
as to the manner of its participation before Trial Chamber I.19 The Trial Chamber also
fixed a deadline for, inter alia, the OPCV to file observations on the TFV’s draft
implementation plan.20 On 21 October 2016, the Trial Chamber dealt with another
such request. Recalling the role of the OPCV in the reparations proceedings,21 the
Trial Chamber authorised the OPCV to assist victims in completing further
reparations requests, and in transmitting them, through the Registry, to the Trial
Chamber.22 Commencing in December 2016, the OPCV, through the Registry,
transmitted seven batches of requests for reparations.23 On 13 July 2017, the Trial
Chamber disposed of a request by the OPCV for it to reconsider its decision of 6 April
2017, in which it rejected the OPCV’s request for an extension of time for the
preparation and submission of dossiers of potentially eligible victims.24 The Trial
Chamber recalled that it had found, in its decision of 6 April 2017, that the victims’
files submitted to the Registry ‘constituted a sufficient number of representative files’
and that ‘the mandate conferred on the OPCV by way of the Order of 21 October
2016 – to continue the process of locating and identifying Potentially Eligible
Victims, to prepare their files and to transmit them to the Chamber [...] [was] at an

the V01 and V02 teams against Trial Chamber I’s Decision establishing the principles and procedures
to be applied to reparations, rendered on 7 August 2012’, 1 October 2012, ICC-01/04-01/06-2928tENG, para. 9.
18
Lubanga Appeal Decision on Admissibility, para. 72.
19
Decision on OPCV’s and Victims V02’s Requests, paras 10-11.
20
Decision on OPCV’s and Victims V02’s Requests, p. 6.
21
Order of 21 October 2016, para. 16.
22
Order of 21 October 2016, paras 18-21.
23
See Registry’s First Transmission of Dossiers (23 requests); Registry’s Second Transmission of
Dossiers (96 requests); Registry’s Third Transmission of Dossiers (92 requests); Registry’s Fourth
Transmission of Dossiers (60 requests); Registry’s Fifth Transmission of Dossiers (60 requests);
Registry’s Sixth Transmission of Dossiers (60 requests); Registry’s Seventh Transmission of Dossiers
(53 requests).
24
Decision of 13 July 2017, p. 6.
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end’.25 It went on to state that ‘[t]he OPCV [would], however, continue to represent
the Potentially Eligible Victims whose files it prepared’.26
17.

The Appeals Chamber notes that, as argued, the OPCV represents a number of

the individuals who requested reparations in this case. No valid reasons have been
presented by Victims V01 to find that the OPCV does not have standing in these
proceedings while the Trial Chamber has, in this case, clearly accepted the OPCV’s
standing to represent the victims referred to above. Victims V01’s argument is
rejected.

B. Admissibility of the OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the
Appeal Briefs in respect of Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief
18.

The OPCV filed a consolidated response to the two appeal briefs filed

respectively by Mr Lubanga and Victims V01. The two appeal briefs were filed on
different dates thereby, prima facie, triggering different dates for the filing of
responses; responses to Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief were due by 15 May 2018 and
responses to Victims V01’s Appeal Brief were due by 21 May 2018. The OPCV filed
the OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs on 18 May 2018, which on
the face of it is outside the time limit in respect of Mr Lubanga’s appeal.
19.

In the introduction to its response, the OPCV submits:
Pursuant to rule 150(1) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence and regulation
63(4) of the Regulations of the Court applied to these proceedings, the Legal
Representative hereby files a consolidated response to the appeal briefs of the
Defence and of the LRVs; the latter was notified to her on 19 March 2018.27

20.

The OPCV assumed that the time limit for its response began to run from 19

March 2018, thereby rendering its filing timely and did not make any submissions as
to why these provisions, which do not relate to the filing of consolidated responses in
reparations appeals, should apply to its filing. Indeed, regulation 63 of the Regulations
of the Court, as referred to, expressly relates only to consolidated filings by the
Prosecutor. Nevertheless, despite this fact, the Appeals Chamber notes that the title of
that regulation relates to appeals generally under rule 150 (which include reparations
25

Decision of 13 July 2017, para. 10.
Decision of 13 July 2017, para. 10.
27
OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 4.
26
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appeals) and there seems to be no reason why it could not apply, by analogy, to filings
in reparations appeals, noting that its spirit seems aimed generally at ensuring judicial
economy.28 The Appeals Chamber also recalls that the OPCV represents victims
affected by the Impugned Decision and so has an interest in responding to Mr
Lubanga. In the future, however, the Appeals Chamber would expect the OPCV to
make clear submissions as to why, in its view, the Appeals Chamber should accept a
course of action that is not clear on the face of provisions relied upon.

C.
21.

OPCV’s request for rejection of the appeals ‘outright’

In the OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, the OPCV argues

that neither of the two appellants ‘has stated clearly, let alone proved, that the criteria
applicable under article 82(4) of the Rome Statute have been met’ and that therefore
‘neither appeal is admissible and they must be rejected outright’.29 Having referred to
the explanation of the standard of review in the Lubanga Appeal Judgment on
Reparations, the OPCV submits that ‘the appellants do not clearly identify the nature
or the basis of the errors allegedly committed by the Trial Chamber or show how the
impugned decision was affected by the alleged errors’.30 It submits in addition ‘that,
as “the clear misappreciation of the facts” does not fall within the purview of the
Appeals Chamber, in conformity with its previous decisions, these appeals must be
rejected outright by the Appeals Chamber’.31
22.

In his reply, Mr Lubanga submits that the Appeals Chamber should deny the

OPCV’s motion to dismiss as unfounded and argues that each of his six grounds of
appeal sets out their legal basis, alleged errors and how those errors affected the
Impugned Decision, as well as the relief sought.32 He avers that ‘clear misappreciation
of the facts and error in the exercise of discretion fall within the jurisdiction of the

28

It may be noted that, in the instant case, in the course of the reparations proceedings leading to the
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, the Appeals Chamber referred to regulation 63 of the
Regulations of the Court when fixing a page limit for Mr Lubanga. It ordered him to ‘file a
consolidated response to the two documents in support of the appeals filed on behalf of the
participating victims, which, by analogy to regulation 63 of the Regulations of the Court, must not be
longer than 140 pages’, Lubanga Appeal Decision on Admissibility, para. 74.
29
OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 10.
30
OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 12.
31
OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 12 (footnote omitted).
32
Mr Lubanga’s Reply, paras 30-31.
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Appeals Chamber’.33 In their reply, Victims V01 argue, inter alia, that the OPCV has
advanced no reason for its purported interpretation of article 82(4) of the Statute;34
that their appeal brief shows a number of alleged errors of law and, alternatively,
abuse of discretion; and that these errors necessarily materially affected the Impugned
Decision.35
23.

The Appeals Chamber rejects the OPCV’s request. Leaving aside whether they

are fully substantiated or argued, both appeal briefs set out arguments on each of the
grounds of appeal raised and identify, at least in general terms, the main alleged errors
and their effect on the Impugned Decision. There is no reason to reject the appeals
‘outright’, as suggested by the OPCV.36 It is also not the case, as seems to be
alleged,37 that errors of fact do not fall within the scope of a reparations appeal, as will
be discussed in more detail later in this judgment.38 The Appeals Chamber also
referred to such errors in the Katanga Judgment on Reparations.39

D. Mr Lubanga’s request for suspension of the Decision of 7
February 2019
24.

Following issuance of the Impugned Decision, proceedings continued before

the Trial Chamber. In particular, on 7 February 2019, the Trial Chamber issued a
decision regarding implementation of the Impugned Decision.40 In that decision, the
Trial Chamber approved proposals by the TFV ‘on the process for locating new
applicants and determining their eligibility for reparations’.41 On 20 March 2019, Mr
Lubanga filed a request42 for suspension of this decision, which was followed by
responses by Victims V01,43 the OPCV44 and Victims V0245, each of them submitting
that it should be dismissed.

33

Mr Lubanga’s Reply, para. 32.
Victims V01’s Reply, paras 19-20.
35
Victims V01’s Reply, para. 21.
36
OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 12.
37
OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 12.
38
See infra, para. 30.
39
Katanga Judgment on Reparations, paras 41, 62, 77, 235.
40
Decision of 7 February 2019.
41
Decision of 7 February 2019, p. 17.
42
Request to Suspend the Decision of 7 February 2019.
43
‘Response of the Legal Representatives of V01 Victims to the Defence Application for Suspension
of the “Décision approuvant les propositions du Fonds au profit des victimes portant sur la procédure
visant à localiser et décider de l’admissibilité aux réparations des nouveaux demandeurs” Issued on 7
34
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25.

Relying on rules 134(3) and 149 of the Rules,46 Mr Lubanga argues that the

Decision of 7 February 2019 should be suspended pending the appeals in order to
ensure the proper administration of justice and the right to an impartial and
independent hearing.47 He submits that, by directing the TFV
and
, the Trial Chamber ‘predetermined the Appeals Chamber’s
position’48 with regard to his argument under the first ground of his appeal that ‘the
Chamber should not have taken into consideration the existence of hundreds and
possibly thousands more unidentified victims who did not apply to the Chamber’.49
Mr Lubanga submits that the Appeals Chamber is also seized of the issue as to
whether there is a date by which the requests for reparations from potentially eligible
victims must be filed.50
26.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Mr Lubanga did not seek suspensive effect of

the Impugned Decision when filing his appeal. On 13 February 2019, he sought leave
to appeal the Decision of 7 February 2019,51 which was subsequently denied by the
Trial Chamber.52 The Appeals Chamber is, therefore, not seized of an appeal in
relation to the Decision of 7 February 2019 and is consequently not in a position to
suspend its application. The Request to Suspend the Decision of 7 February 2019 is
therefore dismissed in limine.

February 2019’, 25 March 2019, ICC-01/04-01/06-3448-Red-tENG. A public redacted version was
registered on 1 July 2019.
44
‘OPCV Response to the “Requête de la Défense aux fins de suspension de la « Décision approuvant
les propositions du Fonds au profit des victimes portant sur la procédure visant à localiser et décider de
l’admissibilité aux réparations des nouveaux demandeurs» rendue le 7 février 2019 par la Chambre de
première instance II”’, 26 March 2019, ICC-01/04-01/06-3449-Red. A public redacted version was
registered on 1 July 2019.
45
‘Corrected version of Response of the Legal Representatives of the V02 Group of Victims to the
Defence Application for Suspension of the “Décision approuvant les propositions du Fonds au profit
des victimes portant sur la procédure visant à localiser et décider de l’admissibilité aux réparations des
nouveaux demandeurs” Issued on 7 February 2019 by Trial Chamber II (ICC-01/04-01/06-3447-Conf.)
(ICC-01/04-01/06-3450-Conf)’, ICC-01/04-01/06-3450-Corr-tENG, reclassified as public on 12 July
2019.
46
Request to Suspend the Decision of 7 February 2019, para. 13.
47
Request to Suspend the Decision of 7 February 2019, para. 22.
48
Request to Suspend the Decision of 7 February 2019, paras 19, 21.
49
Request to Suspend the Decision of 7 February 2019, para. 18.
50
Request to Suspend the Decision of 7 February 2019, para. 20.
51
‘Requête de la Défense aux fins d’autorisation d’interjeter appel de la Décision rendue le 7 février
2019’, 13 February 2019, ICC-01/04-01/06-3441-Red.
52
‘Decision on the Application by the Defence Team for Thomas Lubanga Dyilo for Leave to Appeal
Against the Decision of 7 February 2019’, 4 March 2019, ICC-01/04-01/06-3445-tENG.
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IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW
27.

The present appeals raise questions of law, fact and procedure in addition to

the exercise of the Trial Chamber’s discretion. Such errors were also raised in the case
of Germain Katanga and, in the Katanga Judgment on Reparations, the Appeals
Chamber recalled the following standard of review.53
28.

With respect to alleged legal errors:
[T]he Appeals Chamber will not defer to the Trial Chamber’s interpretation of
the law. Rather, it will arrive at its own conclusions as to the appropriate law
and determine whether or not the Trial Chamber misinterpreted the law. If the
Trial Chamber committed such an error, the Appeals Chamber will only
intervene if the error materially affected the Impugned Decision.
[An Impugned Decision] is “materially affected by an error of law” if the Trial
Chamber “would have rendered a [decision] that is substantially different from
the decision that was affected by the error, if it had not made the error”.54
[Footnotes omitted.]

29.

With respect to alleged procedural errors:
such errors may occur in the proceedings leading up to an impugned decision.
[…] However, as with errors of law, the Appeals Chamber will only reverse [the
Impugned Decision] if it is materially affected by the procedural error. In that
respect, the appellant needs to demonstrate that, in the absence of the procedural
error, the [Impugned Decision] would have substantially differed from the one
rendered.55

30.

With respect to alleged errors of fact:
[The Appeals Chamber] will not interfere with factual findings of the firstinstance Chamber unless it is shown that the Chamber committed a clear error,
namely, misappreciated the facts, took into account irrelevant facts, or failed to
take into account relevant facts. As to the “misappreciation of facts”, the
Appeals Chamber has also stated that it “will not disturb a Pre-Trial or Trial
Chamber’s evaluation of the facts just because the Appeals Chamber might have
come to a different conclusion. It will interfere only in the case where it cannot

53

Katanga Judgment on Reparations, paras 38-45.
Katanga Judgment on Reparations, para. 39, quoting Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Conviction,
paras 18-19.
55
Katanga Judgment on Reparations, para. 40, quoting Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Conviction,
para. 20.
54
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discern how the Chamber’s conclusion could have reasonably been reached
from the evidence before it”.56
31.

And finally, with respect to alleged errors in discretionary decisions, the

Appeals Chamber recalled what it had held in the case of the Prosecutor v. Uhuru
Muigai Kenyatta:
The Appeals Chamber recalls that it will not interfere with a Chamber’s
exercise of discretion merely because the Appeals Chamber, if it had the power,
might have made a different ruling. The Appeals Chamber will only disturb the
exercise of a Chamber’s discretion where it is shown that an error of law, fact or
procedure was made. In this context, the Appeals Chamber has held that it will
interfere with a discretionary decision only under limited conditions and has
referred to standards of other courts to further elaborate that it will correct an
exercise of discretion in the following broad circumstances, namely where (i) it
is based upon an erroneous interpretation of the law; (ii) it is based upon a
patently incorrect conclusion of fact; or (iii) the decision amounts to an abuse of
discretion. Furthermore, once it is established that the discretion was
erroneously exercised, the Appeals Chamber has to be satisfied that the
improper exercise of discretion materially affected the impugned decision.57
32.

In respect of the abuse of discretion, the Appeals Chamber stated:
[T]he Appeals Chamber may interfere with a discretionary decision [when it]
amounts to an abuse of discretion. Even if an error of law or of fact has not been
identified, an abuse of discretion will occur when the decision is so unfair or
unreasonable as to “force the conclusion that the Chamber failed to exercise its
discretion judiciously”. The Appeals Chamber will also consider whether the
first instance Chamber gave weight to extraneous or irrelevant considerations or
failed to give weight or sufficient weight to relevant considerations in exercising
its discretion. The degree of discretion afforded to a Chamber may depend upon
the nature of the decision in question.58

33.

As in that case,59 the Appeals Chamber will be guided by the above standards

of review, bearing in mind the following. The Trial Chamber, in making its findings
as to the victims’ eligibility for reparations, stated that it applied the standard of the
balance of probabilities.60 This standard has not been challenged on appeal (see Mr
Lubanga’s second ground of appeal below). Therefore, in considering the errors
56

Katanga Judgment on Reparations, para. 41, quoting Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Conviction,
para. 21.
57
Katanga Judgment on Reparations, para. 43, quoting Kenyatta OA 5 Judgment, para. 22, referring to
Kony et al. OA 3 Judgment, paras 79-80; Banda OA 5 Judgment, para. 30; Ongwen OA 3 Judgment,
para. 35.
58
Katanga Judgment on Reparations, para. 44, quoting Kenyatta OA 5 Judgment, para. 25.
59
Katanga Judgment on Reparations, para. 45.
60
Impugned Decision, para. 43.
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alleged on appeal with respect to the Trial Chamber’s assessments of eligibility, the
Appeals Chamber’s standard of review, as set out above, will be applied with the
standard of balance of probabilities in mind.

V.
34.

MERITS
Before entering into the merits of these appeals, the Appeals Chamber finds it

appropriate, in the circumstances of this case, to make the following observations.
35.

The Appeals Chamber is aware that this case is in the implementation phase

and that the TFV is finalising proposed reparations programmes related to the victims
whom the Trial Chamber has already found to be eligible. Noting that the Trial
Chamber must still approve the final programmes to be put in place for the benefit of
eligible victims, the Appeals Chamber finds it opportune to stress a number of issues;
in doing so and, in particular, in recalling certain issues that were also dealt with in its
judgment in 2015, the Appeals Chamber does not intend to reduce the significance of
the other issues that were also addressed in that judgment and that remain equally
valid.
36.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the reparations ordered in this case include

restitution, compensation and rehabilitation.61 The Appeals Chamber would
particularly note the principle of restitutio in integrum and the fact that the Appeals
Chamber stated that ‘[r]estitution should, as far as possible, restore the victim to his or
her circumstances before the crime was committed’.62 The TFV and the Trial
Chamber, in the implementation process, and in formulating particular reparations
programmes, should be guided by the principle of restitutio in integrum bearing in
mind the particular circumstances of the case and the type of reparations ordered.
37.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the reparations proceedings in this case

concern harm caused to children under the age of fifteen years who were conscripted
or enlisted into the FPLC, or used to participate actively in hostilities, as well as to
indirect victims – including family members of those children. The situation of such
children is particular and requires measures to be taken which properly address those

61
62

Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 67.
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 67 (footnote omitted).
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particularities. The Appeals Chamber recognised the situation of such children in its
amended reparations order in 2015. It stated, inter alia, that
[r]eparation orders and programmes in favour of child soldiers, should
guarantee the development of the victims’ personalities, talents and abilities to
the fullest possible extent and, more broadly, they should ensure the
development of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. For each
child, the measures should aim at developing respect for their parents, cultural
identity and language. Former child soldiers should be helped to live
responsibly in a free society, recognising the need for a spirit of understanding,
peace and tolerance, showing respect for equality between the sexes and valuing
friendship between all peoples and groups.63 [Footnote omitted.]
38.

Also, and as pointed to by the OPCV,64 the Appeals Chamber stresses the need

to recognise and address, as one type of harm, in the projects being implemented, the
damage to a life plan/the project of life, which these children may have suffered.
Again, the Appeals Chamber recalled this concept in the Lubanga Amended
Reparations Order, noting that ‘the concept of “damage to a life plan”, adopted in the
context of State responsibility at the IACtHR, may be relevant to reparations at the
Court’.65 In identifying the harm to direct victims of, specifically, Mr Lubanga’s
crimes, the Appeals Chamber included ‘[i]nterruption and loss of schooling’ and
‘[t]he non-development of “civilian life skills” resulting in the victim being at a
disadvantage, particularly as regards employment’.66 The Appeals Chamber
emphasises that it is crucial, in the reparations provided, that the specific situation of
the children at issue in this case is recognised and that their harm is appropriately
remedied through the particular reparations provided.
39.

Similarly, the situation of indirect victims in this case must be addressed in an

appropriate manner, again appreciating the difference in needs that such victims have,
as they most likely require reparations that differ from those required for direct
victims. It is also important that, in any eligibility assessment for reparations
programmes, appropriate questions are posed enabling indirect victims to be fairly
assessed for participation in those programmes, and not requiring them to have
knowledge of events or information that they could not reasonably be expected to
63

Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 26.
OPCV’s Submissions Following the Appeals Chamber’s Questions, paras 21-25.
65
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 40, n. 24.
66
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 58(a).
64
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have; at the same time, the questions posed must be sufficiently probing to enable a
finding that they are, in fact, indirect victims in this case.
40.

Although the reparations ordered in this case are collective in nature, the

Appeals Chamber finds it important to recall that, as it has previously stated,
‘[i]ndividual and collective reparations are not mutually exclusive, and they may be
awarded concurrently’.67 Future chambers should have this in mind when reaching
determinations as to the appropriateness of particular reparations in the cases before
them. Also, although it would not attempt to set out, in an exhaustive manner, how the
concept of ‘collective’ reparations should be understood – bearing in mind the many
permutations possible, which will also be dependent on the facts of particular cases –
the Appeals Chamber would, nevertheless, also stress now that, in awarding collective
reparations to victims, this can include reparations which are individualised; in this
respect, collective reparations can include the payment of sums of money to
individuals to repair harm suffered and the possibility for individuals to participate in
particular programmes that address the specific harm that those individuals have
suffered. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has held that, ‘[w]hen collective
reparations are awarded, these should address the harm the victims suffered on an
individual and collective basis’.68 Finally, it would also recall that ‘[r]eparations are
entirely voluntary and the informed consent of the recipient is necessary prior to any
award of reparations, including participation in any reparations programme’.69
41.

As stated above, the Appeals Chamber has grouped the grounds of appeal as

follows: first group, system for the award of reparations; second group, assessment of
individual requests and standard of proof; and third group, the two remaining grounds
of appeal. These will now be addressed in sequence.

67

Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 33.
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 33.
69
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 30.
68
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A.

System for the award of reparations
1.

42.

Procedural background and relevant parts of the Impugned
Decision

To avoid duplication, the common elements of the procedural background and

the Impugned Decision, as related to these four grounds of appeal, are presented
together, and not within the sections devoted to the individual grounds of appeal.
(a)

43.

The 2012 Lubanga Reparations Decision
and subsequent Appeals Chamber
judgment

The reparations phase in this case began in 2012, at which time Trial

Chamber I issued the Lubanga Reparations Decision. In that decision, Trial
Chamber I held that ‘[g]iven the uncertainty as to the number of victims of the crimes
in this case […] and the limited number of individuals who have applied for
reparations, the Court should ensure there is a collective approach that ensures
reparations reach those victims who are currently unidentified’.70 It found that, in the
circumstances of the case, the identification of victims and beneficiaries should be
carried out by the TFV, and it directed that all requests received up to that point
should be transmitted to the TFV.71
44.

Having considered appeals against Trial Chamber I’s decision, the Appeals

Chamber amended that decision72 and issued an amended order for reparations.73 It
also gave instructions regarding implementation of its amended order.74 The Appeals
Chamber held that ‘the Trial Chamber must clearly define the harms that result from
the crimes for which the person was convicted, the extent of which may then be
assessed by the Trust Fund for purposes of determining the size and nature of
reparation awards’.75 The Appeals Chamber found that Trial Chamber I had erred in
delegating to the TFV the task of defining the harms caused to victims.76 However, it
noted that, following its judgment, ‘the Trust Fund [would] be seized of the amended
reparation order for purposes of implementation and a newly constituted Chamber
70

Lubanga Reparations Decision, para. 219.
Lubanga Reparations Decision, paras 283, 289(b).
72
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations.
73
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order.
74
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, paras 240-243.
75
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 184 (emphasis in the original).
76
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 184.
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[would] have the authority to approve the draft implementation plan submitted by the
Trust Fund’.77 The Appeals Chamber considered that
it [was] appropriate to exceptionally seek the Trust Fund’s assistance in
requesting that it provide, in the draft implementation plan, the anticipated
monetary amount that it consider[ed] necessary to remedy the harms caused by
the crimes for which Mr Lubanga was convicted, based on information gathered
during the consultation period leading up to the submission of the draft
implementation plan.78
45.

The Appeals Chamber did not amend Trial Chamber I’s instruction that the

Registrar transmit all requests to the TFV. It only instructed the Registrar to seek the
victims’ consent to disclosure of confidential information and instructed the TFV to
refrain from reviewing the requests until such consent was received.79
46.

In the Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, the Appeals Chamber directed

the newly composed Trial Chamber to ‘monitor and oversee the implementation stage
of the [amended] order, including having the authority to approve the draft
implementation plan submitted by the Trust Fund’.80 The Appeals Chamber also
directed the Trial Chamber to set the amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability, after giving
the parties the opportunity to appear or make submissions, in light of the information
provided by the TFV in its draft implementation plan.81
(b)
47.

Proceedings before the Trial Chamber
and the Impugned Decision

Having been assigned with the case, the Trial Chamber, in its first decision on

the matter, stated that
in accordance with the Appeals Chamber’s instructions, the Draft
[implementation plan] must (i) identify the victims eligible to benefit from the
reparations; (ii) evaluate the extent of the harm caused to the victims; and (iii)
determine the appropriate modalities and forms of reparations […].82

77

Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 240.
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 240.
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Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 162.
80
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 76.
81
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 80.
82
‘Decision on the “Request for extension of time to submit the draft implementation plan on
reparations”’, 14 August 2015, ICC-01/04-01/06-3161-tENG, para. 6.
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48.

On 3 November 2015, the TFV submitted the Draft Implementation Plan.83

That filing did not include the calculation of Mr Lubanga’s monetary liability, as the
TFV found it ‘highly challenging’ to set the amount of such liability and submitted
that such determination was ‘within the discretion of the Court’.84 In its Order of 9
February 2016, the Trial Chamber reiterated its request for the inclusion of the
anticipated monetary amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability in the draft implementation
plan.85 The Trial Chamber required the TFV and, subsequently, the OPCV, Victims
V01 and Victims V02 to locate and identify victims, to compile their dossiers and to
impart the results of this process to the Trial Chamber.86 Having noted the ‘difficulties
associated with identifying victims potentially eligible to benefit from the
reparations’, the Trial Chamber stated that it would
not be able to rule on the monetary amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability until the
potential victims have been identified and it has examined both their status as
victims eligible to benefit from the reparations and the extent of the harm they
have suffered. In this context, the Chamber recalls that it is responsible for
deciding on the status of eligible victims once the Defence has had the
opportunity to submit its observations on the eligibility of each victim.87
[Footnote omitted.]
49.

The TFV sought leave to appeal this order. Noting that the Appeals Chamber

decided that only collective reparations should be considered in this case and that it
addressed the differences between individual and collective awards, the TFV
submitted that, instead of acknowledging this difference, ‘the Chamber adopted an
individualised approach, resulting in a judicial person-by-person determination of
eligibility of individual victims as a precondition for adoption of the implementation
plan’; it argued that this was ‘in conflict’ with both what the Appeals Chamber had
stated and the relevant law88 and that it would be ‘operationally impractical’ for it to
compile a list of potentially eligible victims prior to beginning actual implementation
of any collective awards.89 The TFV also argued that it was ‘inappropriate that the
Chamber adopted an approach to calculate the total monetary liability of Mr. Lubanga
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Draft Implementation Plan.
Draft Implementation Plan, para. 214.
85
Order of 9 February 2016, para. 9.
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Order of 9 February 2016, para. 15; Order of 15 July 2016.
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Order of 9 February 2016, para. 14.
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TFV’s Request for Leave to Appeal, para. 14.
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TFV’s Request for Leave to Appeal, para. 17.
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for reparations in the present case by suggesting that such a calculation should only be
based on the cumulative sum of individual harm, without taking into consideration the
Appeals Chamber determination that there should be collective reparations in the
case’, arguing, inter alia, that the Trial Chamber’s method of calculation was
‘incompatible with costing methods applied in programmatic design befitting
collective awards’.90 It also submitted that not all victims may come forward; also, not
all may tell their full story which ‘may directly implicate the calculation of the
amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability, if a narrow approach is taken’.91 The Trial
Chamber did not grant the requested leave to appeal.92
50.

In the course of the proceedings the TFV submitted filings containing, inter

alia, its estimate of the number of potential victims.93
51.

In those filings, the TFV further questioned the procedure for eligibility

screening set out by the Trial Chamber:
15. [T]he Trial Chamber [...] decided to approach victim eligibility as a legal
procedure prior to programme approval or implementation, with eligibility
determinations to be made by the Trial Chamber, requiring the compilation of
individual victim dossiers, including both detailed victimization information and
a harm assessment at the individual level, as well as informed consent by each
victim to agree to have his or her identity revealed and challenged by the
convicted person.
17. As the Trust Fund has previously argued, the Trial Chamber’s procedural
approach to victims’ eligibility and harm will result in a significantly lower
number of victims being able to benefit from reparations than it had estimated at
the time of proposing the Draft Implementation Plan. Moreover, this approach
of the Trial Chamber may exclude in particular vulnerable victims such as
female victims or victims who are still stigmatized today because of the harm
they suffered. […]
25. Moreover, the eventual scope of reparations has become much less clear. It
is not possible to assess whether the eligibility process instituted by the Trial
Chamber will allow for tens, hundreds, or a thousand and more victims to be
eligible for reparations.94

TFV’s Request for Leave to Appeal, para. 16.
TFV’s Request for Leave to Appeal, para. 30.
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Additional Programme Information Filing, para. 13.
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Additional Programme Information Filing, paras 15, 17, 25 (footnotes omitted).
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52.

On 15 July 2016, the Trial Chamber instructed the Registry to provide

assistance to the legal representatives of victims and to the TFV for the purpose of
locating and identifying victims potentially eligible for reparations,95 having
considered that the search for such persons should continue and noting that it would
be able ‘to supplement the sample already available and to better assess to what extent
the list of victims identified [was] representative of all potential victims’.96
53.

On 22 December 2016, the TFV submitted filings containing, inter alia, the

anticipated cost of running some of the possible reparations programmes.97
54.

On 6 April 2017, the Trial Chamber approved ‘the first stage of the

programmatic framework for collective service-based reparations as proposed by the
TFV’.98
55.

Between 31 May 2016 and 31 March 2017, the Trial Chamber received

dossiers of possible victims. In its Decision of 13 July 2017, the Trial Chamber stated
that it would subsequently be for the TFV to consider whether the persons who were
not in a position to submit a dossier on time qualify for a collective award at the
implementation stage of reparations.99 It also noted that these dossiers ‘reflect only a
sample of the Potentially Eligible Victims’, and it therefore instructed the parties ‘to
provide it with an estimate of the current monetary value of the harms alleged by the
direct and indirect victims, and to explain the methodology behind that estimate’100
and ‘to provide it with an estimate of the total number of direct and indirect victims,
along with an explanation of the methodology behind that estimate’.101 Submissions
on this issue were received on 8, 11 and 29 September 2017.102
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Order of 15 July 2016, p. 7.
Order of 15 July 2016, para. 8 (footnote omitted).
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Third Submission of Victim Dossiers, paras 60-61.
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‘Order approving the proposed programmatic framework for collective service-based reparations
submitted by the Trust Fund for Victims’, 6 April 2017, ICC-01/04-01/06-3289, p. 9.
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Decision of 13 July 2017, para. 11.
100
Order on Submissions on Evidence, paras 10, 11 (footnote omitted).
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Order on Submissions on Evidence, para. 11.
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OPCV’s Submissions on Evidence; Victims V01’s Submissions on Evidence; Victims V02’s
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56.

In the Impugned Decision, the Trial Chamber indicated that it examined the

dossiers which it had received in order to, inter alia, set the size of the reparations
award.103 The Trial Chamber also underscored that
another aim of the assessment of the dossiers is to devise a method for the
screening of the victims for eligibility to be undertaken by the Trust Fund
during the victim selection process upon which it will embark as it starts to
implement the reparations.104 [Footnote omitted.]
The Trial Chamber made it clear that its rejection of some of the requests before it
meant that the persons concerned would not be eligible to participate in the collective
programmes.105 However, the Trial Chamber recalled that the Appeals Chamber had
invited the TFV to contemplate, in the exercise of its mandate under regulation 50(a)
of the Regulations of the TFV, the possibility of including in the assistance
programmes the persons who do not qualify for the award of reparations in the
case.106 The Trial Chamber assessed the individual dossiers it had received, against
the criteria which it set out, and concluded that 425 had shown that they were victims
and were entitled to reparations.107
57.

The Trial Chamber determined that the number of victims who suffered harm

as a consequence of the crimes for which Mr Lubanga was convicted exceeds the 425
persons who had established that they were victims for the purposes of reparations.108
The Trial Chamber estimated that the number of victims, depending on the calculation
method, might return a figure between 2,451 and 5,938 victims.109 It conceded that it
was ‘unable to arrive at a precise number of victims of the crimes of which Mr
Lubanga was convicted’.110
58.

The Trial Chamber decided not to carry out ‘an “exhaustive” identification

process’, which ‘would not have been fully representative of the true extent of the
harm caused by Mr Lubanga’, as ‘the number of victims who might have come
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Impugned Decision, para. 35.
Impugned Decision, para. 38.
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Impugned Decision, paras 155, 169, 190.
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forward through a screening process would have remained well below the actual
number of victims affected by the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted’.111
59.

The Trial Chamber then identified factors which, in its view, may have

affected the victims’ inclination to make themselves known and seek reparations:
[T]he time elapsed since the crimes were committed and the very protracted
course of the proceedings since the time they were instituted against Mr
Lubanga; the scattering of victims across large geographical areas; the fact that
victims may have been displaced or may have settled elsewhere, say, to seek
employment, or the fact that unrest, stigmatization and discrimination may have
prompted their departure; a loss of interest in reparations on the part of some
potential victims; social and cultural factors deterring a significant number of
victims from disclosing their child-soldier past on account of the attendant
stigmatization and social pressure; the fact that young girls and women wish to
be inconspicuous, in particular because they seldom participated in the DDR
[disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration] programmes as former child
soldiers and the fact that some potential victims belong to at-risk groups, for
instance, persons with disabilities or severe mental trauma. The Chamber also
has in mind the political factors at play in some regions, especially in those
where communities continue to support Mr Lubanga. The Legal Representatives
of V01 and V02 Victims and the OPCV cannot readily reach such communities.
And so, it would appear a complex and nigh on impossible undertaking for them
to identify all of the potentially eligible victims in those areas. Lastly, the
Chamber notices that some of the children under the age of 15 years recruited
by the UPC were orphans and, since they died while or after serving in the UPC,
there are no surviving relatives in a position to claim reparations.112
60.

The Trial Chamber ultimately considered it ‘established to the requisite

standard of proof that, along with the 425 victims in the sample, hundreds and
possibly thousands more victims were affected by the crimes of which Mr Lubanga
was convicted’.113
61.

The Trial Chamber then addressed the ‘monetary value of the harm suffered’

by the persons who it had established were victims.114 It indicated that it had not
‘scrutinized the specific harm alleged by each potentially eligible victim’.115 Instead,
it noted that ‘it has applied a presumption of average harm to each direct and indirect
victim once a direct victim’s child-soldier status in the UPC/FPLC during the time
111
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frame of the charges and an indirect victim’s close personal relationship with a
child soldier have been established on a balance of probabilities’.116 The Trial
Chamber then ‘turn[ed] to the assessment of the average harm suffered by each
victim’.117 It stated:
Having regard to the submissions of [Victims V01, Victims V02] and the
OPCV (which arrive at an average of USD 6,000 per victim), the Congolese
decisions (which suggest comparable values), the Chamber’s findings in
Katanga and in the instant case, and the results of the sample, the Chamber
reckons ex æquo et bono the harm suffered by each victim, direct or indirect, at
USD 8,000.118
62.

Turning to the size of the reparations award, the Trial Chamber stated:
279. Having found that 425 of the 473 victims in the sample qualify for
reparations awarded in the case, and having assessed ex æquo et bono the value
of the harm per capita, taking into account the above considerations and factors
pertaining to Mr Lubanga’s individual responsibility, the Chamber reckons ex
æquo et bono Mr Lubanga’s liability in respect of the 425 victims in the sample
at USD 3,400,000.
280. Recalling that hundreds and possibly thousands more victims suffered
harm as a consequence of the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted, and
having regard to the above considerations and factors, the Chamber reckons ex
æquo et bono Mr Lubanga’s liability with respect to those other victims who
may be identified during the implementation of reparations at USD 6,600,000.
281. Accordingly, the Chamber sets the total reparations award for which
Mr Lubanga is liable at USD 10,000,000.119
2.

Mr Lubanga’s first ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

63.

Submissions on appeal

Mr Lubanga’s submissions

Mr Lubanga submits that article 75(1) of the Statute and rule 95 of the Rules

provide that only in ‘exceptional circumstances’ may a Chamber, proprio motu, make
decisions on reparations with respect to victims who have not made any such claims
for that purpose.120 He argues that the collective nature of reparations does not
necessarily authorise the trial chamber to examine the situation of unidentified,
116

Impugned Decision, para. 247.
Impugned Decision, para. 251.
118
Impugned Decision, para. 259.
119
Impugned Decision, paras 279-281.
120
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 11-16.
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potentially eligible victims who have not submitted any requests to the Court.121 Mr
Lubanga argues that he has been denied the rights provided for under rule 95 of the
Rules and, specifically, the right to file submissions proving the lack of ‘exceptional
circumstances’ to show that the Court was ruling ‘on its own motion’ on harm not put
before it for consideration.122
(ii)
64.

Victims V01’s response

Victims V01 argue that Trial Chamber I had already decided that the

reparations proceedings would not be based on applications for reparations, and that
this decision was confirmed by the Appeals Chamber in the Lubanga Appeal
Judgment on Reparations.123 Victims V01 further submit that the Appeals Chamber’s
‘determination that it was inappropriate to award individual reparations and the
decision to opt for collective reparations only were […] implicitly considered by the
Appeals Chamber to constitute an exceptional circumstance […] justifying the [Trial]
Chamber’s decision to act “on its own motion”’.124
(iii) Victims V02’s response
65.

Victims V02 submit that the Trial Chamber did not, in fact, proceed proprio

motu to determine the harm suffered by ‘other potentially eligible victims’. 125 Victims
V02 point out that the Trial Chamber recalled that the ‘OPCV and the Legal
Representatives of V02 Victims had stated, in their respective submissions, that they
were in contact with tens and possibly hundreds of such victims’.126 Victims V02
argue that the Trial Chamber was correct in recognising the need to rule in respect of
unidentified victims given the potential undue delay in attempting to individually
identify victims to set the size of the reparations award.127
(iv) OPCV’s response
66.

The OPCV submits that the Trial Chamber did not rule proprio motu, as it was

‘duly informed [...] of the existence of hundreds of additional victims identified for
121

Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 20.
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 44-48.
123
Victims V01’s Response to Mr Lubanga’s Appeal, para. 9.
124
Victims V01’s Response to Mr Lubanga’s Appeal, para. 15.
125
Victims V02’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 13.
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Victims V02’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, paras 13-14. See also paras 42-43, 5254.
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the purpose of reparations in the instant case’ and ‘[i]n that sense, the victims’
applications were put before the Chamber’.128
(v)
67.

Mr Lubanga’s reply

Mr Lubanga submits that, contrary to the averment of Victims V01, Trial

Chamber I and the Appeals Chamber did not decide to proceed on their own motion,
within the meaning of article 75(1) of the Statute. He contends that they only decided
to proceed to award collective, rather than individual, reparations.129
(vi) TFV’s submissions
68.

The TFV submits that setting the amount of liability of a convicted person

occurs at the time the reparations order is issued, and that the trial chamber ‘must take
into account the findings made in the conviction and sentencing decisions’.130 With
regard to identification of unknown victims, the TFV submits, based on the Court’s
case law, that it is not ‘necessary to have previously identified the number of victims
eligible in order to have a valid reparations order, for the purposes of determining the
amount of the convicted person’s liability’.131
(vii) Submissions of the parties on questions posed by the
Appeals Chamber
69.

Mr Lubanga submits that in collective reparations, the trial chamber must first

identify ‘the victims and the nature and extent of the harm’,132 and that ‘a potential
victim cannot seek post facto to qualify as a victim for the purpose of the reparations
awarded by order of the Court’.133 Mr Lubanga argues that an award cannot make a
convicted person liable for potential victims if this person had not had the opportunity
to make submissions on the applications of the potential victims.134 This was required
by ‘the rules of a fair trial and the right to notice and the opportunity to be heard.’135
70.

Victims V01 submit that the services should not be different depending on

whether the victims were identified during the proceedings or the implementation
128

OPCV’s Consolidated Response to the Appeal Briefs, para. 31.
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TFV’s Submissions, para. 41.
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TFV’s Submissions, paras 46-47.
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stage136 and that the award needs to be determined on the basis of an estimate ‘of what
is necessary and reasonable’.137 Victims V01 submit that collective reparations should
address the harm suffered on an individual and collective basis, and should benefit the
community as a group sharing a characteristic.138
71.

Victims V02 submit that they travelled twice to the field and identified a

number of other victims,139 and that all victims identified and contacted should
receive collective reparations.140 Victims V02 further submit that, contrary to the
position of the TFV, the Court may order that Mr Lubanga make submissions during
the implementation stage pursuant to rule 103(2) of the Rules.141
72.

The OPCV submits that collective reparations may be awarded during the

TFV’s administrative screening process, when the convicted person should have no
right to be on notice of or make submissions regarding the victims’ requests for
reparations.142 The OPCV considers that there should be no difference between
identified and unidentified victims during the implementation stage of reparations.143
(b)
73.

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

Article 75(1) of the Statute reads in relevant part:
[…] in its decision the Court may, either upon request or on its own motion in
exceptional circumstances, determine the scope and extent of any damage, loss
and injury to, or in respect of, victims and will state the principles on which it is
acting.

74.

Rule 94 of the Rules regulates the procedure when victims file requests for

reparations, regulating the content of requests, notification thereof and the filing of
representations144 and rule 95 regulates the procedure on the motion of the Court.
Rule 95 reads as follows:

136

Victims V01’s Submissions Following the Appeals Chamber’s Questions, para. 6.
Victims V01’s Submissions Following the Appeals Chamber’s Questions, para. 6.
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Victims V01’s Submissions Following the Appeals Chamber’s Questions, para. 6.
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Procedure on the motion of the Court
1. In cases where the Court intends to proceed on its own motion pursuant to
article 75, paragraph 1, it shall ask the Registrar to provide notification of its
intention to the person or persons against whom the Court is considering
making a determination, and, to the extent possible, to victims, interested
persons and interested States. Those notified shall file with the Registry any
representation made under article 75, paragraph 3.
2. If, as a result of notification under sub-rule 1:
(a) A victim makes a request for reparations, that request will be determined as
if it had been brought under rule 94;
(b) A victim requests that the Court does not make an order for reparations, the
Court shall not proceed to make an individual order in respect of that victim.
75.

Rule 98(3) of the Rules reads as follows:
The Court may order that an award for reparations against a convicted person be
made through the Trust Fund where the number of the victims and the scope,
forms and modalities of reparations makes a collective award more appropriate.

76.

Mr Lubanga argues on appeal that the Trial Chamber erred by making an

award for reparations ‘on its own motion’ to, or in respect of, the unidentified victims
who had not made a request for reparations, without having established that there
were ‘exceptional circumstances’ and without following the procedure set out in rule
95 of the Rules. Mr Lubanga also makes a more general argument that, although in
collective reparations the trial chamber does not need to rule on the quantum of the
individual harm to the victims who have applied for reparations, it may not ‘consider
the situation of unidentified possible victims who have made no application to the

(a) The identity and address of the claimant;
(b) A description of the injury, loss or harm;
(c) The location and date of the incident and, to the extent possible, the identity of the person or
persons the victim believes to be responsible for the injury, loss or harm;
(d) Where restitution of assets, property or other tangible items is sought, a description of them;
(e) Claims for compensation;
(f) Claims for rehabilitation and other forms of remedy;
(g) To the extent possible, any relevant supporting documentation, including names and addresses
of witnesses.
2. At commencement of the trial and subject to any protective measures, the Court shall ask the
Registrar to provide notification of the request to the person or persons named in the request or
identified in the charges and, to the extent possible, to any interested persons or any interested States.
Those notified shall file with the Registry any representation made under article 75, paragraph 3.
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Court’.145 The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Mr Lubanga’s arguments for the
reasons that follow.
77.

The central provision regulating reparations before the Court is article 75 of

the Statute, which stipulates in the first sentence of its paragraph 1 that the Court
‘shall establish principles relating to reparations to, or in respect of, victims, including
restitution, compensation and rehabilitation’. The second sentence of article 75(1)
concerns, inter alia, the trigger for reparations proceedings: upon conviction of a
person by the Court, the trial chamber will enter into the reparations phase of
proceedings (i) if it has received requests for reparations by individuals identifying
themselves as victims, or (ii) on its own motion, if exceptional circumstances exist. In
the interpretation proposed by Mr Lubanga, the manner in which reparations
proceedings are initiated (either upon request or on the Court’s own motion) also
limits the scope of the ultimate award for reparations. The Appeals Chamber,
however, notes that the applicable provisions of the law do not provide for such
limitation.
78.

Article 75(2) of the Statute provides that the Court may make an order for

‘appropriate reparations’ directly against the convicted person, or through the TFV. A
trial chamber’s role is, therefore, to determine what reparations are ‘appropriate’. In
making this determination, a trial chamber must consider, inter alia, the ‘scope and
extent of any damage, loss and injury to, or in respect of victims’ (article 75(1),
second sentence). As to what this means, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has
found that
article 75 (1) of the Statute requires a trial chamber to “determine the scope and
extent of any damage, loss and injury to, or in respect of victims”. The Appeals
Chamber considers that, in doing so, a trial chamber should, generally speaking,
establish the types or categories of harm caused by the crimes for which the
convicted person was convicted, based on all relevant information before it,
including the decision on conviction, sentencing decision, submissions by the
parties or amici curiae, expert reports and the applications by the victims for
reparations.146
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Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 20.
Katanga Judgment on Reparations, para. 70 (footnotes omitted, emphasis added). See also, in the
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79.

It is, for example, conceivable that the conviction decision contains findings as

to the number of victims of the crimes for which the conviction was entered, the type
of harm they suffered, etc. Such findings are likely to be relevant for determining the
appropriateness of reparations and there is no reason why a trial chamber should be
forced to ignore them only because not all of the victims have filed a request for
reparations with the Court. If the trial chamber were limited to determining the scope
of the harm based only on the requests for reparations it had received – as Mr
Lubanga contends – the resulting finding would almost inevitably be incomplete and
reflect only part of the harm actually caused by the crimes for which the person was
convicted.
80.

Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber notes rule 98(2) of the Rules and

regulations 60-65 of the Regulations of the TFV. These provisions specifically
provide for verification by the TFV, in the case of individual awards, of whether
persons are members of the beneficiary group in cases where the trial chamber has not
identified the beneficiaries in its reparations order. As stipulated in rule 98(2) of the
Rules, this may occur where ‘it is impossible or impracticable to make individual
awards directly to each victim’.147 This possibility presupposes that the reparations
order is, at least in part, based on information other than that contained in requests for
reparations filed before the Chamber. It would run contrary to this logic if, at the same
time, the scope of the convicted person’s liability for reparations could be determined
only in respect of victims who have filed requests for reparations.
81.

Requiring that, barring exceptional circumstances, the reparations order may

only be based on requests for reparations already received would also have a negative
impact on the efficiency of the reparations process. This would mean that, for
example in cases where there are large numbers of victims, in order to avoid prejudice
to those victims, and in order to provide them with a sufficient opportunity to submit
requests for reparations, the trial chamber would need to set generous time limits for
their submissions. The implementation process, however, could not begin until the
reparations order was actually issued and the trial chamber had determined the status
of all of those who had at that point applied for reparations. The result would be that
147

The French version of this part of rule 98(2) of the Rules reads: ‘il lui est impossible d’accorder un
montant à chaque victime prise individuellement’.
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valuable time would be lost during which victims would have to wait for reparations –
even though they may have already submitted their requests for reparations early on
during the trial proceedings.
82.

The Appeals Chamber also notes that collective reparations, referred to in rule

98(3) of the Rules, may take forms that do not necessarily require identifying
individual victims at any stage of the reparations process – for instance in cases where
memorials are erected as reparations measures or other symbolic reparations
imposed.148 Limiting the reparations process in such circumstances to those who have
applied for reparations would serve no apparent purpose.
83.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber recalls its finding, made previously in this case,

that a requirement that collective reparations may only be awarded on the basis of
individual requests for reparations would contravene the principle that reparations
‘oblige those responsible for serious crimes to repair the harm they caused to the
victims and they enable the Chamber to ensure that offenders account for their
acts’.149
84.

It is for these reasons that the Appeals Chamber is unable to accept the

argument that the requirement set out in article 75(1) of the Statute, that the Court
proceed ‘upon request or on its own motion’, limits the trial chamber’s determination
of the scope of damage to the information contained in requests for reparations, save
for exceptional circumstances where it acts on its own motion. As indicated earlier
and in view of the foregoing, this part of the provision only regulates how the
reparations proceedings are triggered.

148

The preparatory work for the rules regarding reparations awards shows that at least three different
views were expressed: (i) that reparations are ‘a method for victims to enforce their civil claims
through the Court’; (ii) that reparations were ‘another form of sanction imposed by the Court,
specifically tailored to the needs of victims, and were not a means of satisfying civil debts’ (symbolic
gestures, such as building a hospital, school or memorial were considered); and (iii) that the Court
should have the flexibility to make individual or collective awards to address the needs of victims and
that victims should have a say in how any resources were used. Eventually rule 97(1) ‘emphasises that
reparations should normally be on an individualised basis unless the Court considers it appropriate to
make the award on a collective basis or both’, referring to P. Lewis and H. Friman, ‘Reparations to
Victims’ in R. S. Lee (ed.) The International Criminal Court: Elements of Crimes and Rules of
Procedure and Evidence (2001), p. 483.
149
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85.

Mr Lubanga grounds his argument to the contrary on rules 94 and 95 of the

Rules. However, neither of these provisions stipulates that the scope of the reparations
order must be limited to individuals who have filed a request for reparations. Rule
94(1) stipulates the form and content that a request for reparations before the Court
should have, while rule 94(2) requires the Registrar to notify requests that have been
received at the commencement of a trial to certain individuals. Rule 95 is concerned
with the procedure that is to be followed if no requests for reparations have been
received and the trial chamber nevertheless decides to proceed to consider the
question of reparations, on its own motion. However, as noted above, as long as the
trial chamber has received requests for reparations (as was the case in the case at
hand), it is obliged to enter into the reparations phase of the proceedings, and rule 95
is without relevance.
86.

The Appeals Chamber notes that a trial chamber may find it appropriate to

award individual reparations based on an individual assessment of the specific harm
suffered by each victim who filed a request (for instance, because the number of
victims of the crimes for which the person was convicted was very low and it is
apparent that a large majority (or all) of these victims has filed requests) and a
determination of what reparation measures may be appropriate to address this specific
harm may require the trial chamber to conduct a review of the requests and make
findings thereon. In such cases, rule 94 of the Rules will be of significance in that it
sets out the particulars which a request shall contain and it provides for notification of
the request to, inter alia, the convicted person. The Appeals Chamber referred to this
type of procedure previously as ‘primarily application (“request”) based’.150
87.

By contrast, there may be cases where the trial chamber contemplates an

award for reparations that is not based on an individual assessment of the harm
alleged in the requests filed. This may be, for instance, due to the number of victims.
In such cases, the trial chamber ‘is not required to rule on the merits of the individual
requests for reparations’.151 In its judgment rendered previously in the present case,
the Appeals Chamber gave an example of collective reparations, where the trial

150
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chamber may typically follow such a procedure.152 In this regard, once it has become
clear that the trial chamber does not intend to make individual determinations with
respect to each victim who has filed a request, elements of rule 94 may be of less
relevance, as the requests which have been filed will not be individually considered.
88.

The Appeals Chamber is of the view that, in cases with more than a few

victims, proceeding in this manner may prove to be more efficient than awarding, or
deciding on the eligibility for, reparations on an individual basis, precisely because it
is not necessary for the trial chamber to consider individual requests for reparations. If
Mr Lubanga’s argument as to the limitation of awards for reparations to those who
have filed a request under rule 94 of the Rules were correct, a potentially large group
of victims could be excluded from the reparations process.
89.

This is not to say that, if collective reparations are ordered, the number of

victims is not relevant to the determination of the scope of a convicted person’s
liability for reparations; to the contrary, the number of victims will be an important
parameter for determining what reparations are appropriate. Clearly, it makes a
difference whether the crimes for which the conviction was entered resulted in the
victimisation of one hundred, one thousand or one hundred thousand individuals.
Nevertheless, it would be incorrect to assume that the number of victims may only be
established based on individual requests for reparations received by the Court. It
would be undesirable for the trial chamber to be restrained in that determination
simply because not all victims had presented themselves to the Court by making a
request under rule 94 of the Rules. In making that determination, the trial chamber
should consider the scope of damage as it is in the current reality, based on the crimes
for which the convicted person was found culpable. The number of victims at the time
of the crimes may be a starting point for this consideration. However, other
parameters for determining what reparations are appropriate include considerations of
what reparations measures are envisaged and how many victims are likely to come
forward and benefit from them – a number that is likely to be smaller in the current
reality than the overall number of victims of the crimes at the time they were
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committed. These determinations can be made based on, inter alia, submissions
received from the parties and reports of experts.153
90.

In deciding what reparations are ‘appropriate’, a trial chamber must take into

account the rights of the convicted person. The reparations order must not go beyond
the crimes for which he or she was convicted. The convicted person must be given a
sufficient opportunity to make submissions on the scope of reparations, the scope of
victimhood to be repaired, the type of reparations, etc., so as to comply with the
requirements of fairness. To that end, the trial chamber must give notice to the parties
of the manner in which it intends to conduct the reparations proceedings before it,
especially where it does not intend to make individual determinations with respect to
each victim who has filed a request. In this regard, it must ensure that the convicted
person is adequately on notice as to the information on which it will rely in making its
order, so that he or she has a meaningful opportunity to make representations thereon,
and it must give notice as to the manner in which it intends to assess that information
– e.g. does it intend to assess each request individually? The Trial Chamber must also
ensure that the parties are on notice as to the standard of proof that will be applied in
the proceedings so that they are aware of the manner in which the information will be
assessed. As will be seen below, some of these issues are addressed further in Victims
V01’s first ground of appeal and Mr Lubanga’s second and third grounds of appeal. If
the trial chamber resorts to estimates as to the number of victims, such estimates must
be based on a sufficiently strong evidential basis; any uncertainties must be resolved
in favour of the convicted person (for instance, by assuming a lower number of
victims, or by discounting the amount of liability). Furthermore, awarding reparations
153

In the course of preparatory work on the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, the Preparatory
Commission for the International Criminal Court suggested the following:
Rule E: Assessment of reparations
1. The Court shall award reparations, where possible on an individualized basis, taking into
account the scope and extent of any damage, loss and injury and the gravity of the harmful act.
2. Where the large number of claimants precludes individualized determination of damage, loss
and injury, and of reparations, the Court may appoint a representative to recommend to the
Court the appropriate reparations based on a representative sample of the victims and the
damage, loss and injuries they have suffered, utilizing accepted scientific methodology. [UN,
Preparatory Commission for the ICC, ‘Report on the international seminar on victims’ access to
the International Criminal Court’, 6 July 1999, PCNICC/1999/WGRPE/INF/2, p. 7]
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beyond those who have filed a request under rule 94 of the Rules may not be
appropriate in all cases.
91.

In view of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber considers that Mr Lubanga

cannot rely on the part of article 75(1) of the Statute concerning the initiation of
reparations proceedings to argue that the Trial Chamber erred in making an award for
reparations ‘on its own motion’ without having established that there were
‘exceptional circumstances’ and without following the procedure set out in rule 95 of
the Rules.
92.

In the present case, Trial Chamber I found that, ‘[g]iven the uncertainty as to

the number of victims of the crimes in this case – save that a considerable number of
people were affected – and the limited number of individuals who have applied for
reparations, the Court should ensure there is a collective approach that ensures
reparations reach those victims who are currently unidentified’.154 This finding was
not overturned by the Appeals Chamber. The Trial Chamber, on receipt of the case,
and having attempted to identify the victims of Mr Lubanga’s crimes, through receipt
of dossiers from the TFV and the victims’ legal representatives, then estimated the
total number of victims of his crimes. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber considers
that the Trial Chamber’s approach aimed at ensuring, to the extent possible, and based
on the information before it, that all interested victims of Mr Lubanga’s crimes
received reparations. In light of the Appeals Chamber’s findings above, there was no
need for the Trial Chamber to establish that there were ‘exceptional circumstances’ in
this case, nor to follow the procedure set out in rule 95 of the Rules; the reparations
phase of the proceedings was commenced based on requests for reparations received
and the Trial Chamber, contrary to Mr Lubanga’s argument, did not err in law by
determining the scope of Mr Lubanga’s liability not exclusively based on those
requests; whether the Trial Chamber correctly assessed evidence concerning victims
who had not yet been identified, is a matter that will be addressed further in the
second half of Mr Lubanga’s second ground of appeal.
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93.

The Appeals Chamber therefore rejects Mr Lubanga’s first ground of appeal.
3.

Mr Lubanga’s fourth ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

94.

Submissions on appeal

Mr Lubanga’s submissions

Mr Lubanga submits that the award against a convicted person can be assessed

only on the basis of the actual cost of the collective award.155 He argues that the Trial
Chamber, nevertheless, held that the award should be equal to the aggregate
individual harm and made the reparations award without regard to its cost, nature and
size.156 Mr Lubanga contends that a collective award could ‘only be lower than the
aggregate individual harm’ and that, by having awarded an amount exceeding the cost
of collective reparations, the Trial Chamber issued an order for reparations of a
punitive character and committed an error of law.157
(ii)
95.

Victims V01’s response

Victims V01 argue that, for a collective reparations programme, ‘the only

criterion to be taken into account is the cost of implementing the programme’.158 They
submit that it was ‘only at the explicit behest of the Chamber that the Legal
Representatives of the victims put forward amounts which they considered reasonable
for a hypothetical assessment per capita and per head of harm’.159
(iii) Victims V02’s response
96.

Victims V02 argue that the Trial Chamber ‘applied a presumption of average

harm to each direct and indirect victim’.160 Victims V02 refer to the 2005 Basic
Principles and Guidelines on the Right to Reparation and note that ‘compensation
should be provided for economically assessable damage resulting from gross
violations of international human rights law, as appropriate and proportional to the
gravity of the violation and the circumstances of each case’.161
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(iv) OPCV’s response
97.

The OPCV argues that the Trial Chamber ‘did take the actual cost of the

intended collective reparations into account’ in the Impugned Decision. 162 The OPCV
submits that the Trial Chamber ‘appears to have used per capita assessments of each
type of harm, along with estimates of the associated services, in order to make an
informed, realistic and fair decision on Mr Lubanga’s liability’. 163 The OPCV points
out that the Trial Chamber had before it information about the estimated cost of many
types of programmes and services that could be implemented in Ituri.164
(v)
98.

Mr Lubanga’s reply

In reply to the OPCV, Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber based its

reasoning ‘solely on the assessment of the harm suffered by each victim’, with no
regard to the cost of the implementation of the reparations.165 Mr Lubanga submits
that the Trial Chamber noted that the TFV was not able to put forward an estimate of
its cost.166
(vi) TFV’s submissions
99.

Referring to the Appeals Chamber’s judgments in the cases of Katanga and Al

Mahdi, the TFV submits that when determining the reparations award, the Court
should also take into account the service cost to repair. The TFV submits that there is
a difference between the service cost to repair and the actual cost of reparations to be
implemented since the latter does not strictly address the harms as determined by the
Court and it is established after the award of reparations.167
(vii) Submissions of the parties on questions posed by the
Appeals Chamber
100.

Mr Lubanga submits that assessing the cost of reparations programmes

requires that ‘all eligible victims be identified and the harm to them be established
before an order for reparations’ is issued.168 He asserts that in the instant case the TFV
failed to comply with the Trial Chamber’s directions to list eligible victims or to
162
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assess the monetary amount necessary to implement collective reparations appropriate
to the harm done to the victims.169 He submits that the TFV’s proposals on the
‘modalities and forms of the reparations’ were ‘too unspecific and general to establish
the cost of the programmes and […] the size of the award for which Mr Lubanga
should be liable’.170
101.

Victims V01 submit that in cases of service-based programmes of reparations,

the only criterion for setting an award is the cost of the programme.171 In their view,
‘[i]f the size of a collective reparations award is equal to the cost of implementing the
reparations’, the number of victims is ‘of little consequence’.172 They further argue
that the value of reparations not only depends on the cost but also on their meaning
and relevance to the victims.173
102.

Victims V02 submit that the reparations award should be calculated not on the

basis of the number of victims, but ‘according to the scope and extent of any damage,
loss or injury to, or in respect of, the victims’174. They argue that the Trial Chamber
should have used experts, under rule 97(2) of the Rules, to determine such scope and
extent and to suggest options of appropriate types and modalities of reparations.175
103.

The OPCV submits that the TFV still needs to provide information on details

as to the available remedies and their costs, and that the anticipated costs may vary
depending on the available infrastructure in Ituri for the implementation stage of
reparations.176 The OPCV argues that there is a relationship between the cost to repair
the harm and the value of the harm.177 Furthermore, the OPCV submits that collective
awards can be calculated on the basis of an aggregation of individual harm of victims
or on the basis of the cost to repair harm.178 The OPCV, referring to jurisprudence of
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the IACtHR179 and the ECtHR180, requests that the concept of a ‘project of life’ be
acknowledged by the Appeals Chamber and that this notion be ‘incorporated in the
assessment of the liability of Mr Lubanga for reparations’.181
(b)
104.

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber set the reparations award against

him on the basis of the aggregate individual harm, without assessing the actual cost of
the reparations ordered.182
105.

Article 75(1) of the Statute provides that the Court may ‘determine the scope

and extent of any damage, loss and injury to, or in respect of, victims’. Article 75(2)
of the Statute stipulates that ‘[t]he Court may make an order directly against a
convicted person specifying appropriate reparations to, or in respect of, victims,
including restitution, compensation and rehabilitation’.
106.

In the Katanga Judgment on Reparations, the Appeals Chamber noted that
rather than attempting to determine the “sum-total” of the monetary value of the
harm caused, trial chambers should seek to define the harms and to determine
the appropriate modalities for repairing the harm caused with a view to,
ultimately, assessing the costs of the identified remedy. The Appeals Chamber
considers that focusing on the cost to repair is appropriate, in light of the overall
purpose of reparations, which is indeed to repair.183

107.

The Appeals Chamber points out that this ruling only indicates that it is

appropriate for the trial chamber to focus on the cost to repair. How much the trial
chamber is able to focus on the cost of repair will depend on the circumstances of a
given case. Importantly, a trial chamber’s failure to do so does not necessarily
constitute an error. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that, when setting the amount
of the convicted person’s liability, the trial chamber must bear in mind the overall
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purpose of reparations, which is to repair the harm caused and to achieve, to the
extent possible, restitutio in integrum.184
108.

The amount of the convicted person’s liability should be fixed taking into

account the cost of reparations considered to be appropriate and that are intended to
be put in place (which can include reparations programmes) and the different harms
suffered by the different victims, both individual victims (direct and indirect) in
addition to, in particular circumstances, the collective of victims. In setting the
amount, the trial chamber must also ensure that it takes into account the convicted
person’s rights and interests. The goal is to set an amount that is fair and properly
reflects the rights of the victims, bearing in mind the rights of the convicted person. If
the information and evidence upon which the trial chamber relies does not enable it to
set the amount of liability with precision, for example, because it cannot obtain
precise information as to the costing of specific reparations programmes, then it may,
with caution, consider whether to rely on estimates. In this regard, depending on the
type of reparations contemplated, and the information it has managed to obtain, the
trial chamber may have to rely on estimates as to the cost of reparations programmes.
In doing so, it should, however, make every effort to obtain estimates that are as
accurate as possible in the circumstances of the case. It is also important, and in the
interests of both the victims and the convicted person, that the trial chamber conducts
the reparations proceedings as expeditiously as possible. It may, therefore, need to
weigh the need for accuracy of estimates against the goal of awarding reparations
without delay.
109.

As indicated above, the key figures relevant to the amount of Mr Lubanga’s

liability are: the sum of USD 8,000 per victim (and the related sum of USD
3,400,000) and the sum of USD 6,600,000 in respect of any other victims who may be
identified. The Appeals Chamber will examine the manner in which the Trial
Chamber reached these figures, bearing in mind the factors set out above.
110.

Regarding the sum of USD 8,000 per victim, the Trial Chamber did not set out

in detail the factors and considerations on which it focused. It referred to, inter alia,
the assessment of harm with respect to the sample of 425 victims, the submissions of
184

See supra, para. 36.
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the parties, decisions of Congolese military tribunals referred to by the OPCV,185 and
the trial chamber’s findings in the Katanga case.186 Based on these submissions and
findings, the Trial Chamber reckoned ex aequo et bono the harm suffered by each
victim at USD 8,000.187 Subsequently, having assessed Mr Lubanga’s criminal
responsibility, in a section entitled ‘[d]etermination of the size of the reparations
award for which Mr Lubanga is liable’,188 it referred to this assessment of harm, the
considerations it set out as to his individual responsibility, and reckoned, ex aequo et
bono his liability in respect of the 425 victims in the sample at USD 3,400,000.189
However, apart from referring to these submissions and findings, the Trial Chamber
did not indicate the factors it took into account.
111.

It must be noted that the Trial Chamber had instructed the TFV to provide ‘the

anticipated monetary amount that it consider[ed] necessary to remedy the harms
caused by the crimes for which Mr Lubanga was convicted, based on information
gathered during the consultation period leading up to the submission of the draft
implementation plan’.190 However, the TFV did not provide this monetary amount,
noting that it would be ‘highly challenging’191 and that ‘setting the amount of liability
[was] a task properly within the judicial discretion of the Chambers’.192 The TFV also
commented on the feasibility of evaluation of the cost of programmes:
53. A “precise evaluation” of the cost of each project cannot be made in the
abstract and, sequentially, cannot be given prior to the procurement process
taking place. Similarly, the Trust Fund cannot begin selecting projects and
implementing partners until a Draft Implementation Plan is approved.
54. Furthermore, the Trust Fund respectfully submits that any kind of
rehabilitation activity, including those proposed in the Draft Implementation
Plan as collective reparations awards, involve economies of scale. For example,
medical interventions involve certain baseline costs. No matter whether surgery
is provided to small or large numbers of patients, an operating theatre must be
established and equipped and it may be necessary to relocate highly specialized
surgeons and medical expertise. Consequently, the average cost of the same
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standard medical intervention per victim will greatly vary depending on the
number of patients attending and their respective locations. Similarly, the price
per pupil to partake in an accelerated literacy program will vary significantly
depending on whether five or 50 students participate in the project.193
112.

The only indication that the TFV provided was that it was of the view that Mr

Lubanga’s liability should be set at an amount that was ‘substantially higher than the
1 Million Euros that the Trust Fund ha[d] indicated it m[ight] complement at th[at]
stage’.194
113.

Aside from the TFV, the Appeals Chamber notes that, in its discussion of the

value of the harm in the Impugned Decision, the Trial Chamber referred to the
submissions of the parties. The Trial Chamber referred to the submissions of Victims
V01, who estimated the harm ‘at a minimum of EUR 10,000 per direct victim’.195
Although not referred to by the Trial Chamber specifically, in those submissions,
Victims V01 also submitted that they were ‘in agreement that the amount to be
earmarked for reparation can be evaluated at EUR 6,000,000’, which included, among
other sums, the estimated costs of ‘a significant collective reparations programme that
comprises a set of services to be offered to direct victims (training programmes,
(para-)medical and psychological assistance, coaching, help with job creation,
microcredit programmes and other support for starting up self-employment, etc.) and
a financial assistance programme for those ascendants of children killed in the
fighting who are in need’.196
114.

The Trial Chamber also referred to the submissions of Victims V02, who had

advanced an estimate of 1,000 victims and considered that ‘a total amount of USD
6,000,000 [would] be sufficient to repair all the harm’.197 The Trial Chamber
concluded that, ‘[o]n the basis of these submissions, the average harm would come to
USD 6,000’.198
115.

The Trial Chamber quoted from the submissions of the OPCV, who relied ‘on

the estimate of 3,000 direct and indirect victims made by the Trust Fund for planning
193
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purposes’.199 It concluded that, according to the OPCV’s submissions, ‘the average
value of the harm suffered by each victim would be USD 2,000’.200 The Appeals
Chamber notes that, in its submissions, the OPCV provided information about, inter
alia, the average annual school fees, annual university tuition, literacy course and
language training.201 The OPCV also set out the costs of vocational training for direct
victims,202 costs of access to psychological care,203 costs of medical care204 and costs
of detoxification programmes.205 The OPCV thus estimated USD 6,000,000 as the
‘minimum sum for reparations’.206
116.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the above-quoted submissions from the

parties in these proceedings provide examples of specific collective reparations
programmes and their costs. In these submissions, Victims V01, Victims V02 and the
OPCV rely, inter alia, on the estimated costs of repair and the estimated number of
victims.
117.

As indicated earlier, the Trial Chamber also relied on decisions by the

Congolese military tribunals referred to by the OPCV, where the amounts of USD
2,000, USD 5,000 and USD 3,000 had been awarded in respect of inhuman treatment,
outrages upon personal dignity and deprivation of liberty, respectively.207
Furthermore, the Trial Chamber referred to its findings in the Katanga case, where on
average USD 12,635 per victim was awarded.208
118.

The Appeals Chamber considers that it would have been preferable for the

Trial Chamber to set out clearly how the factors on which it relied impacted on its
conclusion. However, as the amount of USD 8,000, at which the Trial Chamber
arrived, remains in the range of the estimates and the amounts referred to by the Trial
Chamber, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber duly considered
them.
199
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119.

As indicated above, the Trial Chamber also set an amount of Mr Lubanga’s

liability – USD 6,600,000 – in respect of ‘other victims who may be identified during
the implementation of reparations’.209 The Appeals Chamber notes that the abovementioned amount of USD 8,000 per victim is not specifically listed among the
submissions and findings which the Trial Chamber considered to arrive at the total
amount of USD 6,600,000. Similarly, the total number of victims, although discussed
in the Impugned Decision, with the Trial Chamber noting ‘a consensus within the
range of 1,000-1,500 victims (...) whom (...) the Legal Representatives of V02
Victims and the OPCV expect to represent’210 and pointing to an estimate of 2,4515,938 children who had served in the UPC’s ranks in the relevant time frame,211 was
not expressly considered in the context of the amount to be awarded in respect of
unidentified victims.
120.

Again, the Appeals Chamber finds that, consistent with its findings above, the

Trial Chamber should have more clearly set out the basis on which it reached this sum
of money. In the circumstances, however, the Appeals Chamber notes that it has
found no error in the Trial Chamber’s finding that the amount of USD 8,000 was
taken into account as the average sum for each identified victim found to be eligible.
The Appeals Chamber recalls that, based on this amount, the Trial Chamber set the
total amount of USD 3,400,000 with respect to the sample of 425 victims. The
Appeals Chamber notes that the amount of USD 6,600,000 is less than twice as high

209

Impugned Decision, para. 280.
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as the amount set with respect to the 425 victims from the sample. The Appeals
Chamber finds that this indicates that the Trial Chamber took a cautious approach,
bearing in mind the rights of the defence and the fact that it had concluded that there
were ‘hundreds and possibly thousands more victims’212 who had suffered harm, but
it had not managed to reach a final figure. This amount appears to take into account a
number of victims significantly lower than the Trial Chamber’s estimate, in Annex
III, of 2,451-5,938 children having served in the UPC at the relevant time. The
Appeals Chamber considers that it was appropriate, in making the actual award
against Mr Lubanga, and given that precise figures of the number of victims were not
available, that the Trial Chamber reached this sum based on a conservative estimate,
thereby protecting the rights of Mr Lubanga.
121.

Therefore, as with the above-mentioned estimates related to the victims from

the sample, the Appeals Chamber finds that, although the Trial Chamber’s calculation
of the amount is not entirely clear, the considerations upon which it appears to have
relied are relevant. The Trial Chamber made efforts to obtain estimates as to the costs
of repair that were as accurate as possible in the circumstances.
122.

In view of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Mr Lubanga has not

demonstrated an error in the Trial Chamber’s findings and rejects the fourth ground of
Mr Lubanga’s appeal.
4.

Victims V01’s first ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

123.

Submissions on appeal

Victims V01’s submissions

Victims V01 argue that the Trial Chamber erred by individually assessing the

eligibility of identified victims, in breach of rules 97(1) and 98(3) of the Rules, and by
exceeding the mandate entrusted to it by the Appeals Chamber. 213 They argue that the
Trial Chamber acted beyond the Appeals Chamber’s instruction to monitor and
oversee the implementation of the Lubanga Amended Reparations Order under the

212
213
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framework for collective reparations.214 They submit that, ‘within the framework of
an exclusively collective reparations programme implemented by the Trust Fund, it is
not the Chamber but the [TFV] that determines the beneficiaries’.215 They point to the
negative consequences of the Trial Chamber’s approach and, having outlined the
procedure followed by the TFV and the Trial Chamber, they argue that the Trial
Chamber erroneously considered the reparations forms designed by the TFV as
requests for reparations within the meaning of rule 94 of the Rules.216 They argue that
the Trial Chamber ‘ignored the fundamental difference between a procedure based on
individual applications for reparations, as provided for by rule 94(3) [sic], and a
collective reparations procedure, as provided for by rule 98’.217
124.

Victims V01 also argue that, despite having indicated that it would use the

dossiers to determine the amount of collective reparations for which Mr Lubanga was
liable, the Trial Chamber ruled on their eligibility.218 They argue that the Trial
Chamber failed to separately examine the different types of harm that the victims
described in their dossiers219 and that it made ‘an ex aequo et bono estimation that
bore no relation either to the cost of the reparations programme or to the losses
actually sustained by the individual victims’, which ‘implies that the whole process of
assessing the individual dossiers mattered little for the determination of the amount
awarded against Mr Lubanga’.220 They also take issue with the Trial Chamber’s
rulings on the eligibility of some victims over others despite the fact that the TFV,
which in their view has ‘extensive experience in this area’, had already made its own
assessment.221
(ii)
125.

Mr Lubanga’s response

Mr Lubanga submits that the argument that the Trial Chamber should not have

determined the victim status of the applicants who had filed dossiers contradicts
article 75 of the Statute, rules 94(1) and 95 of the Rules, as well as the Regulations of
214
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the TFV.222 In his view, the Trial Chamber’s assessment had to be limited to the
applications before it and it could only rule proprio motu in relation to other victims if
‘exceptional circumstances’ were established.223 He therefore argues that the Trial
Chamber erred in this case by ruling on the unidentified victims.224 Mr Lubanga
considers that, even if the Trial Chamber decided on collective reparations, it still had
to rule on the admissibility and merits of the requests before it.225 In his view, the
Trial Chamber was correct to consider the reparations forms to be requests for
reparations, arguing that any submission to a trial chamber seeking reparations in a
case is a request for reparations under rule 94(1) of the Rules.226 He also argues that
the Trial Chamber did not exceed its mandate as the Appeals Chamber had required it
to determine whether the applicants who had filed requests were victims. 227 And, he
argues that there is no provision in the Regulations of the TFV that allows for the
TFV to identify victims in collective reparations.228 Finally, Mr Lubanga raises
arguments as to how the Trial Chamber assessed the value of his liability, asserting
that the amount should be assessed only on the basis of the actual cost of the
collective reparations ordered,229 that the collective nature of reparations does not
preclude the Trial Chamber from its task of identifying victims but only from ruling
on the amount of the individual harm230 and incorporating, by reference, his
arguments in his fourth ground of appeal.231
(iii) Victims V02’s response
126.

Victims V02 ‘request the Appeals Chamber to adjudicate the arguments [in the

Victims V01’s first ground of appeal] and to draw all the necessary legal
consequences’.232 They do not present any arguments.
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(iv) OPCV’s response
127.

The OPCV avers that, in its view, the Lubanga Appeal Judgment on

Reparations ‘[did] not necessarily require an individual judicial assessment of the
applicants’ dossiers’ but it did not exclude such an assessment either.233 The OPCV
submits that the Trial Chamber ‘never intended to replace a collective procedure with
a procedure involving a systematic individual examination of the dossiers submitted
by the applicants’ and that the purpose of the procedure was rather to collect the
necessary information to perform its task ‘and to provide the Trust Fund with
indications for its task of assessing all the other dossiers of potential victims’.234 The
OPCV submits that the Trial Chamber provided guidelines to the TFV because it
‘currently has neither the experience nor the expertise required for assessing and
screening hundreds of dossiers of potential victims’.235 Referring to the Al Mahdi
Appeal Judgment on Reparations, the OPCV argues that the Trial Chamber did not err
in deciding to delegate to the TFV the ‘administrative process of screening the
applications for reparations’.236 And, it refers to the discretion Trial Chambers have in
determining reparations.237
128.

As to the argument that the Trial Chamber did not differentiate between the

various types of harm that the victims suffered, the OPCV argues that it did and that it
approved the implementation of services and not of fixed awards, delegating to the
TFV the task of organising victims’ access to those services based on their needs.238
In relation to the argument that the Trial Chamber did not consider the amount of the
aggregate harm nor the cost of reparation programmes in deciding on Mr Lubanga’s
liability, the OPCV contends that the Trial Chamber fixed a figure of USD
10,000,000, considering that it ‘would correspond to the services required to address
the types of harm suffered by the estimated number of victims’ and it did this based
on information provided in the proceedings.239 The OPCV also raises a preliminary
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issue, dealt with below, arguing that this ground of appeal should be dismissed for
procedural reasons.240
(v)
129.

Victims V01’s reply

Victims V01 argue that, contrary to the OPCV’s averment that the Trial

Chamber’s individual assessment of the victims’ eligibility was in their interest, the
Trial Chamber itself was aware of the repercussions of, more than ten years after the
events in question, obliging the victims to recall the trauma they had suffered.241
Victims V01 contend that the Trial Chamber did not decide to assess the victims’
eligibility itself because of the TFV’s alleged lack of expertise and that the TFV
possesses the requisite expertise, of which the Trial Chamber was aware.242 It also
submits that the Trial Chamber did not properly make use of the TFV’s efforts in this
case.243
(vi) Submissions of the parties on the questions posed by the
Appeals Chamber
130.

Victims V01 submit that Trial Chamber I and the Appeals Chamber decided

not to award individual reparations and that the Trial Chamber should, therefore, not
make an individual assessment of the potential victims.244 They argue that it is more
appropriate for the TFV to assess the admissibility of victims into programmes and
that the premature assessment that has taken place has negative consequences for the
victims.245
131.

Mr Lubanga argues that the filing of a full dossier is also required for victims

who had already been authorised to participate in the proceedings, since the standard
of proof is higher at the reparations stage.246
132.

The OPCV submits that, compiling a sufficient pool of victims was necessary

to understand whether the information was ‘representative of all victims’ and
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assessing the individual requests was needed to know if the sample was composed of
genuine victims.247 It submits that ‘victims who participated at trial should
automatically receive reparations, unless by virtue of the scope of the conviction or
new information eventually collected by their Legal Representatives they no longer
qualify as victims’.248
(b)
(i)
133.

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

Preliminary issue

The OPCV essentially submits that Victims V01 are barred from challenging

the issues raised under this ground of appeal, as 1) the Impugned Decision ‘simply
applied a principle established by previous decisions of the [Trial] Chamber’, 2)
Victims V01 had sought leave to appeal only one of those previous decisions, and 3)
as a result of the Trial Chamber’s rejection of Victims V01’s request for leave to
appeal, that decision – the Order of 21 October 2016 – is res judicata.249 Victims V01
reply that it was not that order, but the Order of 9 February 2016, which set out the
impugned procedure for the assessment of eligibility and which Victims V01 did not
seek to appeal.250 They also argue that the OPCV’s assertion that a decision denying
leave to appeal precludes an appeal against the final judgment is ‘a novel position to
take’.251
134.

The request for leave to appeal, to which the OPCV refers, concerned two

orders rendered by the Trial Chamber on 21 October 2016. In the first of those orders,
the Trial Chamber approved a plan concerning symbolic reparations submitted by the
TFV.252 The second order contained the Trial Chamber’s instruction to the TFV to
continue the identification process.253 On 28 October 2016, Victims V01 filed a
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request for leave to appeal those orders.254 On 8 December 2016, the Trial Chamber
rejected that request.255
135.

The Appeals Chamber finds the OPCV’s arguments to be misconceived.

Regarding challenges to procedural issues in a final appeal, the Appeals Chamber
recalls that ‘it must be possible to raise procedural errors on appeal pursuant to article
81 (1) (a) (i) of the Statute in relation to decisions rendered during trial, and such
errors may lead to the reversal of a decision under article 74 of the Statute, provided
that it is materially affected by such errors’.256 The Appeals Chamber sees no reason
why this principle should not apply in respect of the errors raised by Victims V01 in
this ground of appeal which affect the reparations order issued by the Trial Chamber
under article 75 of the Statute (the Impugned Decision).
136.

Victims V01 raise, under this ground of appeal, the issue of whether it was

correct for the Trial Chamber to verify the eligibility of individual victims for the
reparations award. The Trial Chamber’s rejection of Victims V01’s request for leave
to appeal orders setting out some aspects of this verification process does not render
the matter res judicata and cannot preclude the raising of the same matter in their
final appeal. The Trial Chamber was simply of the view that the matter did not meet
the requirements of article 82(1)(d) of the Statute – this does not mean that the same
issue cannot be raised in a final appeal, also for the reasons set out in the previous
paragraph. As to whether Victims V01 should have sought leave to appeal other
orders, the Appeals Chamber considers that, the matter of whether the procedure it
had put in place was correct, had been put before the Trial Chamber. 257 The OPCV’s
objections are therefore rejected.
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(ii)
137.

Merits

Victims V01 argue that the Trial Chamber erred by individually assessing the

eligibility of victims, in breach of rules 97(1) and 98(3) of the Rules, and by
exceeding the mandate entrusted to it by the Appeals Chamber.258 The Appeals
Chamber notes that Victims V01’s argument is twofold. They allege an error of law
on account of the purported inconsistency of the Trial Chamber’s ruling with the
Rules, on the one hand, and with the Appeals Chamber’s instructions set out in its
previous ruling in this case, on the other.
138.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the relevant legal provisions – article 75(1)

of the Statute, rules 94-98 of the Rules (which include the two specific provisions
referred to by Victims V01) and the Regulations of the TFV – do not stipulate who
should assess eligibility in cases where collective reparations are awarded nor how
exactly this should be done. Furthermore, as discussed earlier in this judgment, in the
type of reparations proceedings facing the Trial Chamber in the present case, the
Appeals Chamber has found that trial chambers need not, in all cases, individually
consider requests for reparations which have been filed.259 It does not, however,
follow from this that a trial chamber is precluded from doing so. The Appeals
Chamber is therefore unable to accept the argument that the applicable provisions,
including the two rules on which Victims V01 rely, precluded the Trial Chamber’s
assessment of eligibility of victims for the award for reparations.
139.

Regarding the circumstances of the present case, the Appeals Chamber notes

that, in its Lubanga Reparations Decision, Trial Chamber I had held that, ‘in the
circumstances of this case, the identification of the victims and beneficiaries […]
should be carried out by the TFV’.260 Having examined appeals against that decision,
the Appeals Chamber found it ‘appropriate to exceptionally seek the Trust Fund’s
assistance in requesting that it provide […] the anticipated monetary amount that it
consider[ed] necessary to remedy the harms caused by the crimes for which Mr
Lubanga was convicted’.261 The Appeals Chamber issued that instruction with the
knowledge that the TFV had received the requests for reparations filed in the present
258
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case.262 The Appeals Chamber indicated that the role of the Trial Chamber was to
‘monitor and oversee the implementation stage of the [amended reparations] order,
including having the authority to approve the draft implementation plan submitted by
the Trust Fund’.263
140.

Regarding the screening of victims’ eligibility, the Appeals Chamber directed

the TFV to ‘provide Mr Lubanga with the opportunity to review its proposed
screening process of victims at the implementation stage, subject to any protective
measures’.264 This is indicative of the Appeals Chamber’s understanding that the TFV
would be involved in the screening process at the implementation stage, consistent
with the above-quoted ruling of Trial Chamber I, which was not challenged on appeal.
Trial Chamber I and the Appeals Chamber thus gave specific instructions to the TFV
with regard to the assessment of eligibility of beneficiaries. The Trial Chamber’s role
in that assessment was not specifically set out. Although the Appeals Chamber held
that the Trial Chamber would have the authority to approve the draft implementation
plan, there was no clear indication that the Trial Chamber should or should not be
involved in the assessment of eligibility.
141.

As seen in the Impugned Decision, the Trial Chamber did in fact assess the

eligibility of the victims who had come forward in this case. For the following
reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds no error.
142.

First, as indicated above, the Appeals Chamber did not prohibit the Trial

Chamber from assessing eligibility. Second, the Appeals Chamber notes that trial
chambers have a large degree of discretion in deciding how to conduct reparations
proceedings. In this case, the Trial Chamber decided that it needed to receive and
assess victims’ dossiers in order to reach a decision as to Mr Lubanga’s overall
monetary liability. This decision properly fell within the Trial Chamber’s discretion to
conduct the proceedings before it, based on the circumstances of the case. The Trial
Chamber, having received those dossiers, thereafter assessed them and relied on the
262
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information contained within them in setting the size of the reparations award for
which Mr Lubanga was liable.265 The Trial Chamber also used the information in the
dossiers to determine the percentage of victims who went through the official
demobilization programmes266 and the number of victims who went missing in
service,267 information it used in order to reach a determination as to the overall
number of victims. When reckoning ex aequo et bono the harm suffered by each
victim, the Trial Chamber had regard to ‘the results of the sample’ of the victims’
dossiers268 and it also noted that, by examining that sample, it devised a method for
the screening of the victims for eligibility to be undertaken later by the TFV in respect
of future victims who may come forward.269 The Appeals Chamber finds that, by
verifying the eligibility of individual victims in the context in which it did – namely in
order to determine the size of the reparations award – the Trial Chamber neither
breached the applicable law, nor disregarded instructions of the Appeals Chamber.
The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Victims V01 have not demonstrated that
the Trial Chamber’s decision to assess eligibility amounts to an error.
143.

The Appeals Chamber rejects this ground of Victims V01’s appeal.
5.

Victims V01’s second ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

144.

Submissions on appeal

Victims V01’s submissions

Victims V01 allege that the Trial Chamber committed an error of law by

assessing eligibility for collective reparations on the basis of different procedures.270
They contend, inter alia, that the participating victims were misled ‘by the
contradictions between Trial Chamber II’s decisions and those of Trial Chamber I and
the Appeals Chamber, by the ex post facto interpretations of the Trust Fund’s
assessment process and by the changes made one after the other throughout the
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procedure’.271 Victims V01 argue that this situation ‘led to discrimination against the
participating victims’, in violation of international law.272
(ii)
145.

Mr Lubanga’s response

Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber erred in law when deciding that

victims who had not submitted a dossier by 31 March 2017 would be screened for
eligibility for reparations at the implementation stage.273 He contends that the dossiers
that the TFV subsequently receives will no longer be transmitted to him and he will
have no opportunity to make representations.274
(iii) OPCV’s response
146.

The OPCV submits that, since the Trial Chamber rejected Victims V01’s

request for leave to appeal a particular order it had issued, any appeal now concerning
the terms of that order is inadmissible.275 Regarding the merits of this ground of
Victims V01’s appeal, the OPCV argues that the compilation of information about the
victims was not imposed by the Trial Chamber but was decided by the TFV and the
legal representatives of the victims.276
(iv) Victims V02’s response
147.

Victims V02 argue that the Trial Chamber’s decision to exclude some

participating victims ‘borders on discrimination’ within the community.277 Victims
V02 submit, for instance, that out of 137 participating victims in their group, 58 were
part of the sample interviewed by the TFV and only 37 were found to qualify for
reparations.278
(v)
148.

Submissions of the parties on the questions posed by the
Appeals Chamber

Victims V01 submit that ‘the only way to put the victims back on an equal

footing is to extend the reparations to all the victims whom the Trust Fund has
271
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identified as eligible’ and that ‘[s]uch a decision should not affect the size of the
award ordered against Mr Lubanga’.279 Regarding the victims who have participated
in the proceedings, Victims V01 argue that a chamber had already determined their
standing to participate and, on that basis, it is possible to determine, on a balance of
probabilities, that most of them are genuine victims rather than impostors, unless new
information raises doubts and requires revocation of their status as victims.280
149.

Victims V02 submit that, if the victims who were authorised to participate

were automatically to receive reparations, the procedure for victims applying to
participate should nonetheless follow its normal course.281
150.

The OPCV submits that the fact that victims were assisted by different actors

in the application process does not imply that those who failed in their applications
were discriminated against, but that this is the consequence of the decentralisation of
the application process among the joint efforts of the Registry, the OPCV, the TFV
and the legal representatives.282
(b)
(i)
151.

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

Preliminary issue

The OPCV submits that Victims V01 are barred from challenging the terms of

the Trial Chamber’s order of 21 October 2016, as the Trial Chamber rejected their
request for leave to appeal that order.283 The Appeals Chamber rejects this objection
from the OPCV, for reasons set out earlier in this judgment.284
(ii)

Merits

(a) Whether the participating victims were unaware of the
Trial Chamber’s intention to re-examine their victim status

152.

The Appeals Chamber notes Victims V01’s averment that some of the victims

who were already authorised to participate in the proceedings were unaware of the
Trial Chamber’s intention to re-examine their status as victims for the purposes of
279
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these reparations proceedings.285 Victims V01 appear to argue that such intention
could not be anticipated and they refer to the reparations order issued in another case,
in which, they argue, the trial chamber ‘did not re-examine the status of the
participating victims even when ruling on the individual applications for
reparations’.286
153.

It is noted that the order to which Victims V01 (and Victims V02287) refer,

issued by Trial Chamber VIII in the case of Al Mahdi, does not support the
proposition that Trial Chamber VIII did not re-examine the victim status of those
victims who had been previously authorised to participate. The passage from that
ruling which Victims V01 quote does not specify whether that chamber re-examined
the victim status. Rather, it sets out the applicable law. The Appeals Chamber also
notes that the quoted passage specifically recognises the difference between the
standards of proof applicable to the authorisation to participate in the proceedings and
to the determination of eligibility for reparations, which demonstrated that Trial
Chamber VIII, in that case, might in fact have contemplated the possibility of reexamining the victim status at the reparations stage against the different standard of
proof.288
154.

The Appeals Chamber notes that different standards of proof were adopted in

the present case for purposes of authorising participation in the proceedings and for
reparations. In particular, the Appeals Chamber notes that Trial Chamber I carried out
a prima facie analysis of the victims’ applications to participate.289 As discussed
elsewhere in this judgment,290 for purposes of determining eligibility for reparations
in the present case, the Trial Chamber applied the standard of ‘a balance of
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probabilities’, initially approved by Trial Chamber I291 and not contested in the
previous appellate proceedings in the present case.292
155.

These rulings make it clear that the Trial Chamber intended to apply a

standard different from the prima facie one applied for participation. Furthermore, in
the Order of 9 February 2016, the Trial Chamber stated that, after receiving the
batches of victims’ files from the TFV, it would ‘issue decisions regarding the status
of the victims eligible to benefit from reparations’.293 Subsequently, the TFV and the
OPCV, upon the Trial Chamber’s instruction, approached the victims to interview
them and to prepare their dossiers for the purposes of the reparations proceedings.
These facts must have put the participating victims on notice of the fact that their
status as victims would be re-examined by the Trial Chamber. The issue of how this
reassessment would actually take place, and whether it was clear to the victims as to
what was expected, is addressed below. However, to the extent that the victims argue
that they were unaware of the Trial Chamber’s intention to re-examine their status as
victims for the purposes of these reparations proceedings, the argument is rejected.
156.

At the same time, the Appeals Chamber stresses the importance of trial

chambers providing a clear indication to victims who have already been authorised to
participate in proceedings, and to other victims seeking reparations, as to the standard
of proof that will apply to the assessment of their eligibility for reparations. This is
also referred to elsewhere in this judgment. It is particularly significant in cases where
the trial chamber intends to re-examine the status of already participating victims for
purposes of reparations due to, for instance, a different standard of proof that may
apply. In addition, the trial chamber must notify, as early as practicable, the victims
who were authorised to participate in those proceedings, but who also seek
reparations, that they will be screened again in the reparations proceedings.

(b) Whether discrimination was occasioned by amendments
to the title and contents of the forms

291
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157.

Victims V01 further argue that the title and content of the reparations forms

were amended.294 They do not specify what amendments were made and how those
amendments discriminate between the various groups of victims. The Appeals
Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber appears to have been aware of the risk of
differences between the forms used. In its order of 10 October 2016, the Trial
Chamber noted that it was for the OPCV to decide on the suitable approach for the
conduct of interviews with potential victims.295 However, the Trial Chamber
considered it appropriate to use, ‘for the sake of consistency’, the form previously
used by the TFV.296
158.

The Appeals Chamber further notes certain adjustments to the identification

procedure, introduced in the course of the process. For instance, after the TFV’s
experience with potentially eligible victims showing signs of re-traumatisation during
the interviews,297 the OPCV considered ways of simplifying the procedure.298
However, there is no indication that such adjustments to the procedure led to
discrimination.
159.

The Appeals Chamber therefore rejects this argument of Victims V01.
(c) Whether participating victims were disadvantaged vis-àvis other victims

160.

Victims V01 submit that most of the participating victims were minors at the

time their applications for authorisation to participate were filled in and that those
applications were based on information provided by family members of the direct
victims; they submit that most of those family members were illiterate, some signed
with fingerprints and that therefore the applications could easily contain errors or
misunderstandings, some of which were subsequently corrected by the victims in the
interviews with the TFV; they submit that, although the TFV took this into
consideration in their assessments, they did not always make note on the forms.299
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Victims V01 submit that the new possible victims were interviewed as adults and
because they had not submitted earlier applications, ‘there were no discrepancies
attributable to the amount of time that had elapsed’.300 The Appeals Chamber notes
that Victims V01 do not explain why this difference between the participating victims
and the victims who applied for reparations without having previously participated in
the proceedings allegedly amounts to discrimination. They do not explain how the
Trial Chamber treated such participating victims. In particular, Victims V01 do not
argue that the Trial Chamber found anyone ineligible for reparations solely on the
basis of inconsistency of the accounts given by family members with the account
given by the direct victims at a later stage of the proceedings and that, in doing so, the
Trial Chamber failed to consider the difficulty which Victims V01 describe in the
present argument. The Appeals Chamber rejects this argument of Victims V01.
(d) Whether the preparation of dossiers by the TFV differed
from that by the OPCV

161.

Victims V01 also submit that the forms of the participating victims were filled

out by the TFV, whereas the forms of new victims were prepared by the OPCV,
acting as legal representative.301 Victims V01 do not specify differences between the
dossiers prepared by these two entities and do not demonstrate, nor is it apparent from
the relevant documents, that the eligibility assessment carried out by the Trial
Chamber was affected by the alleged difference in the preparation of dossiers by the
TFV and the OPCV.
(e) Whether the previously participating victims were
‘misled by the contradictions’ between various decisions and
were disadvantaged vis-à-vis future victims

162.

Victims V01 submit that, while some previously participating victims were

excluded from reparations, ‘after judicial proceedings in which the Defence was
afforded notice and the opportunity to be heard, and against the advice of the Trust

300
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Fund’, the eligibility of the victims who come forward in the future will be
determined by the TFV ‘after a purely administrative procedure’.302
163.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Impugned Decision does not set out a

detailed procedure for the future assessment of potential victims’ eligibility, the Trial
Chamber indicating that screening would be carried out by the TFV but providing no
further details as to what the procedure would entail.303 The Appeals Chamber notes
that the Trial Chamber directed the TFV to follow the method of screening of the
victims for eligibility, which it devised in the Impugned Decision, and that this was
aimed at ensuring that the same method would apply to all victims. The Appeals
Chamber further recalls that, in the Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, it stated
that the Trial Chamber should ‘monitor and oversee the implementation stage of the
[amended reparations] order, including having the authority to approve the draft
implementation plan submitted by the Trust Fund’.304 In the context of this case, and
bearing in mind the procedure put in place by the Trial Chamber prior to the
Impugned Decision, in particular its approach to the assessment of the eligibility for
reparations of the applicants who had submitted requests for reparations – as
considered under Victims V01’s first ground of appeal – the Appeals Chamber
understands that such monitoring and oversight should, in this case, include the Trial
Chamber’s approval of the TFV’s findings as to victims’ eligibility for reparations.
This would ensure that both the victims who have already been assessed, and those
who will come forward, all have the benefit of judicial approval. In taking this matter
forward, the TFV and the Trial Chamber should ensure that they follow the guidance
set out in this judgment, in addition to that contained in its 2015 judgment and that
contained in the Impugned Decision.
164.

In finding in this way, the Appeals Chamber notes that the goal of Victims

V01 was presumably to ensure only administrative review by the TFV, without
involvement by the Trial Chamber, and that the Appeals Chamber’s conclusion here
results in future victims and, as seen below, the victims in, inter alia, the Victims V01
group, who have been found ineligible, being subjected to both administrative and
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judicial review. However, the Appeals Chamber finds that this result simply follows
on from the Trial Chamber’s approach in this case and the need to ensure equal
treatment for the potential victims in this case. In addition, and for the reasons that
follow, the Appeals Chamber considers that the victims in the Victims V01 group,
who raised this argument, are not prejudiced as such, as they will have a second
opportunity to convince the TFV and the Trial Chamber of their eligibility for
reparations, based on the findings in the Impugned Decision and this judgment.
165.

In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that the approach taken by the Trial

Chamber, to have two phases in which potential victims may seek reparations, results
in future victims, coming forward during the second phase, potentially having an
advantage, vis-à-vis the victims already assessed by the Trial Chamber, in knowing in
detail the factors which the Trial Chamber found relevant in its assessment and the
Trial Chamber’s reasons for concluding that some victims were ineligible for
reparations. It is only in the Impugned Decision that most of these specific criteria
were clearly set out, as were shortcomings in the dossiers, which led to their rejection.
In particular, as discussed above, the Trial Chamber stated that, by examining that
sample, it devised a method for the screening of the victims for eligibility to be
undertaken later by the TFV in respect of future victims who may come forward.305
The Trial Chamber, therefore, was presumably aware that it was providing guidance
in the Impugned Decision for the benefit of future victims and those victims being
assessed by it in the Impugned Decision could, consequently, not have been fully on
notice as to what the Trial Chamber would take into account in reaching its decisions;
on the contrary, potential victims who will come forward in future will be able to
benefit from this detailed indication of what is required. The Appeals Chamber
considers that this brings about a risk of discrimination.
166.

The Appeals Chamber also recalls Victims V01’s argument that the victims

who had been authorised to participate in the proceedings were ‘misled by the
contradictions’ between decisions of Trial Chamber I, the Appeals Chamber and the
Trial Chamber, as a result of which almost half of them were excluded from the
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TFV’s programme.306 They also argue that the participating victims were not
informed that their interviews with the TFV would be considered a request for
reparations ‘for the simple reason that the Appeals Chamber had decided that the
reparations would not be awarded on the basis of individual applications’.307
167.

The Appeals Chamber notes that varying views were expressed, by the

relevant Chambers and the TFV, in the course of the reparations proceedings, as to the
procedure for the eligibility assessment. In its orders issued in the course of the
proceedings, the Trial Chamber indicated that it intended to assess the eligibility of
victims itself. For instance, in the Order of 9 February 2016, the Trial Chamber stated
that, after receiving the batches of victims’ files from the TFV, it would ‘issue
decisions regarding the status of the victims eligible to benefit from the
reparations’.308 At the same time, ambiguity may have been created as a result of the
findings in the 2015 Judgment by the Appeals Chamber, which did not specifically
refer to the involvement by the Trial Chamber in the screening of eligibility in this
case. In its submissions to the Trial Chamber, the TFV expressed reservations with
regard to the procedure set out by the Trial Chamber. It argued that the ‘individualised
approach’ adopted by the Trial Chamber and ‘resulting in a judicial person-by-person
determination of eligibility of individual victims as a precondition for adoption of the
implementation plan’, was ‘in conflict with the Appeals Chamber judgment on
reparations as well as the letter and spirit of the applicable law, including the Statute,
the Rules and the [Regulations of the TFV]’.309 It advocated a different procedure
from the one which the Trial Chamber contemplated and submitted that the
implementation of reparations, including a verification process,310 ‘is clearly designed
as an administrative exercise’.311
168.

The Appeals Chamber accepts that the differences between these approaches

and potential ambiguity created may have led to uncertainty as to what was required
of potential victims submitting requests. They may have also affected the manner in
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which the entities concerned interviewed potential victims and prepared their dossiers.
It is conceivable that, as a result, some accounts included in the victims’ dossiers were
more detailed than others and attached (more) supporting documentation than others.
This, in turn, may have led the Trial Chamber to find some of the dossiers to
insufficiently substantiate the potential victims’ allegations regarding their
victimhood.
169.

As a result of all of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial

Chamber’s overall procedure for the eligibility assessment failed to ensure equal
conditions for all victims and amounts to an error. This error materially affects the
Impugned Decision, as some of the victims concerned may have been found eligible
had they known more fully what was expected of them in submitting their dossiers,
and the Trial Chamber could have given them an additional opportunity to supplement
their dossiers or clarify their accounts.
170.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Victims V01 are the only group of victims

who expressly raise this error and that they appear to raise it with respect to victims
who were previously authorised to participate in the proceedings. In their responses to
Victims V01’s appeal, Victims V02 only request the Appeals Chamber ‘to adjudicate
[Victims V01’s] arguments’312 and the OPCV opposes these particular arguments of
Victims V01.313 However, the Appeals Chamber finds it appropriate to extend its
ruling to all victims who are potentially affected, including those who have not
participated in the pre-trial and trial proceedings. Even though the OPCV did not
support Victims V01’s arguments in this ground of appeal, the Appeals Chamber
finds that it would be inappropriate, and to the detriment of the victims in that group,
to exclude them from this finding. The Appeals Chamber therefore amends the
Impugned Decision to the extent that the Trial Chamber finds that 48 persons had not
proven, to the requisite standard, that they qualify as victims for reparations in this
case.314 The Impugned Decision is amended such that the victims whom the Trial
Chamber found ineligible to receive reparations, and who consider that their failure to
sufficiently substantiate their allegations, including by supporting documentation,
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resulted from insufficient notice of the requirements for eligibility, may seek a new
assessment of their eligibility by the TFV, together with other victims who may come
forward in the course of the implementation stage and as envisaged by the Trial
Chamber in the Impugned Decision315; any recommendations as to eligibility made by
the TFV shall be subject to the approval of the Trial Chamber, as set out above.
171.

The Appeals Chamber notes that this amendment may result in some or all of

the above-mentioned 48 persons being found eligible for reparations. However, they
will be considered along with any other potential victims who may come forward, as
referred to above, during the implementation process and therefore this amendment
does not affect the overall monetary award made in this case; the procedure adopted
in this case, which has not been overturned on appeal, was such that the monetary
award was fixed in the Impugned Decision, while a second phase allows for
additional victims to come forward; the 48 victims may take part in the latter phase.
(f) Conclusion

172.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber grants the second ground of

Victims V01’s appeal in part and amends the Impugned Decision as set out above. It
rejects the remainder of this ground of appeal.

B.

Assessment of the individual applications
1.

Mr Lubanga’s second ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

173.

Submissions of the parties

Mr Lubanga’s submissions

Mr Lubanga asserts that the Trial Chamber misapplied the standard of proof of

a ‘balance of probabilities’, which it had stated should apply.316 He argues that most
of the victims deemed eligible for reparations did not provide any supporting
documentation.317 Mr Lubanga raises a number of arguments regarding alleged
deficiencies and a lack of coherence in some of the requests of victims whom the
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Trial Chamber found eligible during the proceedings.318 He also challenges the Trial
Chamber’s findings regarding the unidentified, potentially eligible victims.319
(ii)
174.

Victims V01’s response

Victims V01 agree with Mr Lubanga, albeit on different grounds, that the Trial

Chamber misapplied the standard of proof when examining the dossiers of victims.320
In their view, the Trial Chamber rejected many dossiers which ‘did not contain any
factor suggestive of fraud’.321 With respect to the unidentified potential victims,
Victims V01 submit that, while it is ‘impossible to determine the exact number’, the
balance of probabilities favours ‘a large number of victims’.322
(iii) Victims V02’s response
175.

Victims V02 argue that, in considering that accounts of some applicants, albeit

uncorroborated by supporting documentation, were ‘coherent and credible’ and
satisfied the standard of a balance of probabilities, the Trial Chamber did not make an
error of law.323 They disagree with Mr Lubanga’s allegations of error in the Trial
Chamber’s findings on eligibility324 and the findings regarding the unidentified
potential victims.325
(iv) OPCV’s response
176.

The OPCV argues that ‘it is clear from th[e] case law that the standard of

proof applied depends on the “various factors specific to the case” and must reflect
the difficulty “victims face in obtaining evidence in support of their claim due to the
destruction or unavailability of evidence”’.326 They assert that such difficulty has a
significant impact in this case.327
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(v)
177.

Mr Lubanga’s reply

Mr Lubanga reiterates that a standard of proof based on the ‘coherent and

credible’ nature of statements is lower than the standard of a balance of
probabilities.328 He argues that Victims V01 misrepresent his position.329
(vi) Submissions of the parties on the questions posed by the
Appeals Chamber
178.

Victims V01 submit that the Trial Chamber, in its assessment of eligibility,

applied a standard of proof that is stricter than the balance of probabilities.330 Victims
V01 argue that, to determine whether a person who claims to be a victim is telling the
truth, a coherent and credible account is important, but other factors should also be
assessed, with examples then provided.331 They argue that, contrary to proceedings
based on individual claims for reparations, where there should be notice of and the
opportunity to make submissions on each victim’s allegations, screening for
admission to a collective reparations programme is not a matter for judicial
proceedings, as the convicted person’s contribution to the reparations programme will
be determined based on the cost of a programme of services and not admission or
rejection of a potential recipient of reparations.332
179.

With regard to the applicable standard of proof and the need for corroboration

of the victims’ accounts, the OPCV submits that Mr Lubanga is alleging errors of fact
which Mr Lubanga failed to substantiate.333 It further submits that the Trial Chamber
applied the correct standard, namely, it assessed ‘the coherence and credibility of the
evidence on file to meet the balance of probabilities standard’.334
(b)
180.

Relevant parts of the Impugned Decision

In addressing ‘[t]he concept of victim: conditions and standards applicable to

the reparations phase’,335 the Trial Chamber first recalled that in order for a natural
person to qualify as a victim for the purposes of reparations under rule 85(a) of the
328
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Rules, he or she must provide identification and sufficient proof of the harm suffered
and of the causal nexus between the crime and the harm.336 Harm may be material,
physical or psychological.337 The Trial Chamber also underlined that the harm to the
victim need not be direct but must have been personally suffered. It stated that, in
determining the eligibility of an indirect victim, ‘it is a prerequisite that there was a
close personal relationship between the direct victim and the indirect victim, such as
that binding a child soldier and his or her parents’.338
181.

The Trial Chamber explained that the standard of causation requires that the

crimes of which the person was convicted were the ‘proximate cause’ of the harm for
which reparations are sought, and consists of a ‘but-for’ relationship between the
harm and the crime.339 Lastly, it noted that the standard of proof as to whether a
victim qualifies for an award is a balance of probabilities.340
182.

Regarding the content of the dossiers before it, the Trial Chamber stated:
The Chamber sees that the dossiers which the 473 potentially eligible victims
filed through their legal representatives consist of an application for reparations
in the form of a questionnaire, in which the potentially eligible victim recounts
his or her experience as a direct or an indirect victim, and documents as proof of
identity. Some dossiers also comprise one or two documents containing
statements written and signed by a person acting as a witness and intended to
corroborate the allegations and the identity of a potentially eligible direct
victim. Some dossiers also include supporting documentation, such as
certificates of separation [attestations de sortie] from an armed group,
photographs taken in soldier’s uniform, photographs of militia-member tattoos,
and written statements declaring that the harm alleged was a consequence of
membership of the militia.341

183.

In explaining the method used to assess the victims’ dossiers, the Trial

Chamber noted that, as argued by Mr Lubanga, ‘in most cases the potentially eligible
victims were not in a position to submit supporting documentation to prove their
allegations’.342 However, it considered that rule 94(1)(g) of the Rules requires
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applicants to present documentation to support their applications for reparations ‘[t]o
the extent possible’.343 In the Trial Chamber’s view, ‘this rule makes allowance for
the fact that potentially eligible victims are not always in a position to furnish
documentary evidence in support of all the harm alleged, given the circumstances in
the DRC and the many years that have elapsed since the material events’.344
184.

The Trial Chamber observed that, even in those cases where some

corroborating evidence was produced, ‘its probative value [was] limited’.345 Thus, it
considered that
63. […] to assess victim status, the Chamber looks for corroborating evidence
that would specifically establish child-soldier status. The Chamber looks mainly
at whether the statements made by a potentially eligible victim in the dossier are
consistent with one another. Where it sees necessary (in particular where the
Defence raises discrepancies between the statements in the dossier and those in
a previous application for reparations, or where deficient statements in the
dossier need to be made complete), the Chamber also considers the statements
provided by the victim in his or her application for participation and/or a
previous application for reparations.
64. The Chamber pays particular attention to the level of detail of the facts
described, including the circumstances of enlistment, the positions held and
duties performed in the UPC/FPLC, the living conditions in the militia and the
circumstances in which the victim left the UPC/FPLC. The Chamber also looks
at references to relevant information, such as the activities connected to childsoldier status, the sites of recruitment, training, deployment (including
battlefields) and demobilization, the names of superiors in the UPC/FPLC
militia, and the organizations responsible for demobilization. In that connection,
it is of note that in Katanga, the Chamber considered – as have other Chambers
of this Court in relation to applications for participation – that the mere fact that
an application for reparations contains slight discrepancies does not, on the face
of it, cast doubt on its credibility.346
185.

The Trial Chamber further stated that, in this case, ‘the crimes of which Mr

Lubanga was convicted entail as a precondition to qualify for reparations as a victim –
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direct or indirect – that the enlistment, conscription or active participation in
hostilities of a child under the age of 15 years in the UPC/FLPC’s armed forces in a
non-international armed conflict between 1 September 2002 and 13 August 2003
(“child-soldier status”) be established on a balance of probabilities’.347 The Trial
Chamber then set out the criteria for eligibility as follows:
So, in the case of a potentially eligible direct victim, the Chamber verifies (1)
identity and looks at (2) the direct victim’s child-soldier status. In the case of a
potentially eligible indirect victim whose identity it has verified, the Chamber
looks at (3) the child-soldier status of the direct victim and whether there was a
close personal relationship between the direct and the indirect victim. Where the
direct victim’s child-soldier status is established and, in the case of an
application from an indirect victim, where the close personal relationship with
the direct victim is established, the Chamber then considers (4) whether the
potentially eligible direct or indirect victim has established on a balance of
probabilities the existence of the harm alleged and (5) the causal nexus between
the harm alleged and the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted.348
186.

With respect to direct victims, the Trial Chamber considered that a victim

must establish that he or she was under the age of 15 years when either i) enlisted or
conscripted into an armed wing of the UPC/FPLC or ii) used by Mr Lubanga to
participate actively in hostilities in a non-international armed conflict between 1
September 2002 and 13 August 2003.349 Where it noted discrepancies in the date of
birth in the case file presented by a victim, the Trial Chamber nonetheless determined
that such ‘discrepancies have no bearing on the determination of the age of a
potentially eligible victim, insofar as the various dates of birth provided would, in any
case, mean that the victim was under the age of 15 years at the material time’.350
187.

With respect to the membership of potential victims in the armed wing of the

UPC/FPLC, the Trial Chamber observed that
the only bounds set by the operative provisions of [the Lubanga Conviction
Decision] concern the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted –
conscripting and enlisting children under the age of 15 years into the
UPC/FPLC and using them to participate actively in hostilities within the
meaning of articles 8(2)(e)(vii) and 25(3)(a) of the Statute – and the time frame
of the charges, 1 September 2002 to 13 August 2003. The [Lubanga Conviction
347
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Decision] does not, however, exhaustively enumerate the sites of the crimes
committed or Mr Lubanga’s co-perpetrators.351
188.

The Trial Chamber proceeded to make findings on the temporal and

geographical scope of the crimes for the purpose of determining eligibility. 352 In this
regard, it found that an eligible victim may well have been conscripted or enlisted
prior to the period of the charges.353 It also found that determining eligibility is
possible in the absence of specific information about the group affiliation in a
certificate of de-mobilisation,354 or in the absence of any certificate of de-mobilisation
at all.355
189.

The Trial Chamber determined that the Lubanga Conviction Decision did not

exhaustively name the commanders who belonged to the UPC/FPLC at the relevant
time,356 and that it may consider commanders who were not mentioned in the
Lubanga Conviction Decision.357 The Trial Chamber also determined that the
Lubanga Conviction Decision did not exhaustively enumerate the sites where children
under the age of 15 years were enlisted, conscripted, or deployed. It did, however,
exclude the sites outside of Ituri from the parameters of the geographic scope under
consideration.358 The Trial Chamber noted that, although the Lubanga Conviction
Decision referred to one headquarters and three training centres, it would take into
consideration allegations of potential victims that they had been trained outside of
training centres.359 Similarly, the Trial Chamber determined that, although the
Lubanga Conviction Decision mentioned only one visit to a training camp by Mr
Lubanga, this did not exclude the possibility that he visited that camp more often or
that he also visited other camps.360
190.

The Trial Chamber concluded that 36 of the 385 dossiers of potential direct

victims had not established that they were conscripted or enlisted into the UPC/FPLC
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or that Mr Lubanga used them to participate actively in hostilities during the period of
the charges, and they were not eligible for reparations.361
191.

With respect to the eligibility of indirect victims, the Trial Chamber

considered that an indirect victim was not in a ‘position to know and describe the
detailed circumstances of a child soldier’s deployment or demobilization to the same
level of detail as the child soldier’. The Trial Chamber, therefore, did not require an
indirect victim to be able to provide exact dates in this regard, or to provide a
certificate of demobilization or separation.362 The Trial Chamber considered written
statements of indirect victims, and gave particular regard to any inconsistencies
between the statements and the accounts of other witnesses to determine whether they
cast doubt on the credibility of the indirect victim.363
192.

As to the close personal relationship, the Trial Chamber recalled its findings in

the Katanga case that the concept of ‘family’ should be treated ‘with due regard for
family and social structures in the DRC and in Ituri in particular’.364
193.

The Trial Chamber concluded that 12 of the 88 dossiers of potential indirect

victims had not established a close personal relationship with a direct victim who was
conscripted or enlisted into the UPC/FPLC, or used by Mr Lubanga to participate
actively in hostilities, at the relevant time, and they were not eligible for
reparations.365
194.

Finally, as to the total number of direct and indirect victims, the Trial Chamber

found that the two records of children who participated in demobilization,
disarmament, and reintegration programmes submitted by the Registry were an
‘indication that the total number of victims affected by the crimes of which Mr
Lubanga was convicted [was] far greater than the number of persons in the sample
who have established that they [were] victims for the purposes of reparations’.366 The
Trial Chamber reviewed the various estimates of children conscripted or enlisted into
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the FPLC, or used to participate actively in hostilities, advanced by the parties and the
TFV, and found that ‘the number of victims who suffered harm as a consequence of
the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted far exceed[ed] the 425 persons who
[had] established that they [were] victims for the purposes of reparations and that
there [were] hundreds and possibly thousands more victims’.367
195.

The Trial Chamber then reviewed the additional documents entered into the

record by the Registry from ‘official sources and/or the public domain, such as the
UN and various governmental and non-governmental organizations’.368 The Trial
Chamber recalled Mr Lubanga’s objections,369 but underscored that the documents
were relevant and had an illustrative character. As such, the Trial Chamber saw no
need to ‘engage in a detailed analysis of the reliability of each [document]’.370 After
performing a ‘compilation and analysis of these data, coefficients and statistics’, the
Trial Chamber considered that the number of direct victims was ‘in the range of 2,451
to 5,938’.371 It included its calculations in Annex III to the Impugned Decision.
196.

The Trial Chamber ultimately concluded that it was ‘unable to arrive at a

precise number of victims of the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted’. 372 The
Trial Chamber noted that although ‘the individual identification of a greater number
of victims to set the size of the reparations award would have been desirable, the
necessary consultations would have unduly prolonged the proceedings, prejudicing
not only Mr Lubanga’s right to notice within a reasonable time of his obligations
arising from reparations, but also the right of victims to receive prompt
reparations’.373 The Trial Chamber noted that a review of the information extracted
from DRC databases gives a ‘general indication that the number of victims exceeds
the number in the sample [of 425 victim-applications]’.374 The Trial Chamber then
referred again to its estimates of between 2,451 and 5,938 victims, and to the
submissions received from the parties, and found it ‘established to the requisite
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standard of proof that, along with the 425 victims in the sample, hundreds and
possibly thousands more victims were affected by the crimes of which Mr Lubanga
was convicted’.375
(c)
(i)

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

The findings as to the 425 victims found to be eligible by
the Trial Chamber
(a) Uncorroborated statements

197.

The Appeals Chamber notes at the outset that Mr Lubanga does not assert that

the standard of ‘a balance of probabilities’, which the Trial Chamber set out to apply
to its assessment of eligibility in the Impugned Decision, should not have been
employed, or that some other standard should apply in the circumstances. Therefore,
the Appeals Chamber will not address whether that standard was appropriate.376
However, Mr Lubanga does allege that the methods relied on by the Trial Chamber
fell short of the requirements of that standard. He argues that the Trial Chamber found
a number of victims eligible whose uncorroborated accounts it considered ‘coherent
and credible’, although ‘the standard of proof based on the “coherent and credible”
nature of the applicants’ statements is lower than the standard of a balance of
probabilities’.377 As such, he argues that the Trial Chamber erred.
198.

The Appeals Chamber finds this argument to be based upon an incorrect

premise because it is apparent that the Trial Chamber did indeed set out to apply the
standard advocated by Mr Lubanga. That is, the Trial Chamber clearly stated that ‘the
standard of proof as to whether a victim qualifies for an award is a balance of
375

Impugned Decision, para. 244.
In this particular case, Trial Chamber I found that ‘the standard of “a balance of probabilities” [was]
sufficient and proportionate to establish the facts that [were] relevant to an order for reparations when it
is directed against the convicted person’ (Lubanga Order of Trial Chamber I on Reparations, para.
253). In Mr Lubanga’s appeal of Trial Chamber I’s order, he did not challenge the standard of proof
applied. The Appeals Chamber noted this fact (Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 84,
noting that ‘[Mr Lubanga] does not appear to allege that the standard of “balance of probabilities” is an
error’, and deciding ‘not to address it further’), and in the Appeals Chamber’s 2015 Lubanga Amended
Reparations Order, it found that the standard of ‘a balance of probabilities’ shall apply in this case
(Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 65). The Appeals Chamber also noted, however, that fact
finders in other mass claims programs have adopted ‘flexible evidential standards based on a
“plausibility test” in order to accommodate the situation of the victims, who usually have difficulties in
providing the documentation that is required’ (Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, p. 15, n. 37,
referring to P. Lewis and H. Friman, ‘Reparations to Victims’ in R. S. Lee (ed.) The International
Criminal Court: Elements of Crimes and Rules of Procedure and Evidence (2001), pp. 474, 486).
377
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 55, 58, 62.
376
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probabilities’378 and it proceeded to analyse the evidence and information available to
it and relevant to each of the requisite elements for victim status to see whether the
elements were proven to that standard. The Trial Chamber determined that a
‘precondition to qualify for reparations’ was that the victim status was ‘established on
a balance of probabilities’.379 And, following its analysis, the Trial Chamber found
that 425 applicants had ‘shown on a balance of probabilities’ that they were victims
entitled to reparations.380 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial
Chamber did in principle assess victim status for the purpose of reparations on the
standard of a balance of probabilities.
199.

Regarding the Trial Chamber’s references to the standard of ‘coherent and

credible’, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber referred to certain
evidence that it considered to be of a limited probative value; however it found that it
could be taken into account as corroborative of a victim’s account if the latter was
considered to be ‘coherent and credible’.381 It also referred to how it would take into
account locations, dates, and commanding officers that were not mentioned in the
Lubanga Conviction Decision and considered that they could be taken into account if
the accounts of potentially eligible victims were ‘coherent and credible’.382
200.

The Appeals Chamber finds that, in respect of both examples, in referring to

victims’ accounts as being ‘coherent and credible’, the Trial Chamber was not
explaining that it was finally persuaded to a degree that all the allegations therein
were proved, but simply that the accounts were, as stated, generally reliable. The Trial
Chamber indicated that it still proceeded to weigh the accounts included in the
requests for reparations together with the other available evidence with a view to
finally determining whether the factual allegations were proven to the requisite
standard.383 Therefore, Mr Lubanga has not demonstrated that the Trial Chamber

378

Impugned Decision, para. 43.
Impugned Decision, para. 66.
380
Impugned Decision, para. 190.
381
Impugned Decision, paras 97, 152, 165.
382
Impugned Decision, paras 94, 109, 142.
383
See Impugned Decision, para. 90, where the Trial Chamber explained its methodology as follows:
‘The victim’s eligibility is determined with regard to the quality of all of the evidence he or she
provides and in consideration of the requisite standard of proof – a balance of probabilities’.
379
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assessed the allegations on a standard of ‘coherent and credible’ rather than on a
balance of probabilities.
201.

Mr Lubanga’s principal argument, in relation to the submission of

uncorroborated statements, appears to be that the Trial Chamber erred in law by
finding that the applicants’ claims, albeit ‘coherent and credible’, were established on
a balance of probabilities where they were not accompanied by corroborating
evidence.384 Mr Lubanga presents jurisprudence of the ECCC, Supreme Court
Chamber, to support the principle that ‘statements of civil parties uncorroborated by
any other evidence are not sufficient’.385 The Appeals Chamber notes, at the outset,
that these arguments relate to the evidence supporting requests for reparations.
Although the Trial Chamber did not make specific findings on the merits of requests
for individual reparations, it did examine them in order to assess the eligibility of
victims from the sample for collective reparations and to make a finding as to Mr
Lubanga’s monetary liability. Therefore, in its determination of the issues raised
under the present ground of appeal, the Appeals Chamber will be guided by relevant
aspects of rule 94 of the Rules.386
202.

The Appeals Chamber observes that rule 94(1)(g) of the Rules states that, in

conjunction with a written description of the victim’s allegations, a request for
reparations must contain ‘[t]o the extent possible, any relevant supporting
documentation, including names and addresses of witnesses’.387 The Appeals
Chamber considers that the requirement to provide, to the extent possible, supporting
documents and information under rule 94(1)(g) of the Rules, both serves to assist a
trial chamber in its assessment of a claim while also providing the convicted person
with an opportunity to challenge the requests submitted.388 However, the rule also
allows for the possibility that a request that is not supported by relevant
384

Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 59-70.
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 59, referring to Kaing Guek Eav Appeal Judgment, para. 647.
386
See supra, paras 86-87.
387
Regulation 88(2) of the Regulations of the Court provides guidance in respect of the information
accompanying the application form submitted pursuant to rule 94 of the Rules: ‘The Registrar shall
seek all necessary additional information from a victim in order to complete his or her request in
accordance with rule 94, sub-rule 1, and shall assist victims in completing such a request’.
388
See rule 94(2) of the Rules, requiring, in respect of requests under sub-rule (1), as follows: ‘At
commencement of the trial and subject to any protective measures, the Court shall ask the Registrar to
provide notification of the request to the person or persons named in the request or identified in the
charges [...]’.
385
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documentation may nevertheless be filed. In this regard, and as correctly noted by the
Trial Chamber,389 rule 94(1)(g) of the Rules acknowledges that victims are not always
in a position to provide supporting documentation. Consequently, the Appeals
Chamber considers that the fact that potential victims generally did not submit
documents in support of their written allegations does not lead inexorably to the
conclusion that the Trial Chamber was prevented from finding that their victimhood
was established to a balance of probabilities.
203.

In reparations proceedings, the Appeals Chamber has stated that ‘what is [...]

“sufficient” for purposes of an applicant meeting the burden of proof will depend
upon the circumstances of the specific case’.390 The Appeals Chamber considers that
the trial chamber enjoys a certain amount of flexibility in the assessment of claims
that have been submitted.391 In this regard, an assessment of the ‘sufficiency’ of the
evidence is not limited to the evidence submitted by the victim in question. 392 Rather,
corroboration may come from extrinsic evidence, including the testimonial and
documentary evidence entered into the record and the statements of other victims in
their requests. In the exercise of its discretion, a trial chamber may consider that a
victim’s account has sufficient probative value in light of the totality of the evidence
so as to find that the allegations therein satisfy the burden of proof, even in the
absence of supporting documents.393 A trial chamber may also consider the
significance of the allegation sought to be proven. In this respect, some allegations are
critical to the overall assessment of the person’s eligibility and, unless they are

389

Impugned Decision, para. 61.
Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, para. 81; see also Katanga Judgment on Reparations,
para. 75.
391
See in the context of victim participation, Judgment on the appeals of decisions on participation in
the Situation in Uganda, para. 38, holding: ‘What evidence (be it documentary or otherwise) may be
sufficient cannot be determined in the abstract, but must be assessed on a case-by-case basis and taking
into account all relevant circumstances, including the context in which this Court operates’.
392
See Kaing Guek Eav Appeal Judgment, para. 592, comparing a victim’s statement to the ‘bulk of the
evidence before the Chamber regarding established practices at [the detention centre]’. The Trial
Chamber of the ECCC has explained that civil party applications are finally determined ‘on the basis of
all evidence submitted in the course of proceedings’ (Kaing Guek Eav Judgment E188, para. 636).
393
See Kaing Guek Eav Appeal Judgment, para. 597, holding that ‘a civil party applicant’s statement
alone may suffice as substantiation of an allegation, especially where it is the most obvious or only
available evidence. Such finding, however, requires that the statement be credible by virtue of inherent
consistency, exhaustiveness and plausibility in the overall context’.
390
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otherwise corroborated, the trial chamber may decline to find the person eligible
without documentation supporting those allegations.394
204.

Mr Lubanga argues that ‘[t]here are no cogent grounds to reasonably explain

the lack of corroborating evidence’, including witness statements and civil status
documents.395 The argument appears to be that, if a request for reparations is not
supported by documentation, cogent grounds must exist to explain the absence of
such documentation. The Appeals Chamber notes that, as just discussed, a trial
chamber may find a person eligible for reparations, even where he or she has not
supplied any documentation. It also recalls that the difficulty victims may face in
obtaining supporting documentation can be taken into consideration when
determining the appropriate standard of proof in reparations proceedings.396 The
Appeals Chamber considers that a trial chamber is also not prevented from finding a
person eligible for reparations in circumstances where he or she did not give reasons
for his or her inability to provide supporting documentation. However, to allow the
trial chamber to properly reach a conclusion, it is in the interest of the person who is
unable to supply any documentation to explain his or her reasons for this inability. At
any rate, the trial chamber’s enquiry is whether the relevant facts have been
established to the applicable standard of proof. Such was the Trial Chamber’s enquiry
in the present case. The Appeals Chamber also notes the Trial Chamber’s finding that,
‘in most cases the potentially eligible victims were not in a position to submit
supporting documentation to prove their allegations’,397 and its reference to ‘the
circumstances in the DRC and the many years that have elapsed since the material
events’.398

394

See in the context of participation in the proceedings, Judgment on the appeals of decisions on
participation in the Situation in Uganda, para. 36, holding that ‘[w]hen a Pre-Trial Chamber is
considering whether an applicant fulfils the criteria of rule 85 (a) of the Rules of Procedure and
Evidence because he or she suffered emotional harm as the result of the loss of a family member, it
must require proof of the identity of the family member and of his or her relationship with the
applicant. The Chamber must be satisfied that the family member existed and that he or she had the
requisite relationship with the applicant’.
395
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 65, 67.
396
Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, para. 22; Al Mahdi Judgment on Reparations, para. 42.
397
Impugned Decision, para. 61.
398
Impugned Decision, para. 61.
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205.

The Appeals Chamber therefore rejects the argument that, without more, the

absence of ‘cogent grounds’ for victims’ inability to provide documentation should
have prevented the Trial Chamber from finding those victims eligible.
206.

In view of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Mr Lubanga has not

demonstrated an error in the Trial Chamber’s approach to corroboration.
(b) Deficiencies and lack of coherence

207.

For the 473 applicants who had submitted written requests for reparations

prior to the Impugned Decision, Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber ‘failed to
draw the necessary conclusions from the factual incoherence and evidentiary
deficiencies that it identified, or should have identified’.399 He argues that, ‘[i]n
considering that the incoherence and deficiencies did not mar the credibility of the
applications before it, the Chamber made a further error of law, or, at the very least,
clearly misappreciated the facts against the applicable standard of proof’. 400 Mr
Lubanga raises a number of arguments in this connection.
208.

First, he argues that the Trial Chamber failed to draw the necessary

conclusions about the credibility of victims who gave statements with discrepancies in
dates of birth401 or other key events.402 Second, Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial
Chamber should not have considered certain training locations,403 commanding
officers,404 and dates of enlistment405 mentioned in victims’ written statements. And
finally, he argues that the Trial Chamber erred in considering certificates of
demobilisation, which he says were inherently unreliable.406 The Appeals Chamber
shall address these arguments in turn.
209.

The Appeals Chamber notes at the outset that Mr Lubanga makes most of

these arguments in the abstract without indicating any individual victim whose
request should have been rejected if the Trial Chamber had not made erroneous

399

Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 71.
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 71.
401
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 72-75.
402
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 89-92, 97-99, 100-101, 102-103.
403
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 93-94.
404
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 95-96.
405
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 76-81.
406
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 82-88.
400
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assessments. Therefore, in examining Mr Lubanga’s allegations, the Appeals
Chamber will analyse the Trial Chamber’s explanation of its approach, as set out in
the Impugned Decision.
(i)

Alleged failure in assessment of discrepancies

in victims’ written statements
210.

Mr Lubanga submits that the Trial Chamber should not have dismissed

discrepancies in dates of birth without scrutinising the dossiers, and that it should
have drawn conclusions as to the victims’ credibility.407 First, the Appeals Chamber is
not persuaded that the credibility of a victim’s account is ‘inevitably affected’408 by
internal discrepancies regarding the date of birth. The Appeals Chamber notes the
Trial Chamber’s finding that slight inconsistencies in a victim’s application do not, on
their own, cast doubt on the application’s credibility.409 In this case, the Trial
Chamber considered the conditions under which identity records were created and the
low level of education among children who were conscripted or enlisted into the
FPLC or used to participate actively in hostilities.410 Despite finding minor
discrepancies, the Trial Chamber determined that, they had no bearing on the
determination of a potentially eligible victim’s age.411 The Appeals Chamber recalls
the discretion of a trial chamber to weigh the sufficiency of the evidence in light of
the circumstances of the case, and finds that Mr Lubanga has not demonstrated an
error here.
211.

In addition to internal inconsistencies, Mr Lubanga also refers to the manner in

which the Trial Chamber dealt with inconsistencies between the facts alleged in
victims’ requests and those established in the Conviction Decision.

407

Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 72-75.
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 74.
409
See Impugned Decision, para. 64, referring to, inter alia, Katanga Order for Reparations, para. 70;
Katanga Decision on Applications for Participation, paras 33-34; Katanga Grounds for Decision on
Victims Participation, para. 32; Ntaganda Decision on Victims Participation in the Confirmation
Hearing, para. 23; Ntaganda Decision on Victims Participation at Trial, para. 46; The Prosecutor v.
Abdallah Banda Abakaer Nourain and Saleh Mohammed Jerbo Jamus, ‘Corrigendum to Decision on
the Registry Report on six applications to participate in the proceedings’, 28 October 2011, ICC-02/0503/09-231-Corr, para. 24.
410
Impugned Decision, paras 80-87.
411
Impugned Decision, para. 88.
408
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212.

In particular, Mr Lubanga challenges the Trial Chamber’s assessment of the

credibility of victims’ allegations when they stated that they continued to fight on the
side of the UPC/FPLC after 2 June 2004, given that, he submits, ‘the UPC no longer
had an armed wing as of 2 June 2004’.412 He argues that the victims’ statements cast
serious doubt on the credibility of their accounts and the Trial Chamber should not
have presumed that they only made an error in the date.413 The Trial Chamber
determined that it is not necessarily fatal to a victim’s claim for reparations that he or
she included a date that was inconsistent with the findings in the Lubanga Conviction
Decision. The Trial Chamber considered that, in spite of an apparent mistake in
providing such dates, victims could qualify for reparations if their requests
demonstrate to the requisite standard of proof that they were conscripted or enlisted or
that the UPC/FPLC used them to participate actively in hostilities during the time
frame of the charges, and that they were under the age of 15 years at the material
time.414 Mr Lubanga has not demonstrated an error in this approach of the Trial
Chamber.
213.

Mr Lubanga submits that the Trial Chamber misappreciated the facts by

considering some victims’ allegations that they had been Chief Kahwa’s subordinates
after 2 December 2002, despite evidence of his removal.415 The Trial Chamber found
that the victims might have mistaken the dates and that it would nevertheless look at
whether their accounts demonstrate victimhood in relation to the crimes of which Mr
Lubanga was convicted.416 Mr Lubanga has not demonstrated an error in the Trial
Chamber’s approach.
214.

Mr Lubanga also alleges that the Trial Chamber failed to draw conclusions as

to the credibility of victims alleging that they belonged to the UPC/FPLC after March
2003, although they were subordinates of Commanders Kasangaki and Kakwavu, who
had defected by that time.417 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber
considered similar objections from Mr Lubanga. It held that it would consider

412

Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 89-92.
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 90.
414
Impugned Decision, para. 130.
415
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 97-99.
416
Impugned Decision, para. 115.
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Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 102-103.
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allegations of victims that they were subordinates of Commander Kasangaki, as the
Lubanga Conviction Decision listed him among other commanders in the
UPC/FPLC’s hierarchy and ‘sa[id] nothing of any defection by Commander
Kasangaki’.418 In view of these clear findings of Trial Chamber I in the Lubanga
Conviction Decision, Mr Lubanga has failed to demonstrate an error in the Trial
Chamber’s finding. Regarding Commander Kakwavu, the Trial Chamber dismissed a
similar objection on the basis that Trial Chamber I had decided not to rely on the
evidence which Mr Lubanga presented in support of his argument.419 Mr Lubanga has
not demonstrated an error in the Trial Chamber’s conclusion.
215.

Finally, Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that it

could not be ruled out that a victim was enlisted or conscripted into both the militia of
Mr Lubanga and the militia of Mr Katanga at different times.420 He submits that ‘there
was nothing in the dossier of the possible victim to have prompted such conclusions’
and that such a victim’s statement was ‘completely unrealistic’.421 Mr Lubanga does
not explain further why the Trial Chamber erred. The Appeals Chamber finds that Mr
Lubanga has failed to identify an error.
(ii)

Alleged failure in assessment of training

locations, dates of recruitment, and commanding
officers
216.

Mr Lubanga alleges errors in the Trial Chamber’s conclusions regarding

victims who provided dates of enlistment in the UPC/FPLC prior to 1 September
2002, and submits that the UPC did not have a military wing until September 2002.422
He argues that the Trial Chamber misappreciated the facts.423 The Appeals Chamber
notes that 1 September 2002 is the earliest date in the period of the charges. However,
the Trial Chamber referred to evidence relied upon by Trial Chamber I and
demonstrating that children were recruited into the ranks of an armed group affiliated
with the UPC prior to the period of the charges. In particular, Mr Lubanga and others

418

Impugned Decision, paras 122-123.
Impugned Decision, paras 110-112, referring to Lubanga Conviction Decision, para. 856.
420
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 100-101.
421
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 100-101.
422
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 76-81.
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Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, para. 81.
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were involved in the recruitment and training of children for the purpose of a military
campaign dedicated to overthrowing Bunia as early as 2000,424 and such activities
carried on throughout the summer of 2002.425 Once Mr Lubanga assumed the position
of President of the UPC and Commander in Chief of the FPLC army in September
2002, others responsible for the campaign came under Mr Lubanga’s command,426
and the armed forces that had been under their leadership became the FPLC. 427 In the
Impugned Decision, the Trial Chamber thus concluded that ‘the fact that the military
wing of the UPC was established by September 2002 does not preclude earlier
recruitment’.428 The Appeals Chamber finds that Mr Lubanga has not demonstrated
that the Trial Chamber erred in accepting accounts of victims claiming to have been
recruited to the UPC/FPLC before September 2002.
217.

Mr Lubanga further argues that the Trial Chamber misappreciated the facts by

considering victims’ allegations that they were trained elsewhere than at the
enumerated training centres.429 The Trial Chamber found that ‘the UPC/FPLC
headquarters in Bunia and the military camps at Rwampara, Mandro and Mongbwalu
[were] the sole training centres where child soldiers were trained’.430 However, it
indicated that it would nevertheless take into consideration allegations that victims
were trained elsewhere where their accounts were coherent and credible.431 The
Appeals Chamber agrees with the Trial Chamber’s apparent understanding that the
Conviction Decision does not categorically exclude that training could have taken

424

Lubanga Conviction Decision, paras 1031 (finding ‘sufficiently reliable’ the evidence that the
accused sent children to Uganda during the summer of 2000), 1043 (finding evidence to conclusively
demonstrate that military training took place in Uganda for Hema youths, including young children,
during the summer of 2000 and that Mr Lubanga was involved with the group of soldiers, which
included children, sent by the mutineers to Uganda for training), 1045 (strong support for the
suggestion that during the summer of 2000, the accused and other persons were jointly involved in
organising the training of Hema youths in the context of the mutiny).
425
Lubanga Conviction Decision, paras 1077-1083, 1111.
426
Lubanga Conviction Decision, paras 1105 (documents provide clear support for the oral evidence of
various witnesses linking the armed takeover of Bunia with Mr Lubanga), 1112 (many of the
individuals who signed founding documents were, or became, members of the UPC/FPLC), 1116,
noting that ‘[o]n 2 and 3 September 2002 [Mr Lubanga] appointed the executive of the UPC/FPLC,
including Floribert Kisembo and Bosco Ntaganda – the same men who had been the architects of the
rebellion against the RCD-ML and who had been actively involved in recruiting and training recruits
prior to the takeover of Bunia’ (footnote omitted).
427
Lubanga Conviction Decision, paras 1119, 1135.
428
Impugned Decision, para. 126.
429
Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 93-94.
430
Impugned Decision, para. 142.
431
Impugned Decision, para. 142.
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place outside the four localities mentioned in that decision. Therefore, it would not
necessarily have been unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to consider allegations
concerning training locations other than Bunia, Rwampara, Mandro, and Mongbwalu,
provided the victims’ accounts were coherent and credible.
218.

Mr Lubanga alleges that the Trial Chamber misappreciated the facts by failing

to draw conclusions as to the credibility of the accounts of victims who referred to
commanding officers who did not appear in statements of witnesses given at trial.432
The Appeals Chamber observes that the Lubanga Conviction Decision does not
designate an exhaustive list of commanders responsible for training in, and
recruitment for, the FPLC army. Rather, the conclusions drawn by Trial Chamber I as
to any such specific persons are qualified by the words ‘including’, ‘including
particularly’, ‘such as’, ‘e.g.’, and ‘at least’.433 Moreover, the Appeals Chamber
observes that Trial Chamber I described the UPC/FPLC’s personnel hierarchy in a
way that is clearly non-exhaustive and meant simply to identify some of the principal
positions held within the organisation.434 Thus, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was
not unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to consider requests for reparations that refer
to names of commanding officers not specifically mentioned in the evidence
discussed in the Lubanga Conviction Decision.435
(iii)

Alleged failure in assessment of certificates

of demobilisation
219.

Mr Lubanga refers to Trial Chamber I’s findings from the criminal trial

regarding the probative value of logbooks from a demobilisation centre. He argues
that because Trial Chamber I concluded that it could not rely on such logbooks, Trial
Chamber II should not have relied on certificates of demobilisation in the Impugned

432

Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 95-96.
See Lubanga Conviction Decision, paras 911, 1045, 1112, 1267, 1271, 1352-1354.
434
See Lubanga Conviction Decision, paras 1170-1176, describing the ‘general hierarchy and
structures within the UPC/FPLC, as well as the functions exercised by some of its staff’ (emphasis
added). See also Lubanga Conviction Decision, para. 1214.
435
Impugned Decision, paras 108-109. See also Impugned Decision, para. 91, noting that ‘the
Judgment Handing Down Conviction does not, however, exhaustively enumerate [...] Mr Lubanga’s
co-perpetrators’.
433
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Decision as the certificates and the logbooks were created at the same time and on the
basis of the same information.436
220.

The Appeals Chamber finds that Mr Lubanga has not substantiated his

argument that the certificates of demobilisation were issued on the basis of the same
information as that for the logbooks referred to in the Lubanga Conviction Decision.
The Appeals Chamber also finds that the Trial Chamber generally approached
certificates of demobilisation with caution, conceding that they were alone
insufficient to establish the victim status,437 and considering other identification
evidence in light of the fact that most of the applicants did not present a certificate of
demobilisation.438 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that Mr Lubanga has not
demonstrated that the Trial Chamber erred by relying on certificates of demobilisation
in its assessment of the requests.
(c) Conclusion on the 425 victims found to be eligible by the
Trial Chamber

221.

In view of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber rejects Mr Lubanga’s

argument that the Trial Chamber made errors of law and misappreciated the facts in
its findings on the eligibility of the 425 victims from the sample.
(ii)
222.

The finding as to the unidentified possible victims

Mr Lubanga challenges the Trial Chamber’s findings as to the existence of

‘hundreds and possibly thousands more victims’ who are unidentified.439 Referring to
the reports and demobilisation lists relied upon, Mr Lubanga argues that ‘[t]he
relevance and reliability of these documents fall well short of the requisite standard of
proof’.440
223.

The Appeals Chamber acknowledges that the Trial Chamber set out only to

determine an estimate of the approximate number of victims who had not already
come forward during the proceedings before the Trial Chamber.441 It is also

436

Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 82-88.
Impugned Decision, para. 97.
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Impugned Decision, paras 100-101.
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Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief, paras 106-109.
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acknowledged that the Trial Chamber did so in an attempt to fix the amount of Mr
Lubanga’s liability for collective reparations, as directed by the Appeals Chamber.
However, the Appeals Chamber recalls its finding above that, if a trial chamber
resorts to estimates as to numbers of victims, such estimates must be based on a
sufficiently strong evidential basis.442
224.

One of the factors that a trial chamber must consider in deciding what

reparations are ‘appropriate’ for the purposes of article 75(2) of the Statute is how
many victims are likely to come forward and benefit from collective reparations
programs during the implementation phase.443 In its inquiry, a trial chamber must
endeavour to obtain an estimate that is as concrete as possible. The Appeals Chamber
will, on this basis, consider Mr Lubanga’s arguments regarding the sources of
documentary evidence relied upon – that is, the 26 reports of NGOs and international
organisations entered into the record through the Registry444 (hereinafter: ‘Additional
Documents’) and the demobilisation records. The Appeals Chamber will deal with
these sources of evidence in turn.
(a) Reports of NGOs and International Organisations

225.

Mr Lubanga first submits that the Trial Chamber committed an error of law by

‘failing to take into account and respond to the Defence arguments’ that called into
question the relevance and reliability of the Additional Documents.445 It seems that
Mr Lubanga is arguing that the Trial Chamber wholly failed to consider his
submissions. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did specifically
consider Mr Lubanga’s arguments, summarising them in the Impugned Decision.446
The Trial Chamber responded to these arguments by noting that the Additional
Documents were relevant and that they ‘appear fairly consistent with one another as
regards the widespread use of child soldiers in Ituri’.447 The Trial Chamber also
specifically dealt with the argument that some reports referred to children older than
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15 years448 and to facts concerning the DRC as a whole, rather than the UPC/FPLC in
Ituri.449 The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Mr Lubanga has not demonstrated
that the Trial Chamber did not consider his arguments.
226.

Mr Lubanga further argues that the Trial Chamber erred by ‘eschewing any

analysis of the reliability of these reports’,450 while ‘it is clear that the 26 additional
documents entered in the record, which the Chamber relied on to set Mr Lubanga’s
civil liability, fall short of the requisites of relevance and reliability’.451 The Appeals
Chamber, however, notes that the Trial Chamber’s approach was to refer to the
Additional Documents ‘by way of illustration’.452 The Trial Chamber also pointed to
the consistency of these documents regarding ‘the widespread use of child soldiers in
Ituri’.453 The Appeals Chamber also notes that the Trial Chamber applied coefficients
to account for the scope of the reports, which in some cases was broader than that of
the charges in the present case. For instance, the Trial Chamber applied a coefficient
to account for the proportion of the ethnic Hema group454 and for the proportion of
children under the age of 15 years.455 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial
Chamber did address the concerns about the reliability of the Additional Documents.
227.

Mr Lubanga makes a number of specific challenges to the relevance and

reliability of the Additional Documents. He submits that some of them describe
events outside of the time frame of the charges and events which concern the entire
DRC and not the UPC/FPLC in Ituri.456 Mr Lubanga also argues that some of the
estimates concern children older than 15 years.457 He also contends that the
documents are based on hearsay, that some of them merely repeat estimates contained
in others and that they are not specific about their sources.458
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228.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber’s approach was to

account for certain potential inaccuracies of the Additional Documents by means of
coefficients. The Appeals Chamber also notes that the Trial Chamber referred to
findings made by Trial Chamber I in the Conviction Decision regarding ‘a significant
number of children under the age of 15 [...] used by the UPC/FPLC as escorts and
bodyguards for the main staff and the commanders, between September 2002 and 13
August 2003’459 and ‘the widespread recruitment of young people, including children
under the age of 15’.460 Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the range of
2,451 to 5,938 direct victims – an estimate made on the basis of the analysis of the
Additional Documents – concerns those who ‘served in the UPC’s ranks at some
point during the time frame of the charges’.461 This figure served the Trial Chamber to
conclude that, ‘along with the 425 victims in the sample, hundreds and possibly
thousands more victims were affected by the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was
convicted’.462 However, to set the amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability, the Trial
Chamber also considered the parties’ submissions as to the number of ‘potentially
eligible victims’463, ‘who might qualify’464 and ‘whom [...] [the parties] expect to
represent’.465 As discussed earlier,466 the latter estimate is directly relevant to the
amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability. Therefore, while not discounting Mr Lubanga’s
concerns about the reliability of the Additional Documents, the Appeals Chamber
finds that, given the Trial Chamber’s use of coefficients and the limited significance
of the estimate based on these documents, it was not unreasonable for the Trial
Chamber to rely on them to conclude that the 425 victims are only a sample of the
potentially eligible victims and that hundreds and possibly thousands more victims
suffered harm as a consequence of the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted.467
229.

The Appeals Chamber also notes Mr Lubanga’s argument that the Trial

Chamber relied on a report of the World Bank in Annex III to the Impugned Decision
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of which he had no advance notice.468 The Trial Chamber acknowledged in Annex III
that this report was not among annexes to its order of 21 July 2017, ‘the Chamber
having had access to it only recently’.469 The Trial Chamber considered that it was
nonetheless appropriate to rely on this report ‘in view of the role the World Bank
played in the demobilization of child soldiers’.470 The Appeals Chamber expresses
concern that Mr Lubanga did not have a sufficient opportunity to challenge the
relevance and reliability of this document, but notes that Mr Lubanga does not
substantiate the impact of this failure.
(b) Demobilisation records

230.

Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber erred in law or misappreciated the

facts by disregarding his submissions on the reliability of the demobilisation lists
which the Trial Chamber considered when making an estimate as to the number of
victims of the crimes of which he was convicted.471 Specifically, he submits that the
Trial Chamber erred by relying on such lists, contrary to a finding on their
unreliability made in the Lubanga Conviction Decision by Trial Chamber I.472 Mr
Lubanga contends that most of the listed children provided the same date of
recruitment, which, in his view, ‘strains credibility’.473 He argues that the Trial
Chamber misapplied the requisite standard of proof by establishing mortality figures
and the proportions of ethnic groups within the Ituri population.474
231.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the lists in question here were entered into

the record through the Registry during the reparations phase subsequent to trial, on 25
January 2017 and 20 February 2017.475 The Trial Chamber differentiated the lists
used for reparations from those discussed at trial and Mr Lubanga refers to this
differentiation in his present submissions. In Annex III to the Impugned Decision, the
Trial Chamber explained as follows:
468
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As regards the Defence’s remarks on the need to follow the principle laid down
by the Trial Chamber, it must be noted that the said principle does not appertain
to demobilization records in general; it was set out with reference to a particular
“logbook” which the Prosecution tendered in evidence. The lists containing,
respectively, 282 and 202 names are not “logbooks” but documents of a
different nature, purpose and origin.476 [Footnotes omitted.]
232.

The Trial Chamber also found that the lists cover a ‘significant subset of the

persons concerned (15% of the 3,000 victims estimated by the TFV)’, and that the
particulars of children extracted from the DRC’s databases were ‘precisely recorded’
in the lists. The Trial Chamber then concluded that the lists ‘can be considered to have
representative value’.477 The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber
did consider Mr Lubanga’s submissions478 on the reliability of the documents in
question.
233.

Furthermore, in the Impugned Decision the Trial Chamber relied on the lists to

conclude that ‘these two lists are a first indication that the total number of victims
affected by the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted is far greater than the
number of persons in the sample who have established that they are victims for the
purposes of reparations’.479 As discussed above, the Trial Chamber relied on a number
of other reports, on the findings from trial, and on the parties’ submissions to reach its
finding as to Mr Lubanga’s monetary liability. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds
that it was not unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on the demobilisation lists
for the limited purpose of showing that the total number of victims affected by Mr
Lubanga’s crimes was ‘far greater’ than the 425 in the sample.
(c) Conclusion on ‘unidentified possible victims’

234.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Mr Lubanga has not

demonstrated an error.
(d)
235.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber rejects Mr Lubanga’s second

ground of appeal.
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2.

Mr Lubanga’s third ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

236.

Submissions on appeal

Mr Lubanga’s submissions

Mr Lubanga submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law or misappreciated the

facts in finding that he had sufficient information to challenge the evidence brought
despite the extensive redactions it permitted to the victims’ requests for reparations.480
He submits that article 75(3) of the Statute and rules 94(2) and 97(3) of the Rules vest
the convicted person with a right ‘to canvass the submissions and the evidence
brought before the bench’ during the reparations stage.481 He submits that the Court,
under regulations 99 and 100 of the Regulations of the Registry, may order redactions
from the victims’ applications for participation or reparations ‘where the safety of the
persons in question so justifies’.482 He argues that full disclosure to all parties is the
rule and that redactions are an exception and that a trial chamber must conduct ‘a
careful case-by-case assessment, balancing the various interests at stake’, the victims’
need for protective measures and the accused’s fair trial rights, in keeping with the
principle of equality of arms.483
237.

Mr Lubanga submits that the Trial Chamber committed an error of law, which

had an impact on the final award, in depriving him of his fair trial rights when
ordering systematic redactions in the absence of an objective risk.484 Mr Lubanga
gives several examples of applicants for whom there was inadequate disclosure485 and
argues that the Trial Chamber committed an error of law or, at the very least, clearly
misappreciated the facts.486
(ii)
238.

Victims V01’s response

Victims V01 point out that ‘[g]iven that the reparations will be collective only,

they do not see how it is in the interests of [Mr Lubanga] to have an opportunity to
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challenge the individual situation of each victim’.487 They submit that Mr Lubanga’s
argument ‘contradicts [his] argument under the fourth ground [of appeal]’, and that
the cost of a collective reparations programme is ‘only very partially influenced by
the number of victims of the crimes committed – and at the very most by the number
of persons who decide to participate in the programmes and even then only to a
limited extent’.488
(iii) Victims V02’s response
239.

Victims V02 refer to security concerns and claim that the redactions to

applications for reparations were in fact ‘minor ones and cannot, alone, violate the
right of the Defence to a fair trial’.489
(iv) OPCV’s response
240.

The OPCV submits that the issue raised now is res judicata.490 It also refers to

the Al Mahdi Appeal Judgment on Reparations, recalling that the Appeals Chamber
found that Trial Chamber VIII had ‘erred in ordering victims to reveal their identity to
Mr Al Mahdi as a precondition to having their claims for individual reparations
assessed by the TFV’, and claiming that this should find application even in the
context of collective reparations.491
(b)
241.

Relevant background

In the Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Reparations, the Appeals Chamber

considered, inter alia, Mr Lubanga’s argument that Trial Chamber I had denied him
the opportunity to challenge the individual requests for reparations by finding that
such requests were not necessary and by allowing extensive redactions.492 The
Appeals Chamber recalled its finding in the same judgment that Trial Chamber I’s
decision had been to order reparations on a collective basis under rule 98(3) of the
Rules and not to rule on the merits of the individual requests, and that the Appeals
Chamber had found no error in this respect. It recalled its finding that Trial Chamber
487
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I’s ‘determination that it was more appropriate to award collective reparations
operated as a decision denying, as a category, individual reparation awards’. It
therefore considered that ‘the issue of Mr Lubanga’s ability to challenge individual
reparation requests as such [was] moot’.493
242.

The Appeals Chamber proceeded to interpret Mr Lubanga’s argument to

‘essentially raise the issue of whether the procedures provided for under rule 98 of the
Rules of Procedure and Evidence infringe on his rights, given that the same
individuals who filed individual requests may be eligible to participate in an award for
collective reparations, but Mr Lubanga will not be able to challenge them in the
manner he otherwise would have been able to under the application based procedures
of rule 94 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence’.494 Noting regulation 55 of the
Regulations of the TFV, the Appeals Chamber observed that the ‘Regulations of the
Trust Fund provide for the inclusion of unidentified beneficiaries into a reparations
programme and for their identification only at the implementation stage’.495 The
Appeals Chamber concluded that ‘the procedures under rule 98 of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence and the Regulations of the Trust Fund do not infringe on Mr
Lubanga’s rights’.496 In the amended order, appended to this judgment, the Appeals
Chamber instructed the Registrar to consult ‘with the victims who submitted
individual applications for reparations in this case in order to seek their consent to
disclosure of confidential information to the Trust Fund for purposes of participation
in the eventual collective programme(s) that are to be designed by the Trust Fund’. 497
Likewise, the Appeals Chamber instructed the TFV to, inter alia, ‘permanently
remove any confidential information it may have stored electronically or elsewhere in
the case that consent is not granted’ and, ‘to seek consent to participate [in the
collective reparation awards] from the victims whose applications are forwarded to
it’.498 The Trial Chamber, once seized of this case, issued several decisions on the
issue of redactions. These include the Order of 9 February 2016, the Order of 1
November 2016, the Order of 22 February 2017, and the Decision of 5 June 2017.
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Each is set out in further detail below, within the determination of this ground of
appeal. In the Impugned Decision, the Trial Chamber recalled the orders it had issued
on the subject, in addition to the filings by the parties.499 It set out its interpretation of
the law regarding redactions in these proceedings and concluded that Mr Lubanga had
‘sufficient information to impugn the evidence brought against [him] in a process
which duly afforded [him] notice and the opportunity to be heard, and, hence, a fair
hearing’.500
(c)
243.

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber notes the OPCV’s argument that Mr

Lubanga’s argument regarding the scope of redactions to the victims’ requests for
reparations has been rejected twice – by the Appeals Chamber in 2015 and by the
Trial Chamber – and ‘that this argument is no longer admissible at this stage of the
proceedings since the issue is res judicata’.501
244.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that Mr Lubanga had previously alleged, on

appeal, that Trial Chamber I had violated his right to challenge the individual requests
for reparations by allowing extensive redactions to the victims’ identifying
information in their individual requests for reparations.502 As indicated above, the
Appeals Chamber considered in its 2015 judgment that, given the type of reparations
awarded in this case, the issue of Mr Lubanga’s ability to challenge individual
requests was moot.503 This presumably included the issue of redactions to those
requests. It is significant that, in 2015, the Appeals Chamber did not rule on the merits
of Mr Lubanga’s argument. Furthermore, the circumstances are now materially
different because the Trial Chamber itself assessed the eligibility of victims for
reparations. Therefore, the 2015 ruling is not res judicata in this respect and the
present ground of appeal is not inadmissible due to that ruling.
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245.

Regarding the second limb of the OPCV’s objection, the Appeals Chamber

considers that the Trial Chamber ruling on the issue of redactions does not preclude
Mr Lubanga from raising it on final appeal, as any decisions thereon were procedural
decisions prior to, and leading up to, issuance of the Impugned Decision.504 The
Appeals Chamber will consider the arguments made on appeal concerning the level of
redactions applied.
246.

Mr Lubanga makes submissions as to the legal framework that should regulate

a chamber’s decision in relation to redactions.505 He argues that, in deciding that he
had sufficient information to impugn the evidence, despite the extensive redactions
made, the Trial Chamber ‘made an error of law or, at the very least, clearly
misappreciated the facts’.506 Before addressing Mr Lubanga’s arguments, the Appeals
Chamber finds it necessary to consider the legal framework regulating the information
a convicted person should receive in reparations proceedings, a necessary
consideration to inform the Chamber of the limitations, if any, which can
subsequently be made. In this regard, article 75(3) of the Statute and rules 94(2),
95(1) and 97(3) of the Rules deal with the manner in which, inter alia, the convicted
person participates in reparations proceedings. Article 75(3) of the Statute provides
that
[b]efore making an order under this article, the Court may invite and shall take
account of representations from or on behalf of the convicted person […].
This provision is further implemented through rules 94(2) and 95(1) of the Rules.
Rule 94(2), dealing with requests for reparations, is relevant to the instant case, given
the manner in which the Trial Chamber proceeded and, in particular, its decision to
assess eligibility itself. It provides that
[a]t commencement of the trial and subject to any protective measures, the
Court shall ask the Registrar to provide notification of the request to the person
or persons named in the request or identified in the charges […]. Those notified
shall file with the Registry any representation made under article 75,
paragraph 3.
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247.

In the instant case, it seems that the majority of victims’ dossiers were

gathered during the reparations proceedings before the Trial Chamber and were
therefore not, as per rule 94(2) of the Rules, notified ‘[a]t commencement of the trial’.
No other provision regulates what should happen with requests that are submitted at a
later stage. However, bearing in mind the spirit of the provision – that, among others,
the person who is the subject of the proceedings should receive the information on the
basis of which the Chamber will make an award against him or her – and the principle
of equality of arms, the Appeals Chamber considers that it should equally apply in
respect of dossiers received after the commencement of the trial. In principle, and
subject to what is said below, any such dossiers should therefore be notified to the
convicted person in a timely manner allowing him or her to have adequate time to
make representations thereon.
248.

In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that, rule 97(3) of the Rules

provides that, ‘[i]n all cases, the Court shall respect the rights of victims and the
convicted person’. The Appeals Chamber determined, in its 2015 judgment in this
case, that among the rights a convicted person enjoys is the right ‘to a fair and
impartial trial’.507 As the trial of the person has concluded, in the context of
reparations, this right is understood to be the right to fair and impartial reparations
proceedings. In its interpretation of the applicable provisions, the Appeals Chamber
will be guided by human rights jurisprudence in order to ensure that its interpretation
is consistent with internationally recognised human rights. In the case law of
international human rights bodies, the concept of a ‘fair and impartial trial’ includes
the principle of equality of arms in an adversarial proceeding which, in principle, is
the same in both civil and criminal cases.508 Equality of arms implies that each party
must be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present his or her case under conditions
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that do not place him or her at a substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis the other party.509
Each party must be given the opportunity to have knowledge of and comment on the
observations filed or evidence adduced by the other party.510 Indeed, at stake here is
the ‘litigants’ confidence in the workings of justice, which is based on, inter alia, the
knowledge that they have had the opportunity to express their views on every
document in the file’.511 That said, the Appeals Chamber recognises that reparations
proceedings before this Court are sui generis and, therefore, the principles set out
above apply to the reparations proceedings where appropriate and in accordance with
how they are being conducted in each case.
249.

Turning to the possible limitations that may be made to the provision of

information to the convicted person, in notifying requests for reparations, rule 94(2)
of the Rules provides for notification to be ‘subject to any protective measures’.
Protective measures are addressed in article 68(1) of the Statute, which provides that
‘[t]he Court shall take appropriate measures to protect the safety, physical and
psychological well-being, dignity and privacy of victims. […]. These measures shall
not be prejudicial to or inconsistent with the rights of the accused and a fair and
impartial trial’. Various provisions regulate disclosure and redactions in the criminal
phase of the proceedings but, other than provisions in the Regulations of the
Registry512 that regulate action by that organ, there are no other specific provisions
regulating redactions in reparations proceedings.
250.

The Appeals Chamber addressed this issue in the case of Al Mahdi when it

decided on a challenge by the victims to the fact that, if they wished to be considered
eligible for individual reparations, they were required to disclose their identity to the
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convicted person for the purposes of the eligibility screening that would take place by
the TFV.513
251.

First, the Appeals Chamber would note Mr Lubanga’s argument that Mr Al

Mahdi’s rights, as considered by the Appeals Chamber at that time, were not affected
in the way his were in this case.514 The Appeals Chamber notes that that case
concerned redactions during the eligibility screening by the TFV, after the monetary
liability of Mr Al Mahdi had already been fixed by the trial chamber in that case (and
confirmed by the Appeals Chamber). The Appeals Chamber stated that ‘the Trial
Chamber accorded too much weight to the role of Mr Al Mahdi in the screening
process and failed to properly consider the concerns that had been expressed by the
relevant victims, when they had asked for a redacted version of their applications,
excluding their identifying information, to be filed in the first place’; it noted that ‘the
Trial Chamber made a wholesale, general ruling, based on concerns for the role of the
defence, that all victims’ identities should be disclosed […] [and] failed to explain
why circumstances had changed to the extent they had, to justify such a finding, in
particular when these identities had been redacted until the moment of the Impugned
Decision’.515 The Appeals Chamber noted that Mr Al Mahdi’s interests at that
particular stage of the proceedings were limited, in that his monetary liability had
already been set and the results of the screening process would have no impact on
this.516 It stated that ‘[a] wholesale ruling, granting access to all victims’ identifying
information, at a stage of the proceedings where the interest of the defence is limited
in this way, is disproportionate’.517 It concluded that those applying for reparations
should be eligible for screening by the TFV even if they did not wish to disclose their
identity to Mr Al Mahdi.518
252.

Thus, in the case of Al Mahdi, the Appeals Chamber overturned the Trial

Chamber’s decision and authorised, in a general manner, the TFV to screen (all)
applicants even if they did not consent to disclose their identities to the defence, on
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the basis that Mr Al Mahdi’s interest was limited at that particular stage of the
proceedings as the Trial Chamber had already fixed his monetary liability. In the
instant case, the challenge concerns a different stage of the proceedings. The Trial
Chamber had yet to rule on Mr Lubanga’s monetary liability and ordered redactions,
in a general manner, to all requests for reparations which formed part of the
information it was then assessing with a view to deciding on reparations and, in
particular, the monetary liability of Mr Lubanga. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber
agrees that Mr Lubanga’s interest is not limited in the present proceedings in the same
way in which Mr Al Mahdi’s interest was in his case. Nevertheless, the Appeals
Chamber notes that, as set out below, given the Trial Chamber’s approach to the
setting of the amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability, the impact of individual eligibility
assessments on Mr Lubanga’s financial liability is also limited.
253.

The Appeals Chamber’s reasoning in Al Mahdi, in addressing the issue of

redactions to requests for reparations, is pertinent. The Appeals Chamber referred to
its jurisprudence on redactions in the criminal phase of the trial, which the Appeals
Chamber finds equally helpful in the instant case. The Appeals Chamber noted that
[w]hen ruling on requests for redactions, a trial chamber must take into account
and balance the rights and interests of the parties as per article 68 of the Statute,
which provides that “[t]he Court shall take appropriate measures to protect the
safety [...] of victims and witnesses. [...] These measures shall not be prejudicial
to or inconsistent with the rights of the accused and a fair and impartial trial”.
Although said in the context of criminal proceedings, the Appeals Chamber has
stated that, in so doing, a chamber should apply the principle of proportionality,
in the sense of balancing those two requirements, and make its determination on
a case-by-case basis, taking into account the “various interests involved”. The
Appeals Chamber has further elaborated on the “appropriate factors” it
considered a chamber should take into consideration and balance, and
summarized them as such:
Whether information relating to persons at risk may be redacted must
be determined on a case-by-case basis. The Appeals Chamber has had
previous occasion to set out those factors to be addressed by the PreTrial Chamber when considering a request for non-disclosure prior to
the hearing to confirm the charges, pursuant to rule 81(4). Those
factors can be summarised briefly as: a thorough consideration of the
danger that the disclosure of the identity of the person may cause; the
necessity of the protective measure, including whether it is the least
intrusive measure necessary to protect the person concerned; and the
fact that any protective measures taken shall not be prejudicial to or
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inconsistent with the rights of the accused and a fair and impartial
trial.519
254.

The Appeals Chamber therefore recognises that the right to receive

information in proceedings at this Court may be limited in certain circumstances.
Indeed, the general fair trial right to receive relevant evidence is not absolute.520 In the
context of criminal proceedings, there may be restrictions on the right to a fully
adversarial procedure where ‘strictly necessary in the light of a strong countervailing
public interest, such as […] the protection of the fundamental rights of another
person’.521 In this sense, the ECtHR has held that fair trial principles require that the
difficulties caused to the defendant by a limitation on his or her rights must be
sufficiently counterbalanced by the procedures followed by the judicial authorities.522
255.

During the reparations phase of this case, the Trial Chamber noted the

principle of proportionality applied in the consideration of redactions to evidence
submitted in the investigation and criminal trial and found that ‘the same principles
apply to the reparations phase’.523 It is also noted that, in the context of victim
participation in the criminal trial, Trial Chamber I applied the above-mentioned
human rights principles, expressed as the ‘principle of proportionality’, to Mr
Lubanga’s right to disclosure of victims’ applications and the protective measures that
may be imposed. It stated that protective measures should: i) restrict the rights of the
suspect or accused only as far as necessary, and ii) be put in place where they are the
519
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only sufficient and feasible measure.524 In the Impugned Decision, the Trial Chamber
reiterated that it ‘must strike a fair balance between the divergent rights and interests
of the victims on the one hand and those of the convicted person on the other’.525 In
this sense, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber correctly identified the
relevant general considerations applicable to redactions to victims’ requests for
reparations.
256.

The Appeals Chamber would note that the guiding principle for trial chambers

must be to ensure that the convicted person, as a party to the litigation, has a
meaningful opportunity to challenge the information on the basis of which a chamber
will make an award against him or her. In reaching a decision on redactions to any
information that is before it, trial chambers should apply the principles recalled in the
Al Mahdi case above, weighing the different interests at stake. In doing so, the
Appeals Chamber considers that in reparations proceedings, a trial chamber should
also take into account the relevance of the information at issue and the purpose for
which it will be relied upon, including whether, in reality, its non-disclosure affects
the convicted person’s rights. For example, if the information in the requests is
considered with a view to deciding on collective reparations but not with a view to
deciding on the merits of the individual requests, this may also be taken into account.
What this means will depend on the circumstances of each case.
257.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the ultimate purpose for which the Trial

Chamber used the requests for reparations was limited. In this regard, even though the
Trial Chamber made findings as to the eligibility of the 473 victims who filed dossiers
before it, it is not clear to the Appeals Chamber that the overall monetary award
made, USD 10,000,000, would have changed had the number of eligible victims been
different. The overall award made was also based on, inter alia, the Trial Chamber’s

524
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finding as to the additional ‘hundreds and possibly thousands’ of other victims, some
of whom may be identified during the implementation of reparations.526 The Appeals
Chamber recalls, in this context, that the Trial Chamber assessed the 473 dossiers, as
a sample,527 in the context of determining Mr Lubanga’s overall monetary liability
and in the knowledge that there were additional victims who had not yet been
identified.
258.

These considerations will guide the Appeals Chamber’s review of the Trial

Chamber’s decision-making approach regarding redactions to be applied to victims’
requests for reparations in this case.
259.

As for whether the Trial Chamber correctly assessed the need for redactions in

this case, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber had issued several
decisions related to this question and included its findings thereon in the Impugned
Decision.
260.

In the Order of 9 February 2016, the Trial Chamber stated that it would ‘not be

able to rule on the monetary amount of Mr Lubanga’s liability until the potential
victims [had] been identified and it [had] examined both their status as victims
eligible to benefit from the reparations and the extent of the harm they have suffered.
In this context, the Chamber recalls that it is responsible for deciding on the status of
eligible victims once the Defence has had the opportunity to submit its observations
on the eligibility of each victim’.528 The Trial Chamber instructed the TFV to submit a
file with relevant information for each potential victim and to ‘obtain the potential
victims’ written consent to transmit this information to the Defence, i.e. their identity,
their status as direct or indirect victims and the description of the factual allegations,
including the harm suffered’.529
261.

On 1 November 2016, the Trial Chamber issued an order instructing the

Registry to conduct an assessment of the security situation in the Ituri region and to
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transmit a report to it by 30 November 2016.530 In doing so, the Trial Chamber noted
that, following its Order of 9 February 2016, the TFV voiced concerns regarding the
process for identifying victims and informed it of the unwillingness of some victims
to participate in collective reparations due to security concerns.531 It noted that
Victims V01 and V02 had submitted that potentially eligible victims were hesitant or
unwilling to reveal their identity to the Defence, because Mr Lubanga still holds
influence over their communities and that the OPCV stressed the real danger posed by
disclosing the identity of the victims to the Defence in the light of the current situation
in Ituri.532 It also recalled that, at the oral hearing, the Women’s Initiative for Gender
Justice spoke of the victims’ concerns for their safety and fears of being the target of
retaliation were they to participate in collective reparations projects.533 The Trial
Chamber also noted Mr Lubanga’s submissions at the hearing that there was a dearth
of objective information about the security situation in the Ituri region and the
legitimacy of the fears of retaliation expressed by the victims.534
262.

The Registry submitted its report on 30 November 2016,535 concluding as

follows:
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263.

In the Order of 22 February 2017, dealing with the transmission of victims’

files to Mr Lubanga, the Trial Chamber set out modalities of redactions.537 In
particular, it ordered the redaction from every dossier of ‘information pertaining to the
current residence or other contact information that may be used to locate victims who
may be eligible’.538 It stated that ‘the identities of victims who may be eligible should
not be redacted if they [had] consented to the disclosure of such information to the
Defence’ but that for those who had ‘refused to disclose their identities to the Defence
for security reasons’, the files should be provided to Mr Lubanga at this stage of the
proceedings with their names and other identifying information redacted, ‘mindful of
the victims’ concerns’.539 The Trial Chamber also noted that ‘information describing
the harm suffered and the incidents that caused it may also be useful in enabling the
Defence to gauge the extent of the harm alleged’.540 It therefore found ‘that any
information relating strictly to the description of the harm suffered, the events that
caused the harm, and the link between such harm and the crimes of which Mr
Lubanga has been convicted, should not be redacted, except for information that
might reveal the identities of victims who may be eligible who have refused to
disclose that information to the Defence’.541
264.

On 5 June 2017, the Trial Chamber rejected Mr Lubanga’s application for

lesser redacted versions of some of the victims’ dossiers. The Trial Chamber
considered that,
in all matters relating to reparations, the Chamber must implement appropriate
measures to ensure the safety, physical and psychological well-being and
privacy of potentially eligible victims. The Chamber further recalls that nothing
in the principles applicable to the reparations phase may “prejudice or be
inconsistent with the rights of the convicted person to a fair and impartial trial”.
During the reparations phase, as during any proceedings before the Court, the
Chamber must “[TRANSLATION] strike a fair balance between the divergent rights
and interests of the victims and of the convicted person”.542
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265.

The Trial Chamber rejected the argument that only information regarding the

current whereabouts of victims, contained in the contact information part of the form,
should be redacted and found that it may be necessary to redact a place name found
elsewhere in the forms.543 The Trial Chamber also rejected the argument that a large
amount of information not related to the current whereabouts in particular in sections
of the dossiers dealing with the description of events (places of enlistment and
combat, names of camps and commanders and duties of children conscripted or
enlisted into the FPLC, or used to participate actively in hostilities) had been redacted
and ‘that this information is material to [Mr Lubanga’s] examination of the
applicants’ eligibility’.544 Noting the Registry’s argument that it had redacted
information that could identify third parties, the Trial Chamber stated ‘that any
information which might be used to identify and locate a person named or mentioned
in an application for reparations, but who has not expressly consented to the
disclosure of his or her identity to the Defence must also be redacted’ and that it was
‘justified to redact a place name that might be used to locate a witness or a relative of
a Potentially Eligible Victim, the role of a former child soldier […] or a commander’s
name that might be used to identify the direct Potentially Eligible Victim’.545 The
Trial Chamber found that ‘despite the redactions, the forms disclose enough
information for the Defence to meaningfully exercise its right to respond to the files
of Potentially Eligible Victims’.546
266.

The Trial Chamber also addressed the issue of redactions in the Impugned

Decision, where it recalled the need to ‘strike a fair balance between the divergent
rights and interests of the victims on the one hand and those of the convicted person
on the other’.547 The Trial Chamber referred to the Appeals Chamber’s finding that
‘the rules applying to criminal proceedings brought against an accused person do not
necessarily find application at the reparations phase’.548
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267.

The Trial Chamber summarised the

,

and pointed out that the redactions were prompted by concerns raised by the
potentially eligible victims themselves.549 The Trial Chamber underscored that, in
Katanga, the victims voiced no such concerns, and yet Trial Chamber II considered
the redaction of their contact details to be necessary.550 The Trial Chamber found that
most of the potentially eligible victims agreed to disclose their identity and, upon an
initial perusal of the dossiers, the Trial Chamber noticed that those potential victims
who had so agreed and those who had refused furnished similar statements recounting
the events and supporting documentation to bolster similar allegations. That being so,
the Trial Chamber considered that Mr Lubanga was in a position to make submissions
on the dossiers of victims which were similar to the dossiers of those potentially
eligible victims who had refused to disclose their identity to Mr Lubanga.551
268.

In light of what it had found, and per the Decision of 5 June 2017, the Trial

Chamber concluded as follows:
the Chamber is satisfied that [Mr Lubanga] had sufficient information to
impugn the evidence brought against [him] in a process which duly afforded
[him] notice and the opportunity to be heard, and, hence, a fair hearing.
Accordingly, the Chamber, as guarantor of the interests of the victims and the
Defence, in considering the dossiers and the Defence submissions thereon, has
decided to take account of all of the information furnished by the potentially
eligible victims, including redacted information. Likewise, in setting the size of
the reparations award for which Mr Lubanga is liable, the Chamber has decided
also to consider the dossiers of those potentially eligible victims who refused to
disclose their identity to [Mr Lubanga], where the dossiers satisfy the requisite
conditions.552
269.

Mr Lubanga’s first specific argument is that the Trial Chamber systematically

redacted ‘information which could reveal the applicants’ whereabouts, even though
many of them expressed no fear for their safety’.553 Mr Lubanga notes that, ‘[i]n 13
years of proceedings, none of the victims or witnesses whose identity was disclosed
549
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confidentially to Mr Lubanga have been subjected to pressure or retaliation’.554 He
argues that the Trial Chamber did not consider the dossiers case-by-case in order to
assess the risk of danger in case of disclosure, and did not consider making them
available to him confidentially.555 He argues that, in ordering redactions in this
manner, the Trial Chamber made an error of law.556 He also argues that the Trial
Chamber had a duty to assess, even if it found a risk, the relevance of the information
to the defence.557 He argues that, because the Trial Chamber carried out a detailed and
individualised analysis of each of the requests, he should have been able to make
detailed and individualised submissions on them.558 And, that his rights were clearly
prejudiced as the Trial Chamber used its eligibility findings to reach the monetary
value of USD 3,400,000.559
270.

The Appeals Chamber first notes that it is not the case that the Trial Chamber

did not individually assess the need for redactions in any of the individual requests
before it. In its Decision of 5 June 2017, the Trial Chamber, in answering a challenge
by Mr Lubanga, stated that it had reviewed the 68 files that Mr Lubanga had
challenged and was satisfied that the redactions in place were justified.560
271.

However, leaving this aside, the Appeals Chamber recalls again the

circumstances of this case as set out above, in which the requests for reparations had a
limited purpose. In such a context, it is not necessarily the case, as argued by Mr
Lubanga, that a trial chamber is required, as a matter of law, to ‘conduct a case-bycase assessment’ of the need for redactions in each individual request for
reparations.561 It may be that the circumstances of a particular case, and the
information before it, satisfies a trial chamber that a wholesale ruling, permitting
redactions of certain categories of information in all requests for reparations, is
reasonable. Whether this is the case will depend on the facts of the case before the
chamber. Ultimately, what is required is a careful assessment, as per the principles set
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out and the facts of the case, with a result that fully protects the right of the convicted
person to have knowledge of, and to comment on, the observations filed or evidence
adduced by the other party. The Appeals Chamber would recall the Order of 22
February 2017 in which the Trial Chamber issued certain principles that should apply
to the situation of redactions in this case. Fixing such principles is not per se an error
as long as the information before the chamber justifies it in the circumstances of the
case.
272.

As for his specific argument in relation to redaction of the information

regarding the current whereabouts of victims, Mr Lubanga argues that the redactions
made it impossible for him to address the dossiers submitted and that disclosure of an
applicant’s name and surname is insufficient for him to make enquiries. He argues
that, without information as to the applicants’ current whereabouts, he could not
properly investigate their claims.562 The Appeals Chamber notes that, in view of the
above-mentioned limited purpose of the assessment of the individual dossiers, it was
not an error for the Trial Chamber to consider that the whereabouts of victims could
be redacted, given the security concerns of which the Trial Chamber was aware. As
such redactions did not result in infringement of his rights, the Appeals Chamber finds
no error in the Trial Chamber’s decision to authorise redactions to the whereabouts of
persons who had consented to the disclosure of their dossiers.
273.

Mr Lubanga’s second specific argument is that the Trial Chamber erred in

ordering the redaction of information that could identify the persons whose statements
were appended to the applicants’ dossiers without assessing a risk to safety. 563 In the
Decision of 5 June 2017, the Trial Chamber addressed Mr Lubanga’s argument that a
large amount of information not related to the current whereabouts of victims in
particular sections of the dossiers dealing with the description of events (places of
enlistment and combat, names of camps and commanders and duties of children
conscripted or enlisted into the FPLC, or used to participate actively in hostilities) had
been redacted and ‘that this information is material to [Mr Lubanga’s] examination of
the applicants’ eligibility’.564 The Trial Chamber noted the Registry’s argument that it
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had redacted information that could identify third parties and stated ‘that any
information which might be used to identify and locate a person named or mentioned
in an application for reparations, but who has not expressly consented to the
disclosure of his or her identity to the Defence must also be redacted’ and that it was
‘justified to redact a place name that might be used to locate a witness or a relative of
a Potentially Eligible Victim, the role of a former child soldier […] or a commander’s
name that might be used to identify the direct Potentially Eligible Victim’.565 The
Trial Chamber concluded, after reviewing the files referred to by Mr Lubanga, and the
redactions he contested, that the redactions were ‘reasonable and justified’ and that
‘the forms disclose enough information for the Defence to meaningfully exercise its
right to respond to the files of Potentially Eligible Victims’.566 Again, given the
context of these proceedings, it was not an error for the Trial Chamber in principle to
make such a finding and, on the other hand, the security concerns, which the Trial
Chamber appears to have considered to also apply to the persons concerned in the
same way as they did to victims themselves, justified redacting that information.
274.

Third, Mr Lubanga challenges the ordering of redactions of the names and

information that could identify the possible victims who had not consented to the
disclosure of their identities to the defence.567 He argues that this was not based on a
‘real risk’, that some applicants had said they did not fear for their safety, referring to
examples, and that
568

He also states that some had consented to disclosure but that their

accounts were redacted.569
275.

Regarding the examples of victims whose identity was redacted but who had

stated that they did not fear for their safety,570 the Appeals Chamber recalls that the
Trial Chamber had stated that, ‘the identities of victims who may be eligible should
not be redacted if they [had] consented to the disclosure of such information to the
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Defence’ but that for those who had ‘refused to disclose their identities to the Defence
for security reasons’, the files should be provided to Mr Lubanga at this stage of the
proceedings with their names and other identifying information redacted, ‘mindful of
the victims’ concerns’.571 The manner in which redactions were applied is indicative
of the emphasis on the victims’ desire to withhold information. It appears that the
identity of victims who did not consent to disclosure was redacted with the
understanding that their refusal to disclose their identity was related to security
reasons. The Appeals Chamber considers that, in the particular context of the present
proceedings, it would not have been an error to assume that the victims who did not
consent to disclose their identity were potentially subject to objective risks to their
security, based on

despite the

absence of individualised risk assessments and the absence of some of those victims’
clear expression of fear for their safety. Furthermore, the relevance of the names of
the victims to Mr Lubanga, in the context in which the Trial Chamber used the
requests in this case, has not been substantiated. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber
finds no error in the Trial Chamber’s balancing of the victims’ security and the impact
of redactions on the rights of Mr Lubanga.
276.

Regarding the victims who had consented but whose accounts were redacted,

Mr Lubanga cites nine examples in which it seems that the identities were disclosed
but some information was redacted within the accounts.572 He argues that the
redactions ‘run counter to the wishes of those possible victims who clearly expressed
a preference for their identities and the events of which they were victims to be made
known to Mr Lubanga’.573 The Appeals Chamber notes from the examples cited, and
without assessing the merit of the redactions made, that it is not the case that the
requests in question were heavily redacted. There appear to be some redactions made
to, for example, locations. However, the identity, as acknowledged, and other
information is accessible to Mr Lubanga. It is not clear that the redactions run counter
to the wishes of the applicants and to the principles for redactions set out by the Trial
Chamber.
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Order of 22 February 2017, paras 15-16.
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277.

Mr Lubanga also argues that, as to redacting accounts to protect an applicant’s

identity, it would ‘have been wholly impossible’ for him to identify persons from the
names of commanders, a battle or training site.574 However, without examples as to
when this occurred, the Appeals Chamber is unable to properly conduct a review.
278.

Arguing that the redactions of the identities in most cases, in addition to

‘factual details that could directly or indirectly identify them, precluded any
investigation or scrutiny of the merits of the redacted dossiers’,575 Mr Lubanga gives
three examples.576 He argues that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that, because
he could make submissions on dossiers similar to those which had redactions, his
rights were protected.577 He argues that ‘each account is particular to the possible
victim concerned and must be assessed individually, however similar it may be to the
account of another applicant’.578 It seems from the three examples given, that any
factual information that could allow for the making of enquiries in a particular case
was redacted, while information as to harm suffered seems to have been included. The
Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber found that most of the potentially
eligible victims agreed to disclose their identity and, upon an initial perusal of the
dossiers, the Trial Chamber noticed that those potential victims who had so agreed
and those who had refused furnished similar statements recounting the events and
supporting documentation to bolster similar allegations. That being so, the Trial
Chamber considered that Mr Lubanga was in a position to make submissions on the
dossiers of victims which were similar to the dossiers of those potentially eligible
victims who had refused to disclose their identity to Mr Lubanga. 579 Again, based on
the context of this case, the Appeals Chamber can find no error in this finding.
279.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber rejects the third ground of Mr

Lubanga’s appeal.
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3.

Victims V01’s third ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

280.

Submissions on appeal

Victims V01’s submissions

Victims V01 submit that the Trial Chamber erred in law when it disregarded

the TFV’s assessment of the dossiers of some victims and disqualified them ‘citing
formulaic reasons’.580 They argue that the Trial Chamber rejected requests of some
victims for having provided insufficient detail in relation to some factors, whereas the
TFV had not asked such detail of all the victims when preparing their dossiers.581
Victims V01 also argue that the Trial Chamber ‘ignored information in some of the
victims’ dossiers, misinterpreted phrases taken out of context and committed other
abuses of discretion’.582
(ii)
281.

Mr Lubanga’s response

Mr Lubanga refers to his third ground of appeal, arguing that his fair trial

rights are also applicable to the reparations proceedings and that the Trial Chamber
breached those rights in the Impugned Decision.583 He submits that the TFV’s
assessments cannot be regarded as decisions because assessment of eligibility is a
judicial function. He therefore disagrees with Victims V01’s assertion that the Trial
Chamber de facto overturned the TFV’s decisions on the eligibility of victims.584
(iii) OPCV’s response
282.

The OPCV submits that it was not for the TFV and the victims’

representatives, but for the Trial Chamber to make any assessment on the eligibility of
the victims at this stage of the proceedings.585 The OPCV argues that the procedure
‘seems to allow for the victims whose dossiers were rejected to supply additional
information to the Trust Fund […] if the reason for rejection given by the Chamber
allows for the submission of additional information’.586
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Victims V01’s Appeal Brief, pp. 20, 21, paras 44, 45.
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(iv) Victims V02’s response
283.

Victims V02 request the Appeals Chamber to rule on Victims V01’s third

ground of appeal and ‘draw all the necessary legal consequences’.587
(v)
284.

Victims V01’s reply

Regarding the OPCV’s argument that the victims whose requests were

rejected may still supply additional information, Victims V01 submit that the Trial
Chamber expressly ruled that such victims would not receive reparations and that it is
unclear how the TFV could review the Trial Chamber’s findings.588
(b)
285.

Relevant parts of the Impugned Decision

The relevant parts of the Impugned Decision containing the Trial Chamber’s

reasons regarding its assessment of the victims’ dossiers are summarised under Mr
Lubanga’s second ground of appeal above. Therefore, that summary is not reproduced
here.
(c)
286.

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

Victims V01 argue that the Trial Chamber disregarded the assessment of

eligibility carried out by the TFV.589 Victims V01 also submit that the Trial Chamber
rejected a number of victims for their failure to provide a witness statement.590
Victims V01 argue that the Trial Chamber ‘ignored information in some of the
victims’ dossiers, misinterpreted phrases taken out of context and committed other
abuses of discretion’.591
287.

The Appeals Chamber notes that, in view of its conclusion, under Victims

V01’s second ground of appeal, that the victims whom the Trial Chamber found
ineligible for reparations in this case may re-submit their dossiers for a new
assessment,592 there is no need to examine the present ground of Victims V01’s
appeal. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses this ground of appeal as moot.
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C.

Other grounds of appeal
1.

Mr Lubanga’s fifth ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

288.

Submissions on appeal

Mr Lubanga’s submissions

Mr Lubanga submits that the Trial Chamber, in fixing his liability for

reparations, erred in how it took into account his level of responsibility for the crimes
of which he was found guilty, the level of responsibility of others, and in how it took
into account several other factors. He submits that the Trial Chamber erred in holding
him liable in full for the victims’ harm regardless of the existence of other coperpetrators who contributed to such harm and that it failed to take into account the
degree of his participation in the commission of the crimes, including his alleged
efforts to demobilise children.593 He avers that, despite his indirect criminal intent, he
was not indifferent to the fate of minors deployed in hostilities and on various
occasions attempted to remedy this situation.594 In his view, the Trial Chamber did not
make these considerations in determining his liability for reparations.595
289.

Mr Lubanga also argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider his personal

efforts to promote peace.596 He submits that fairness demands that his purported
efforts to promote peace and reconciliation be considered in the determination of his
liability for reparations.597 Mr Lubanga also submits that the Trial Chamber did not
consider his arguments regarding the specific circumstances of the case.598 He argues
that, ‘in the light of the conduct of the national and international authorities who had a
responsibility to protect the civilian population, fairness demands fair apportionment
of the burden of the reparations’,599 and that the Trial Chamber made an error of law
or misappreciated the facts.600
(ii)

Victims V01’s response
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290.

Victims V01 argue that, when only one of the perpetrators is prosecuted, it is

impossible to apportion liability among them. They contend that, in such cases, the
subsequent perpetrator can be ordered ‘to pay the cost of the reparations in solidum
with the first perpetrator’, notwithstanding the action that each co-perpetrator has
against the other co-perpetrator to recover the amounts paid in excess.601 They argue
that the Trial Chamber did not have to take into account Mr Bosco Ntaganda’s
liability, if any, for reparations, and that having done otherwise would violate the
presumption of innocence.602 They also argue that any peace initiative that Mr
Lubanga may have undertaken has no relation to the crimes for which he was
convicted.603
(iii) Victims V02’s response
291.

Victims V02 argue that the Trial Chamber had the duty to consider and did

consider Mr Lubanga’s participation in the crimes.604 They argue that any efforts
made by Mr Lubanga to promote peace seem less significant and influential to merit
the Trial Chamber considering them.605 They contend that the Trial Chamber made no
error of law, nor did it misappreciate any fact in this regard.606
(iv) OPCV’s response
292.

The OPCV contends that Mr Lubanga’s arguments are a mere disagreement

with the Trial Chamber’s findings and should therefore be inadmissible.607 It submits
that there is no merit to Mr Lubanga’s argument that his liability had to be
apportioned in light of the other co-perpetrators, as it argues that the Appeals
Chamber, in the Katanga Judgment on Reparations, found that a trial chamber, at the
reparations stage, must not focus on the mode of liability of the convicted person but
on the cost of repairing the harm.608 The OPCV argues that any effort that Mr
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Lubanga may have made to promote peace must be distinguished from his criminal
liability and the reparations owed to the victims. 609
(v)
293.

TFV’s submissions

The TFV submits that a convicted person’s liability should be proportionate to

the harm caused and, inter alia, to the person’s participation in the commission of the
crimes.610
(vi) Submissions of the parties on the questions posed by the
Appeals Chamber
294.

Mr Lubanga, referring to a definition of the principle of responsabilité

solidaire,611 submits that there are no provisions in the Statute authorising a convicted
person to seek contribution from other co-perpetrators or accessories.612 In his view,
due to the considerable span of time between separate trials, a convicted person who
pays for other co-perpetrators or accessories has no serious prospect of any real
recovery of contribution.613 Therefore, Mr Lubanga submits, that the application of
this principle to the proceedings before the Court would lead to manifest
unfairness.614
295.

Victims V01 consider that all perpetrators in cases of responsabilité solidaire

and responsabilité in solidum bear liability for reparations of the total harm, and that
the person who pays can seek contribution from the others.615 They further submit that
war crimes and crimes against humanity are always the deed of many people, a
situation which makes apportionment of liability particularly difficult and almost
unfeasible.616
296.

Victims V02 consider that responsabilité solidaire and responsabilité in

solidum both mean that, where multiple perpetrators caused harm, each of them is
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liable to repair it in full.617 This, in their view, does not preclude those responsible
from commencing proceedings against each other, seeking a contribution.618
297.

The OPCV recalls that the Appeals Chamber’s jurisprudence in Katanga is

applicable.619
(b)
298.

Relevant parts of the Impugned Decision

The Trial Chamber, referring to the Lubanga Appeal Judgment on

Reparations, recalled that ‘the scope of liability for reparations may differ depending
on the mode of individual criminal responsibility established vis-à-vis the convicted
person and on the specific elements of that responsibility’.620
299.

The Trial Chamber considered that Trial Chamber I had previously convicted

Mr Lubanga as a co-perpetrator under articles 8(2)(e)(vii) and 25(3)(a) of the Statute,
that he acted as the President of the UPC/FPLC, commander-in-chief and political
leader, and that he made essential contributions to a common plan which resulted in
the conscription and enlistment of girls and boys under the age of 15 years into the
UPC/FPLC, and the use of those children to participate actively in hostilities.621 As
for other responsible individuals, the Trial Chamber noted that no convictions had
been returned against other persons for the crimes that occasioned the harm suffered
by the victims in the present case.622 Such findings are reproduced in full as follows:
272. Turning now to Mr Lubanga’s participation in the commission of the
crimes of which he was convicted, the Chamber notes that Trial Chamber I in its
Judgment Handing Down Conviction found Mr Lubanga guilty as a coperpetrator of the crimes of conscripting and enlisting children under the age of
15 years into the UPC/FPLC and using them to participate actively in hostilities
within the meaning of articles 8(2)(e)(vii) and 25(3)(a) of the Statute between 1
September 2002 and 13 August 2003.
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273. In this regard, the Chamber must point out that the Appeals Chamber, after
stating that the Statute differentiates between two main forms of criminal
responsibility, viz. principal and accessorial, went on to hold that:
this distinction is not merely terminological; making this distinction is
important because, generally speaking and all other things being equal,
a person who is found to commit a crime him- or herself bears more
blameworthiness than a person who contributes to the crime of another
person or persons.
274. However, as the Appeals Chamber held, the Chamber must first and
foremost consider, vis-à-vis the specific circumstances of the case, Mr
Lubanga’s participation in the commission of the crimes of which he was
convicted. Accordingly, the Chamber will proceed to examine the factual and
legal elements of that participation, as determined by Trial Chamber I in the
Judgment Handing Down Conviction and confirmed by the Appeals Chamber in
its Appeal Judgment Affirming Conviction, so as to set the size of the
reparations award for which he is liable.
275. In that connection, the Chamber rehearses the findings made by Trial
Chamber I:
1351. The accused and his co-perpetrators agreed to, and participated
in, a common plan to build an army for the purpose of establishing and
maintaining political and military control over Ituri. This resulted, in
the ordinary course of events, in the conscription and enlistment of
boys and girls under the age of 15, and their use to participate actively
in hostilities.
[…]
1354. […] The Chamber has concluded that between 1 September
2002 and 13 August 2003, a significant number of high-ranking
members of the UPC/FPLC and other personnel conducted a largescale recruitment exercise directed at young people, including children
under the age of 15, whether voluntarily or by coercion.
[…]
1356. Thomas Lubanga was the President of the UPC/FPLC, and the
evidence demonstrates that he was simultaneously the Commander-inChief of the army and its political leader. He exercised an overall
coordinating role over the activities of the UPC/FPLC. He was
informed, on a substantive and continuous basis, of the operations of
the FPLC. He was involved in planning military operations, and he
played a critical role in providing logistical support, including as
regards weapons, ammunition, food, uniforms, military rations and
other general supplies for the FPLC troops. He was closely involved in
making decisions on recruitment policy and he actively supported
recruitment initiatives, for instance by giving speeches to the local
population and the recruits. […] The Chamber has concluded that these
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contributions by Thomas Lubanga, taken together, were essential to a
common plan that resulted in the conscription and enlistment of girls
and boys below the age of 15 into the UPC/FPLC and their use to
actively participate in hostilities.
276. Also worthy of note is the present Chamber’s holding in Katanga:
[I]n cases coming before the Court, a plurality of persons potentially
bear responsibility for having contributed to the commission of the
crimes which caused harm to victims. That said, it must be emphasized
that the competence over such crimes of a chamber tasked with
overseeing the conduct of a case is circumscribed by the charges
confirmed against an accused person and the evidence tendered by the
parties at trial, and so the bench is not in a position to determine the
responsibility of every person who had a part in the crimes at issue.
277. As regards the case at bar, to the Chamber’s knowledge no convictions
have been returned against other persons for the crimes that occasioned the
harm suffered by the victims in the case sub judice. In any event, the Chamber’s
decision is confined to determining Mr Lubanga’s individual liability for
reparations.
278. In that regard, in making its determination the Chamber relies in particular
on the fact that, as aforementioned, Mr Lubanga was President of the
UPC/FPLC and both Commander-in-Chief of its army and its political leader. It
also relies on the fact that Mr Lubanga’s contributions were essential to a
common plan, which he and his co-perpetrators shared and which resulted in the
conscription and enlistment of girls and boys under the age of 15 years into the
UPC/FPLC and in the use of these children to participate actively in hostilities.
Lastly, the Chamber relies on the gravity of the crimes in question and the fact
that they were perpetrated, as earlier said, on a large scale and in a widespread
manner. Mr Lubanga’s individual responsibility, so adjudged, informs the
Chamber’s assessment of the harm suffered by the victims taken as a whole.623
300.

Having reviewed submissions of the parties on how to calculate Mr Lubanga’s

liability,624 and having regard to the above considerations pertaining to his individual
responsibility, the Trial Chamber set ‘ex æquo et bono Mr Lubanga’s liability in
respect of the 425 victims in the sample at USD 3,400,000. Having regard to, inter
alia, the finding that ‘hundreds and possibly thousands more victims suffered harm as
a consequence of the crimes of which Mr Lubanga was convicted’, the Trial Chamber

623
624

Impugned Decision, paras 272-278 (footnotes omitted).
Impugned Decision, paras 261-267.
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set ex aequo et bono Mr Lubanga’s liability in respect of ‘other victims who may be
identified during implementation of reparations’ at USD 6,600,000.625
(c)
(i)
301.

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

How to apportion liability

Mr Lubanga submits that the Trial Chamber erred in holding him liable in full

for the victims’ harm, regardless of the existence of other co-perpetrators who
contributed to such harm, and in failing to consider his mode of participation in the
commission of the crimes.626 In Mr Lubanga’s view, since each co-perpetrator
contributed substantially to the commission of the crimes, each incurs his or her own
share of liability.627 He submits that the Katanga Trial Chamber ruled out importing
the principle of holding any perpetrator liable for the totality of the harm suffered.628
Mr Lubanga avers that if another co-perpetrator were convicted of acts identical to the
crimes of which he was found guilty, ‘an order against Mr Lubanga for the totality of
the reparations would be a legal nonsense’,629 and that ‘no reparations award could be
ordered against that other co-perpetrator, lest the victims be compensated twice for
the same harm’.630 Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber made an error of law in
imposing upon him the full award to repair victims of the crimes of which he was
convicted as a co-perpetrator.631
302.

As to the law, the Appeals Chamber recalls that, in its Lubanga Appeal

Judgment on Reparations, it observed that,
the scope of a convicted person’s liability for reparations may differ depending
on, for example, the mode of individual criminal responsibility established with
respect to that person and on the specific elements of that responsibility.
Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds it necessary to be guided by [the]
principle […] that: A convicted person’s liability for reparations must be
proportionate to the harm caused and, inter alia, his or her participation in the
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commission of the crimes for which he or she was found guilty, in the specific
circumstances of the case.632
303.

The Appeals Chamber referred to this observation when revisiting the issue of

how to calculate liability in its Katanga Judgment on Reparations, after noting that ‘in
the Lubanga Reparations Appeal Judgment, [it] set down principles regarding the
scope of a convicted person’s liability for reparations’.633 Referring to the abovequoted paragraph, the Appeals Chamber observed that ‘[t]his does not mean,
however, that the amount of reparations for which a convicted person is held liable
must reflect his or her relative responsibility for the harm in question vis-à-vis others
who may also have contributed to that harm’.634
304.

The Appeals Chamber noted that,
[…] in principle, the question of whether other individuals may also have
contributed to the harm resulting from the crimes for which the person has been
convicted is irrelevant to the convicted person’s liability to repair that harm.
While a reparations order must not exceed the overall cost to repair the harm
caused, it is not, per se, inappropriate to hold the person liable for the full
amount necessary to repair the harm.635
[…]
in some cases it may be appropriate for a trial chamber to take into account the
role of the convicted person vis-à-vis others in the commission of the crimes
when deciding on a reparations order against that person. For example, if more
than one person is convicted by the Court for the same crimes at the same time,
it may be appropriate to apportion liability for the costs to repair. Nevertheless,
the focus in all cases should be the extent of the harm and cost to repair such
harm, rather than the role of the convicted person.636 [Footnotes omitted.]

305.

As to whether the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of Mr Lubanga’s

responsibility, the Appeals Chamber notes that, in assessing the size of the reparations
award for which Mr Lubanga was liable, the Trial Chamber recalled parts of the
above jurisprudence and that ‘[a]n order for reparations […] is intrinsically linked to
the individual whose criminal responsibility is established in a conviction and whose
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culpability for those criminal acts is determined in a sentence’.637 The Trial Chamber
referred to the Appeals Chamber’s findings in the Lubanga Appeal Judgment on
Reparations, noting that ‘the scope of liability for reparations may differ depending on
the mode of individual criminal responsibility established vis-à-vis the convicted
person and on the specific elements of that responsibility’.638 It recalled that the
Appeals Chamber stipulated the principle for determining the scope of a person’s
liability for reparations as follows: ‘A convicted person’s liability for reparations must
be proportionate to the harm caused and, inter alia, his or her participation in the
commission of the crimes for which he or she was found guilty, in the specific
circumstances of the case’.639
306.

The Trial Chamber then referred to the gravity of the crimes of which Mr

Lubanga was convicted, as well as their large-scale and widespread nature.640 It
addressed his participation in the crimes, noting that he was convicted as a coperpetrator.641 In considering Mr Lubanga’s participation, the Trial Chamber recalled
relevant findings from the Lubanga Appeal Judgment on Conviction. First, it recalled
that Mr Lubanga ‘and his co-perpetrators agreed to, and participated in, a common
plan to build an army for the purpose of establishing and maintaining political and
military control over Ituri’, which resulted ‘in the conscription and enlistment of boys
and girls under the age of 15, and their use to participate actively in hostilities’.642
Second, it recalled that during times relevant to Mr Lubanga’s charges, ‘a significant
number of high-ranking members of the UPC/FPLC and other personnel conducted a
large-scale recruitment exercise directed at young people, including children under
the age of 15, whether voluntarily or by coercion’.643 Third, it recalled that Mr
Lubanga ‘was the President of the UPC/FPLC, and [...] the Commander-in-Chief of
the army and its political leader’, and that he ‘exercised an overall coordinating role
over the activities of the UPC/FPLC’.644 The Trial Chamber also recalled the finding
of Trial Chamber I that ‘[the] contributions by Thomas Lubanga, taken together, were
637
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essential to a common plan that resulted in the conscription and enlistment of girls
and boys below the age of 15 into the UPC/FPLC and their use to actively participate
in hostilities’.645
307.

The Trial Chamber concluded by making the findings referred to in more

detail above as to Mr Lubanga being liable for USD 10,000,000.
308.

Mr Lubanga argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider his role vis-à-vis

the co-perpetrators referred to in the Lubanga Conviction Decision, including Mr
Bosco Ntaganda, who, at the time of Mr Lubanga’s Appeal Brief stood trial before
this Court for crimes that, according to Mr Lubanga, include those of which he was
convicted.646 The Appeals Chamber observes that Mr Bosco Ntaganda has recently
been convicted by this Court.647 However, it recalls in this regard that, as seen above,
in the Katanga Judgment on Reparations, it noted that, ‘in principle, the question of
whether other individuals may also have contributed to the harm resulting from the
crimes for which the person has been convicted is irrelevant to the convicted person’s
liability to repair that harm’ and that ‘it is not, per se, inappropriate to hold the person
liable for the full amount necessary to repair the harm’.648
309.

As to the argument that the Trial Chamber erred in not properly taking account

of Mr Lubanga’s responsibility, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber
particularly relied (i) ‘on the fact that […] Mr Lubanga was President of the
UPC/FPLC and both Commander-in-Chief of its army and its political leader’,649 (ii)
‘on the fact that Mr Lubanga’s contributions were essential to a common plan, which
he and his co-perpetrators shared and which resulted in the conscription and
enlistment of girls and boys under the age of 15 years into the UPC/FPLC and in the
use of these children to participate actively in hostilities’,650 and (iii) ‘on the gravity of
the crimes in question and the fact that they were perpetrated, as earlier said, on a
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large scale and in a widespread manner’.651 Mr Lubanga has not demonstrated an
error in the reasoning of the Trial Chamber.
310.

Mr Lubanga further argues that he made efforts to demobilise children,652 and

that the evidence at trial showed that, ‘far from being indifferent to the fate of the
minors involved in the hostilities, on numerous occasions [he] made the situation his
concern and attempted to remedy it’.653 He argues that ‘[t]hose considerations,
essential for the assessment of the degree of Mr Lubanga’s participation in the
commission of the crimes, were not, however, analysed by the Chamber in its
determination of [his] liability for reparations’.654 He avers that, while insufficient to
demonstrate the absence of his criminal intent, ‘the letters, notes, minutes, reports and
decrees referring to measures for the demobilization of minors’ were important to
determine his degree of participation in the commission of the crimes.655 As
examples, he refers to the minutes dated 25 February 2003 to argue that they show
that ‘Mr Lubanga stressed the importance of disarming the children and the need to
not expose them to combat’.656 He also refers to ‘the report of the “réunion du CEMG
avec les commandants des grandes unités”’ to argue that ‘Mr Lubanga made clear to
the military authorities that he wanted all the minors bearing arms – without exception
– to be demobilized’,657 and to the report of 16 February 2003, inter alia, to argue that
it confirms ‘Mr Lubanga’s willingness to demobilize the minors from the self-defence
forces’.658 He avers that, despite his indirect criminal intent, he was not indifferent to
the fate of the minors involved in hostilities, and that on various occasions, he was
concerned and attempted to remedy this situation.659 In his view, the Trial Chamber
did not analyse these considerations in determining his liability for reparations.660
311.

The Appeals Chamber considers that, in awarding reparations, a trial chamber

must remain within the confines of the conviction and sentencing decisions. The
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efforts that Mr Lubanga referred to could only be relevant at this stage of the
proceedings, in which the focus is on repairing the harm, if Mr Lubanga had been able
to show that, for example, in relation to a considerable number of victims, especially
those assessed as samples by the Trial Chamber, he had helped to demobilise them
and that these efforts reduced the level of harm suffered by those victims. If this was
the case, this could arguably be relevant to the Trial Chamber’s assessment of the
overall harm suffered. However, Mr Lubanga has not pointed to any arguments made
before the Trial Chamber, during the reparations proceedings, showing how his
alleged demobilisation efforts mitigated or reduced the harm.
312.

While the Appeals Chamber notes that Mr Lubanga submitted before the Trial

Chamber as well that he was concerned and attempted to remedy the situation,661 he
has not demonstrated how such alleged concerns or attempts had any impact on the
harm the victims suffered. It is not the case that the trial chamber, when dealing with
reparations, should analyse all submissions made before the criminal trial chamber
again unless raised by a party in the reparations proceedings, who clearly indicates
their relevance to his liability for reparations. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber
notes that on appeal Mr Lubanga merely repeats his arguments before the Trial
Chamber, referring, inter alia, to his closing submissions during his criminal trial
before Trial Chamber I and to evidence, which was presented during that stage of the
proceedings, on the issue of demobilisation and disarmament of children in selfdefence groups.662 It is not clearly substantiated, however, how Mr Lubanga intends
for those submissions to affect the current reparations proceedings, especially how his
actions could in any event have had an impact on the cost to repair the harm.663 The
Appeals Chamber therefore rejects these arguments by Mr Lubanga.
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(ii)
313.

Mr Lubanga’s alleged efforts to promote peace and the
specific circumstances of the case

The Appeals Chamber turns now to Mr Lubanga’s argument that the Trial

Chamber failed to consider his personal efforts to promote peace and that, under the
circumstances, there was a need to contend with the massacres, and neither the United
Nations forces nor the local authorities protected the civilian population.664 He argues
that there is evidence that he genuinely strove to restore peace, facing opposition from
some FPLC leaders.

665

He avers that, between September 2002 and the day of his

arrest by the Congolese authorities, he involved representatives from all communities
and regions of Ituri in the Iturian political and administrative institutions in an attempt
to bring the communities together and ‘achieve a lasting end to the unrest’.666 Mr
Lubanga refers to speeches presented during his criminal trial proceedings, of which
he submits in support of the argument that he was anxious for pacification.667 He also
refers to evidence that, in his view, shows first that necessity for survival of
communities targeted by massacres prompted the common plan aimed at building an
armed force and the ‘voluntary enlistment of a large number of youths during 2002
and 2003’,668 second, that the communities could not turn to the ‘central Government
authorities’ for protection and that, ‘[w]orse still, the Congolese Government
authorities’ seemed to be involved as organisers or accomplices of the massacres
against such communities,669 and third, that the United Nations failed to take
measures to protect civilians.670
314.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, in its Katanga Judgment on Reparations, it

observed that
the primary consideration is the extent of the harm and cost it takes to repair that
harm. Criteria such as the gravity of the crimes or mitigating factors such as
characteristics personal to the convicted person are not relevant to this question.
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The goal of reparations is not to punish the person but indeed to repair the harm
caused to others.671
315.

Accordingly, Mr Lubanga’s argument here that, essentially, the Trial Chamber

failed to consider his good behaviour following the relevant events, is of no merit. As
for Mr Lubanga’s argument that he had to act pursuant to the specific circumstances
of the case, where the government and the international community did not protect
civilians, the Appeals Chamber considers this irrelevant at this stage of the
proceedings. Mr Lubanga seems to be making an argument of necessity of his actions
based on the need for survival of the communities targeted by massacres, as the
justification of the common plan for which he was convicted.672 The Appeals
Chamber finds that this should not be given weight here, as it is unrelated to the goal
of reparations.673 The Appeals Chamber considers that it has long passed the stage at
the criminal trial where Mr Lubanga could have made this argument. The Appeals
Chamber is therefore not persuaded.
316.

The Appeals Chamber rejects the fifth ground of Mr Lubanga’s appeal.
2.

Mr Lubanga’s sixth ground of appeal
(a)
(i)

317.

Submissions on appeal

Mr Lubanga’s submissions

Mr Lubanga argues that the Court should apply, under article 21 of the Statute,

the principle of non ultra petita, which, he submits, is an established principle of
international law.674 He refers to the fact that Victims V01 and V02, as well as the
OPCV, claimed USD 6,000,000 in their submissions,675 but that the final order was
for USD 10,000,000.676 Mr Lubanga submits that this was an error of law.677
(ii)
318.

Victims V01’s response

Victims V01 note in their response that the Trial Chamber did not issue the

order against Mr Lubanga on the basis of a request from the victims, but on its own
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motion. They submit that victims did not make a claim for a specific amount but, on
the request of the Chamber, estimated the amount that might be awarded to the
victims if the Chamber decided to award financial compensation instead of ordering
collective reparations.678
(iii) Victims V02’s response
319.

Victims V02 argue that, based on article 75(1) of the Statute and rule 97(1) of

the Rules, ‘the Court has the discretion to assess reparations, that is to say, to
determine the size of the resulting award, once it has invited and taken account of
representations on the extent of any damage, loss and injury to, or in respect of,
victims, from or on behalf of the convicted person, victims, other interested persons or
interested States’.679 They argue that this discretion is highlighted by the fact that ‘the
size of the reparations award is not expressly stated as one of the particulars to be
contained in the applications for reparations, […], and it does not, as such, have to be
taken into consideration by the Chamber’680. They refer to a general principle of law
that enables judges, in the absence of basic information from the victims to allow for
the quantum of harm to be calculated, to reckon the value of an award ex aequo et
bono.681 By setting the award, ex aequo et bono, at USD 10,000,000, even though the
victims had each requested USD 6,000,000, they therefore consider that the Trial
Chamber did not rule ultra petita.682
(iv) OPCV’s response
320.

The OPCV refers to the Appeals Chamber’s jurisprudence in Katanga and

argues that ‘the Trial Chamber has a discretionary power to determine the size of the
award independently of the content of the claims submitted to it’.683 The OPCV
further argues that its previous request for USD 6,000,000 was made in respect of the
victims already known and that it had also stated that it was aware of the same
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number of potential beneficiaries who had not yet been interviewed. It submits that it
therefore ‘might well have arrived at a sum-total of USD 12,000,000’.684
(v)
321.

Mr Lubanga’s reply

In reply to the OPCV’s submission that its request for USD 6,000,000 was

made only in respect to the victims already known, Mr Lubanga refers to the OPCV’s
submission of 8 September 2017 and argues the OPCV’s request was not based on
only known victims, but was a total for a possible 3,000 victims.685 Mr Lubanga,
therefore, argues that it is incorrect for the OPCV to submit that the request could
amount to USD 12,000,000.686
(b)
322.

Procedural background and relevant
parts of the Impugned Decision

In the Lubanga Amended Reparations Order, the Appeals Chamber directed

the TFV
to provide, in the draft implementation plan, the anticipated monetary amount
that it considers necessary to remedy the harms caused by the crimes for which
Mr Lubanga was convicted, based on information gathered during the
consultation period leading up to the submission of the draft implementation
plan.687
323.

During the reparations proceedings, on 13 July 2017, the Trial Chamber

instructed the parties to,
provide it with an estimate of the current monetary value of the harms alleged
by the direct and indirect victims, and to explain the methodology behind that
estimate. More specifically, and depending on what they consider fairest and
most appropriate to the circumstances of the instant case, the Parties are
instructed to provide the Chamber with:
- a per capita estimate of the monetary value of the physical harm,
psychological harm and material harm caused to Potentially Eligible Victims; or
- a per capita estimate of the monetary value of the harm (all types of harm
combined) caused to Potentially Eligible Victims; or
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- an aggregate estimate of the monetary value of the harm caused to Potentially
Eligible Victims.688 [Footnotes omitted.]
324.

It further stated:
Recalling that the 474 files in question reflect only a sample of the Potentially
Eligible Victims, the Chamber also instructs the Parties to provide it with an
estimate of the total number of direct and indirect victims, along with an
explanation of the methodology behind that estimate, taking particular account
of the information submitted by the TFV and the Registry in the Draft.689
[Footnotes omitted.]

325.

Having clarified that ‘reparations are collective and will be implemented

through educational, occupational and medical services made available to the eligible
victims’,690 the OPCV estimated USD 6,000,000 as the ‘minimum sum for
reparations’.691 Victims V01, on the other hand, argued that EUR 41,700,000 would
repair the harm of 22,000 victims, but submitted that they were ‘in agreement that the
amount to be earmarked for reparation can be evaluated at EUR 6,000,000’.692
Victims V02, in turn, submitted that they had ‘arrived at an agreed estimate of 1,000
victims’ and stated that they ‘believe[d] that a total amount of USD 6,000,000
[would] be sufficient to repair all the harm’.693 Referring to the USD 6,000,000
estimate, Mr Lubanga submitted that his ‘liability must be determined in proportion to
the amount of harm suffered – not in terms of the cost of implementing the
reparations programmes’, and that ‘the Appeals Chamber has confirmed the collective
nature of reparations in this case and that any such programme must not, therefore,
take the form of a lump-sum or structured payment.’694
326.

In the Impugned Decision, the Trial Chamber reckoned ex aequo et bono ‘Mr

Lubanga’s liability in respect of the 425 victims in the sample at USD 3,400,000’695
and ‘in respect of those other victims who may be identified during the
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implementation of reparations at USD 6,600,000’.696 It then set the total reparations
award for which Mr Lubanga was liable at USD 10,000,000.697
(c)

Determination by the Appeals Chamber

The Appeals Chamber notes that Mr Lubanga’s overarching argument is that

327.

the Trial Chamber erred in ruling ultra petita by ordering reparations for USD
10,000,000 despite the fact that Victims V01 and V02, as well as the OPCV, claimed
USD 6,000,000 in their submissions.698 Mr Lubanga submits that this was an error of
law given that the non ultra petita rule is an established principle of international
law.699
328.

It is noted that in their submissions before the Trial Chamber, the victim

groups proposed the sum of USD 6,000,000 to implement the collective reparations
programmes for the potential beneficiaries.700 Having regard to the parties’
submissions,701 the Trial Chamber reckoned ex aequo et bono Mr Lubanga’s liability
at USD 3,400,000 in relation to the 425 victims found to qualify for reparations and
USD 6,600,000 in respect of other victims who may be identified.702
329.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, in the Katanga Judgment on Reparations,

faced with an argument in that appeal that the principle of non ultra petita should
apply, stated as follows:
146. The Appeals Chamber recalls that reparations proceedings are governed by
article 75 of the Statute, which vests a trial chamber with the power to
“determine the scope and extent of any damage”, stipulating that, before making
an order for reparations, it “may invite and shall take account of representations
from or on behalf of the convicted person, victims, other interested persons or
interested States”. Article 75 (1) of the Statute also grants the possibility, albeit
in exceptional circumstances, for a trial chamber to determine the scope and
extent of any damage for the purposes of reparations proprio motu. Rule 97 (1)
of the Rules provides that, “[t]aking into account the scope and extent of any
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damage, loss or injury, the Court may award reparations on an individualized
basis or, where it deems it appropriate, on a collective basis or both”.
147. The Appeals Chamber considers that, together, these provisions illustrate
that a trial chamber, in making an award for reparations, has the discretion to
depart from an applicant’s claim for reparations, if it considers it to be
appropriate. In this respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that a trial chamber is
permitted to issue a decision on reparations without being seized by any party
and this, by definition, entails making an award to victims which has not been
sought. This precludes the strict applicability of the ultra petita principle to
reparations proceedings before the Court. Similarly, article 75 (3) of the Statute,
stating that a trial chamber “may invite and shall take account of representations
from or on behalf of the convicted person, victims, other interested persons or
interested States” (emphasis added), suggests that a trial chamber is not strictly
bound by these representations. The Appeals Chamber notes that the same
provision requires a trial chamber to take account of representations of the
convicted person and victims, as well as of “other interested persons or
interested States”. The inclusion of stakeholders other than the convicted person
and the victims represents a departure from the ultra petita principle, as it
assumes that trial chambers are not strictly bound by the parties’ submissions. In
this respect, in reparations proceedings, trial chambers may consult different
stakeholders, but enjoy discretion in ruling on reparations, based on the different
input they receive, and in line with “the scope and extent of any damage, loss
and injury to, or in respect of, victims” pursuant to article 75 (1) of the Statute.
The Appeals Chamber also notes that, as stated above, the individual assessment
of individual claims should only be done when there are very few applications,
and the intention is to personalise the award. In all other circumstances, albeit
very important in order to understand the nature of the harm alleged, the
applications for reparations are not the only basis for an award. Indeed, faced
with hundreds or thousands of applications, it would be impracticable to tailor
reparations to each claim. In such circumstances, the issue of ultra petita does
not arise.
148. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, pursuant to article 21 (1) (c) of the
Statute, the Court may apply “general principles of law derived by the Court
from national laws of legal systems of the world”. Nevertheless, even if the
ultra petita principle could be considered such a general principle of law, the
same provision requires the Court to apply, in the first place, its own Statute,
Rules and Elements of Crimes. Given the Court’s framework as set out above,
the principle does not apply in reparations proceedings before the Court.703
330.

The Appeals Chamber also recalls, as explained more fully under Mr

Lubanga’s first ground of appeal above, that the role of the trial chamber is to aim to
impose an award that takes into account the circumstances of the case before it, not
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necessarily limited to the requests that have been brought before it704; this is seen
most clearly in cases where the trial chamber chooses not to make an award based on
requests for reparations only and, for instance, imposes a collective award, such as in
the present case. Such an award, by its nature, cannot stay within the confines of any
requests that are submitted.
331.

The Appeals Chamber accordingly considers that the Trial Chamber made no

error and it therefore rejects this ground of appeal.

VI. APPROPRIATE RELIEF
332.

In an appeal pursuant to article 82(4) of the Statute, the Appeals Chamber may

confirm, reverse or amend the reparation order appealed (rule 153(1) of the Rules). In
the present case, it is appropriate to confirm the Impugned Decision in part and amend
it in part such that the victims whom the Trial Chamber found ineligible to receive
reparations, and who consider that their failure to sufficiently substantiate their
allegations, including by supporting documentation, resulted from insufficient notice
of the requirements for eligibility, may seek a new assessment of their eligibility by
the TFV, together with other victims who may come forward in the course of the
implementation stage and as envisaged by the Trial Chamber in paragraphs 292 – 297
and the disposition of the Impugned Decision; any recommendations as to eligibility
made by the TFV shall be subject to the approval of the Trial Chamber.
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Judge Eboe-Osuji appends his separate opinion to this judgment. The separate opinion
of Judge Ibáñez Carranza will be filed in due course.
Done in both English and French, the English version being authoritative.

_____________________________
Judge Piotr Hofmański
Presiding
Dated this 18th day of July 2019
At The Hague, The Netherlands
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